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PIEFACE 
In  1969 ths National Academy of Scieices (NASI asserbled a p a n e l  of 
scientists to "look mew a t  the foundation of spae biolcqr.. . . I '  Wildlife 
behavior and ecological relationships were m u  the subjects discussd, 
and remendations were ma& for "a program for satellite trackin9 of free 
ranging ani+ls" and for "a panel cmpsed of experts in t2.e wrious branches 
of ecology a76 in the use and capabilities of d t i s p e c t r a l  sensing devices, 
to be mnv21A to carry out an evaluation i n  depth of th is  prcnisir,g 
applicatioa . I' 
Shortly after the P.cat).emy r e p &  was published NASA launched the N i m b u s  
4 s a t b l i t e  cazxyhg the Interrogation, Recording ani! Ix>cating System (IRIS) 
which was used to detect a free roaming elk. The tracking of the elk by 
NASA, D e p z t m n t  of the Interior and Smithsonian I n s t i t u t i o n  w a s  successful. 
A subseqv.&?t study wid out for NPSA revealed that a large number of 
agacics ar.d scientists \ere interested in the use of satell i te techniques 
to m n i  tor wildlife. 
In  azcordmoz wi th  the National Aeronautics and Space P.ct of 1958, the 
recmmndations of the NAS, and the interest excressed by Federal and State 
agencies, and representatives of the scientific and techrio'logical mmity, 
. 
metings hold in Dxwber 1972 and  i n  February and 1Apri.l 1973 to discuss 
nationcil goals and activities i n  wildlife resource ncmageiit.  The needs of 
those aqencies hhich hzve statutory requir&m% to miage wildlife resources 
and NRSA'S capabilities in adapting aerospace technolcx~~ to mnitoring wild- 
life t:xc stuciiccl, and p1;ln.s wxc trndm3aka.l to hold a workshop or1 wildlife 
mnitorinq in response to national needs. The workshop was held a t  S,lnta 
Cruz in S c p t t m k r  1973 and resulted i n  th is  r e p r t .  
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This document presents a plan for integrating the various requirements for wildlife inonitoriiig 
with inodern aerospace tcchiiology. Thc Wildlife Monitoring Program Plan is rcspoiisivc 10 llic iii*cd 
for wildlife conservation, protection, and management iind recognizes thc legal rcquirciiicnls 
embodied in almost a hundred legislative acts. Specific wildlife nionitoring tasks and Iiardwarc 
development programs arc designated in this plan to show the user agencies how they c;tn 1iwc1 their 
goals of maximizing the commercial. rccreationd, and cultur;il bcnctits of our wildlift- rtsoiirccs. 
NASA's participation is restricted to  demonstrating the techniques of aerospace technology and 
precludes operational monitoring or t.vlagement tasks. 
A careful study of the user agencies' wildlife management objectives made clear t b i  need for 
quantitatiw models relating the health, vigor, and population dynaniics of the animals in relation to 
natural perturbations in the natural environment or  those induced by man. The immcdiiitc nced is 
for data on animal location, numbers, habitat, and behavior/physiology in order to construct these 
management models. Parallel to  the development of management models, efforts in  monitoring 
instrumentation. communications equipment microminiaturization. and data interpretation arc also 
required. 
To verify the monitoring methodology and kcep the tasks to a manageable level, thc Wildlife 
Monitoring Program Plan is based on an evolutionary growth from domesticated animals and larger 
animals to smaller, more scarce, and more geographically remote species. Animals wcrc selected for 
initial investigation largely on the basis of the 1973 Santa Crut Sumiiicr Study on Wildlifc Monitor- 
ing (included as appendix A), with additional consideration given to those animals that are more 
easily handled, those far which more experience has been accumulated, o r  those that are more 
acceptable to the genzral public. The animals chosen for initial investigation arc cattle, gray whale, 
walrus, dog, and duck. T i e  scope of the program will grow, for insti81 cc', from whale to  porpoise, to 
large fish and then to smaller fish. In another instancc, it will expand from dogs to  wolvcs, through 
bears, cougars, and other predators. As the handling techniques and technology arc developed for 
each animal, the monitoring and management tasks will be intttrfaced with user agcncics for the 
eventual operational phase. The mdor NASA effort is thercforc initially restricted to dcnionstrii- 
tion programs on only five principal species, where t1.e value of using aerospace technology car be 
realized with the maximum chance of success. 
The Wildlife Monitoring Program involves laboratory investigations of animal behavior ;md 
physiology as well as electronics research and development. Thcse efforts support the monitoring 
tasks undertaken by field parties, remote field stations, aircraft, and satellites. Each dat;i coilcclioii 
method, operating in its own unique way, contributes to the total information-gathering process. 
Used to  best advantage, satellites * 4 1  gather synoptic data on habitat and meteorology. Satellites in  
sun-synchronous and similarly low orbits will also be uscd to  locate no4 track animals. A t  lhr same 
time, gcosynchronous satellites can sewc the unique function of continuously rclayinp data over 
much of the earth's surface. Aircraft will be uscd largely to image habitats and. i n  WIIW C;ISL*S. im;lgc 
animals directly. Field stations will be used principally to  gather meteorological data. but tlic-y can 
also be used as data relay links or as reference points in animal tracking. Ficld parties will he 
required for ground truth and behavior monitoring and they will also be used to pcrforni siicli 
functions as animal tagging, harnessing, or  maintaining Ikld stations. The progratii will bc carried 
out at Ames Research Center, Coddard Space Flight Center, Johnson Space Center, i d  the 
facilities at Wallops Station. 
The development of technological and management methods for wildlife monitoring could 
involve NASA to the extent of $7 o r  $8 million over the next 15 years. Tlic funding would reach a 
peak in the late 1970’s and decline through the 1980’s. About 60 percent of that cffort woiild be in 
the area of hardware research and development, the rest for gathering and interpreting data. It 
appears that about 60 percent of the hardware design (e.g., satellite technology, electronic micro- 
miniaturization, etc.) could be used to  satisfy animal requirements in a common modular fashion. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Wildlife Monitoring Program ?Ian presented in this documen1 integrates the growiiig 
requirements for ecological management with tk.” newest tecliniqucs in biological scicncc and wro- 
space technology. The increasing need for ecological managemcn t stems chiefly from the prcswrrs 
of a world population th;lt grows not only in numbers hut in standard of living. As nian’s pcrtiirha- 
tion of the ecological system expands, there is an increasing need for management of natural 
resources by controlling their use and consumption, and for guarding against their destruction 
through pollution or other ecological imbalances. The foundation of ecological management is 
understanding, and the first step in that unrierstanding is monitoring. It is therefore thn intent of 
this document to present a systematic approach to one aspect of ecological managcrwnt, the 
problem of rational wildlife monitoring. 
The Wildlife Monitoring Program Plan draws on user needs expressed in international agrce- 
ment,, federal a d  state legislation, and the stated requirements of government agciicic:. I t  incor- 
porates the espouscct views o f  various special interest groups, industry. tlic scientific ;inu ;ic;iclcrnic 
communities, and individuals. Much of this background material was assembled at the 1973 Santil 
Cruz Summer Study on Wildlife Monitoring (appendix A). 
The Program Plan describcs the program objectives; i t  suiiitiiari/,cs the iiccds. rl*quirmciits, aii t l  
program justification, ;IS well as the current program and technology stilttls: it dcscrihcs tlic sc.lcctctl 
demonstration program and its implementation (i.e., specific tasks to be performed): ;Ind i t  suggests 
a plan for managemel:’ and NASA involvement. 
I t  is emphasized that ii systematic approach, as intended herc, does nut dictate that all aspects 
of interaction between wildlife species and the cnvironmetit be handled simultaneously. Rathcr, thc 
program is designcd tu demonstrate the teasibility of implementing concepts of iiionitoring by 
concentrating on selected animal species. Such demonstraticns of the application o f  aerospace 
technology to wildlife monitoring, and the understanding of ccological interactions gained 
2 
therefrom, should permit the ganention of rational management itpproaches that can be used by 
the various user agencies to develop operational management techniaues. 
It is recognized that the subject of wildlife management is so extensive and so subjectrvc thdt a 
program plan could occupy volumes. This report is not intended therefore to treat all aspects of 
wildlife management in detail. Many strategic questions (e.& which animal species h;ivc t h c  most 
aesthetic value) cannot bo considered until a rational program is implctnciitcd and iiiorc tliita ;ire 
available. For these reasons, many tactical questions such as r h o s  dcaling with specific modes of 
operation (e.g., sensor wavelength or spccific satellites) are not discussed hcrc. 
OBJECTIVES 
The purpose of the Wildlife Monitoring Program is to  provide il firm technological and system- 
oriented approach to satisfy user requirements in the area of wildlife monitoring and, ultimately, 
ecological management. It is, further, the intent of the program to make maximum use of tcch- 
nology and techniques derived from aerospacc research and development. and to test each mcthod 
for appropriateness and practicality in monitoring a limited sample of animal species. To meet these 
broad objectives, a set of sub-objectives is defined os follows: 
1. To determine which physiological and behavioral parameters best indicate the health and 
vigor of a species. 
2. To determine which environment and habitat characteristics can be used to  describe !he 
state of the ecological system and its dynamics. 
3. To monitor the location, physiology, behavior, and habitat of selected animal specics and 
collect appropriate data for guiding research and meeting the specific needs of the user agency. 
4. To determine the appropriate role of aerospace technology (such its communications, olcc- 
tronir microminiaturization, and remote sensing) in monitoring wildlife resources. 
5 .  To recommend technological research and development programs that best satisfy thc 
requirements icr monitoring wildlife. 
6. To develop environmental and management models and document the data and techniques 
applicable to environmental management. 
7. To orient potential user agencies by soliciting thcir collaboration and direct aid in  thc lorm 
of manpower and funds. 
The relationship of the Wildlife Monitoring Program to the fundamcntal rcquircmcnts and 
capabilities is illustrated in figure 1. This figure shows where aerospace technology and systems 
management can interface with the user agencies and thrir iiccds ;IS Jrlincd !ii appciitlix A .  
JUSTIFICATION 
Ogr natural resources are all closcly related, cach an intcgrd componcnt ot thc ccosystciii. ;1 
component of the biosphere. A significant alteratioii 01' one coiiipoiicnl will iiilliiciicc llis 
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equilibrium of the entire system. Each resource plays a role ifi maintaining the health and stability 
of our global life-support system. 
Man has brought about many changes in the natural environment by clearing land. planting 
farmlands, building cities, excavating for resources, and disposing of waste. Many of the changes are 
beneficial to man. others are detrimental. Man's encroachmcnt on thc wilderncss ilre;ls iititl his 
dominance over certain pests has resulted in the availability of mow inincral and agriciiltural 
resources, but it has also created an increasing pollution problem and a growing list otcridiirigcrcd 
animal species. 
The relatiomhip between miin arid a portion of the ecosystem is shown in tigitrc 2.  'l'lic I'igurc 
illustrates, first of all, man's impact on the natural balance within the enviroiimciil Iwca~ise iiaturc 
must absorb man'< wastc materials and energy. In addition. man dcpends heavily on naturc to 
supply animal, vegetable. and mineral resources. F m  example, tlicrc is a dclicatc balance in tlic 
network between man's domestic livestock, natural vegetation, wild grazers. and predators. MJII 113s 
killed many of the cougars and wolves to protect domesticated dnimals. This action. tiowcvcr. 
increases the number of natural grazers and can aggravate the competition between natural and 
domestic animals for rangeland food sources. If man is to maintain adequate food supplies as well as 
protect natural animal species, some very sophisticated management models and techniqiics must be 
developed. 
The importance of maintaining an ecological balance is exemplified by the food energy chain 
that links the basic source of energy in absorbed sunlight with higher animals that are inan's mdor 
source of proteins. A serious break in any link in the chain which yields the larger fish for man's 
diet could destroy a process that already suffers from low efficiency (fig. 3). A case of misguided 
wddlife management, namely, the removal of deer predators from the Grind Canyon area. is shown 
in figure 4. The size of the deer herd is actually lower than it should be, or might he, it'morc data  
had been available or if the correct iT-dicators had been heeded. 
Some of the benefits to be gained by a rational prograni of wildlifc iiianagcinclit arc listcd 
below. 
1. Conserving, restoring. and protecting endangered wildlife species. 
2. Maximizing animal harvest for commercial uses such as for food, fur, skins, oils, etc. 
3. Maximizing animal species for hunting, fishing, entertainment and other rccrcational 
4. Controlling agriciiltural damage by animals. 
5 .  Controlling the spread of disease by animals. 
6. Controlling insccts and other pests with animals. 
7.  Maintaining a source of aninials for research and other scientific reasons (such ;IS nirthods 
8. Preventing damage and loss of life due to aircraft collision with birds. 
purposes. 














ENERGY PYRAIIIO I f  HAM WERE THE ONLV OTHER LINK IN THE PLANKTON MAN 
FOOO CHAIN. YORE THAN IWTIMES THE ENERCV WOULD BE AVAILABLE TO HIM 
THAN AS THE TERMIWAL LINK OF TI+€ PCANKTON AOUATIC ANIMAL-WELT-TROUT- 
MAN FOOD CH4IN (AFTER LAMONTC. COLE."THF ECOSPHERE." SI AMER . 198.1958 
Figure 3.- Food energy chain. 
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9. Understanding iiatural indicators of potential problems for man such as mercury poisoning. 
IO. Understanding the habitat conditions so that corrective actions can be taken to rcstorc the 
hazardous pesticide levels, ctc. 
ecology. 
Needs and Requirements 
Inf mnation gathered in a comprehensive Wildlife Monitoring Progrdin is iipplicable to 
improwi commercial harvests of wildlife resources, some of which arc tiiajor lactors it1 rlic world 
food supply. This infomation will also be important in the management of nonconiiiicrc.i;il wildlifc 
-:source: that contribute to a very large and significantly increasing range of n.creatiotial. .icstltctic, 
m d  e(f7.1 3tional uses. Thesc include the relatively stable demands for hunting and fislring ;irrtl thc 
ilpidly 1.lupanding nonconsumptive uses of wildlife, including tourism. Many spccics alw scrvc as 
se asitive indicators of environmental degradation such as pollution. 
The basic wildlife monitoring user information needed to  produce the aforemcnlioncd benefits 
is given b,!ow (Santa CNZ report, appendix A). 
0 Animal censusing and population dynamics; a continuing check on the health and vigor of 
animals and their populations 
Location of animals to determine migratory paths, speed and direction of niovcnient and 
changes in movement patterns during stages of their life history 
Habitat characterization; description, mapping, and determination of thc bouiitlarics 0 1  
tke animals’ ranges 
Physiology- aselines for detecting changes relating to  health and vigor; physical analogs 
of biologic systems 
Behavior within the hdbitat; feeding and breeding and rcaction to cnvironmcnhl changcs 
;B 
t b  
0 
Figurc 5 shows the relationships between the information needs and eventual benefits. 
The just fication for wilfllife monitoring from an economic standpoint alonc is substantial. The 
costs of su6:h a prograr * Ire imperceptible compmd to world fishing activities worth hillions of 
dollars annualby, or rhe U.S. domestic grazing animal inventory valucd i it  a billion dollars. o r  tlic loss 
of resomes an property due to animals which amounts to hundreds of millions of tlollars 
annually, or *‘.le loss of many millions of dollars worth of natural resources due to pollution, insect 
pests, and ulsease. 
q e  dollar magnitudes of some of the ecology and wildlife activities arc shown in figiirc 6 to he 
ver. ,ubstan ial, especially i l i  comparison with potential wildlife monitoring programs sponsored by 
hASA. For cxample. a research investment of 1 percent of the value of the annual world fishcry 
production woulrf .Je over $200 million a year. The estimated U.S. Federal and state annual cxpcn- 
















Figure 6.- Monetary magnitudes in wildlife resources. 
enhancement activities involving resoun‘cs in FY 73 was about $340 million. Tlic annual cash worth 
of wildlife resources can be measured in billions of dollars. 
Our growing population and the attendant increasing demand for resources has created, and 
will continue to create, pressure on the use of land and on wildlife. Somc of the demands, projected 
to the year 2000, are shown in figure 7 compared to 1960 levels. Many rcsourcc consuiiicr demand 
levels are expected to douhe or triple, even though the population will not quite doublc. The 
recreational land squeeze is especially serious, with demands expected to increase by a fxtor of 4. 
World fishing aztivity has already tripled from the early 1950’s lcvcl despite tlic loss o f  scvcr;il 
species due to pollution and the drdstic decline of others (such as wlialcs and Peruvian anchovetas) 
due to overfishing. Some of these trendsare indicated in figure 8.  Even though agricultural land a r u  
will not increase greatly. the demand of the burgeoning world populalion for food will not likely he 
met even with expected yields per x r c  doubling betwecn 1960 and 2000 (fig. 9). ’l’hc dciiimd liw 
greater food production and crop yields will place increased strain oil wildlili. bccausc of tlic 
imreased uses of pesticides, other chemical pollutants, and the conversion at wildland to agricul- 
tural land. 
Legislation and Agreements 
Much of the 2250 million acres within the U.S. borders is undcvelopcd wildlands. Thc Federal 
Government alone owns 1 /3 (761 million acres), and state and locul governments own much more. 
About 1/6 (370 million acres) is designated as crop land. As illustrated in figure IO, much o f  thc 
Federal land falls under the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land Managcmcnt. which has rcsponsi- 
bility for an area equivalent to  Alaska and California combined. (Coincidentally, much of the l i d  
is, in fact, in Alaska.) The U.S. Forest Service has control o v e ~  zn area the size of Texas. while thc 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the U.S. Park Service control 28 and 24 million acres, respec- 
tively (equivalent to Pennsylvania and Indiana). 
In 1960, America’s total land requirement for all uses (cropland, rangeland, forests. rccrcation 
areas, urban land, transportation, wildlife refuges, and reservoirs) was 18 I5 niillioii acres. (Tlicrc arc 
1904 million acres in the coterminous U.S.) By the year 2000, the requircinents will outstrip thc 
availability. Obviously, the management of U.S. lands is critical, and tlic sclcctcd 90 picccs o f  
Federal legislation shown in figure 1 1  reflect this. 
The seriousness of wildlife and natural resource management is also reflected in the increasing 
volume of international agreements with time. The iiumber of signing nations and datcb of wildlife 
agreements are shown in figure 12. Natuially, many of these psrtain to fishing and niariiic 
mammals. 
The U.S. Government has substituted the word “threatened” for the previous designations of 
“rare and endangered.” In additiot? to the newly passed Eiidnngcrcd Spccies Act of’ 1073, tlicrc Ilclvc 
been a number of Federal acts designed to  protect these animals: Endangered Spccics I’rotcction 
Act of 1966 (80 Stat. 926), Endangered Species Conservation Act of 1969, Migratory Bird Treaty 
Act (16 U.S.C. 703-71 I ) ,  Bald Eagle Act (16 U.S.C. 668468d), Marine Mammal Protection Act 
12 
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Figure 12.- 1ntern~;onal wildlife agrccments. 
(P.L 92-5221, and Lacey Act (18 U.S.C. 4244). The government agency m p o n i h l e  for iilentifying 
and monitoring these thrcatened specks is the Department of th;. Intcricv. Thc Sccrclary of !lie 
Interior is directed by law to seck the council of spet.ialisfs and agciicics with cslwrliw 011 I l i c  
subject. The Secretary sh;ill "seek the advice and recommcnd;itions o l  inlcrcstetl pcnuns and 
organizations.. . 
The Endangered Spcckr Office of the Department of thc Intcrior spcu.ifically xsks othcr 
government agencies to makc. contributions to help them fuliill their responsibilities. At this time. 
steps are being taken to cc>ordinate a11 agencies in an effort t c ~  develop a gcncnl recovery plan for 
endangered species (ref. 14). The expertise and technology of 'VASA applics to some of the needs 
within the Office of Endangend Species. Habitat assessment from remote sensing wtcllittu and 
aircraft is the only way that environments can be assessed without disturbing the animals that are 
k k g  protected. Radio monitoring is the only way to  dcfinc the exact home range and migratory 
routes for many animus. Thtsc data can then be used t o  dctcnninc where ihc 1i;ibitat stuJics dlotild 
be made. In many cases. the animals selected for the first studies to bc conducted by this prqyaiii 
are closely related in sizr, physiology, and/or habitat t o  somc of tlic endangered spt-cics. Oncr tlic 
ground work has been laid by this early worlr, the morc sensitkc spcxies can tlicn be tiionitoral to 
quickly gather the hard data needed as a basc for ritional management. 
.. 
Related Technology and Applications 
Wildlife monitoring programs not only can take advantage of aerospace and other tcclriiologies. 
they can also produce valuable data and technology applicable t o  other fields. 
The increasing need for wd l i f e  management has fortuitously been parallelcd by advances in 
communic .... ons, electronics, and remote sensing - primarily in the aerospace industry. The unique 
surveillmce capabilities offered by satellite and aircraft systems and the tlcxibility afforded by 
microelectronics could be used to great advantage. Most probably, meaningful wildlife monitoring 
could not be performed adequately without the spacerlome capability o!' instantaneous and synop- 
tic covengee, or without the possibility of airborne film inventory rccords. or without the clcctronic 
instrumentation small enough to  be attached to il single migrating ilnimal. Thr ltbility to transmit. 
relay, receive, record, and interpret large quantities of data automatically m;ikcs mdcr i i  coniniuni- 
cations and data-handling technology invaluable. 
In the same way that wildlife monitoring programs can takc ;idv;int;igc of aerospace tcclinology 
spin-off, there is a strong potential for applying techniques spccil'ically dcsigiicd l'or wildlife 
monitoring to other fields. The overall approach of monitoring ground stations and processing the 
data centrally is much the same 3s that required for meteorological diita. forest-fire :nonitorin%, 
agricultural pest control. water management. pollution rnonitoriiig, icchcrg siirvcillatic~-.. ;iir .iivl 
ground traffic control, railroad and tnick location, patrol car location, ctc. The 1iabit;t m d  cnviron- 
mznt data derived in a wildlife monitoring p r o p r n  could be useful in ~t variety of land use 
applications, such as planning highways, urban ;in recreation and wilderness areas: powcrliiics, 
pipelines, fences. r e f u p  and pnxrvcs. agricultural areas. p o w c ~ l ~ t i t  si cs. niinc-s. w s t c  d i s p o d  
areas, reservoir locations, etc. Technological advances in tlic arcas of itislntiiic.iitatioti. coiiitiiiiiiica- 
tions. and data handling and processing might yield henetits in iiitvlicinc. disaster w;irtiitig and 
assessment. navigation, underwater propulsion, or  crime pwvctition. SOIIIC of the posiblc applica- 
tions and potential users are shown in figure 13. 
PROCRAM STATUS 
This section describes existing prognms and current Iiardware statc of the art. 
On-Going Progmiis 
Funded NASA programs cover many disciplines in wildlife research. including both marine and 
terrestrial ecological efforts. The approaches vary from remote wising t o  intimate interfacing with 
the animal. Sonie of these tasks are summarized in figure 13. 
Early studies included efforts to track marine and land animals and birds. Onc siich invcstig;i- 
tion using the Nimbus 111 satellite tracked an elk over the National Elk Rcfugc adj;icml t o  Tcton 
National Park in Wyoming. Nimbus 111 was further used to  monitor wildlifc Juring a "liibcrnation" 
study in which various parimeters of a bear den near the Yellowstonc wilderness were iiionitorcd 
through a platform that relayed thc data to GSFC via Nimbus 111. Thcw sttides with I)rs. 1;r;iiili ;tiid 
John Craighead of Wyoming and Montana research organizations proved that investigators could 
monitor wildlife location and several physical parameters without interfering with tlir normal 
behavior of the animal. 
Other NASA expiorittory efforts by Dr. Archie Carr from the University of Florida (Gaines- 
ville) and Howard Baldwin of Tuscon, Arizona, have included design and field testing of marine 
turtle tracking hardware in the Caribbean waters where these animals are important econom ically. 
Another task carried out by Dr. Stuart McKay of Boston University was concerned with radio 
tracking the far-ranging mar,ne albatross. In addition, a design and tcst progrim was built by D s .  
Gary Lord. AI Hart, and BXl Aker of the University of Washington. and Howard Baldwin, around 
the concept of using satellite communications links to relay fishcrics data froni tlic rctiiotc ;tiid 
hostile waters of the Bristol Bay t o  the Alaska Depa-tment 01' Fish and Gamc (AL)I-&G). 
On a nonfundcd basis. scvcral tasks are in the proccss 0 1  being ;ipprovcd to IIW tlic Niiiilws I: 
satellite to be launched in 1974. These include tracking of bears. grazers, and birds. I nvcslig;rlors ;Ire 
required to providc the funding for these efforts and t o  dcvrlop their own hardware. Tlicsc cfforts 
are set aside from the program as proposed in this report. but it should be possible to  use tlic results 
as inpdt to the program. 
The current Gray Whalc Behavior task is a sophisticated cotiibiiiation ol' various tccliIiolok' 'ICs as 
developed by Mr. Robert Goodman of the Franklin Institute Research Laboratories with the bio- 
logical sciences as directcd by Dr. Kenneth Norris at the University ot' California, Santa Cntz. Thc 
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task is dedicated to radio tracking the migration route of the gray whales from their breeding 
grounds in Mexican waters to their feeding grounds in the Bering Sea off Alaska. The Mcxicari 
government is presently participating in this effort through the work of Dr. Bemardo Villa R. a t  the 
University of Mexico. 
Dr. G. Carleton Ray and Dr. Douglas Wartzok of Johns Hopkins University iirc' working 
half-time at Ames Research Center on the proposed Bering Sea Marine Mammal Experiment 
(BESMEX). This investigation will use radio telemetry and new iiiethods 0 1  rcmotc scnsiiig with  1.K. 
imagery to locate and census mammal populations in thc Arctic. 
Investigators have m d e  good use of NASA tract' tg stations along the east coxst m l  down- 
range from Kennedy Space Center to tnck migrating birds. Such techniques are nondisniptive prd 
use NASA Facilities during usual down times. 
Dr RoCer Gentry, formerly of University of California, Santa Cruz. and now with 
NOAA/NrI8S, a leader in the behavioral and ecological sciences, has bwn using reiiiotc wiising 
from low. and high-altitude NASA aircraft along with ground truth to  study the abiwdance and 
movements of California and Stellar sea lions Once again, the government agencies responsible by 
law for assessing the animals are greatly interested in the results and how they can be applied on a 
regular assessment basis. NOAA/NMFS is cooperating with NASA in thc assessment of tiicse data. 
The only p r o m  that has been highly successfill in the remote sensing of ar.irnal populations 
from a satellite has beer. done at the University of Montana. Ns mirnnls ai< d9tectable from 
satellites at this time. However, specific delineation of the grizzly bear habitat has bcen d-fjned 
from ERTS imagery by the bigheads.  Other attempts have been made to define vegetation types 
and habitats with somt success. Intimate knowledge of the animal's necds and good groiind truth 
have been important factors in successfully using the satellite imagery. Also, at the University of 
Montana, physiological biosensing instruments have been developed. In oiic ongoing NASA- 
sponsored study, a black bear was instrumented and monitored for deep-body tempcrairirc during 
its winter sleep. The animal was kept in an artificial den and the data rclaycd outside via ic!:iiliiry. 
The fisheries task, the whale task, the marine mammal mass tagging effort. a d  :I grinly h i w  
task have been directed toward the development of management models for rational management ot 
these limited resources. Already, the grizzly bear population m d e l  has shown pcj~i!;vc results as 
supported by available ground truth. The cntire BESMEX task focirw OR :he production of ;I 
rationai ixnagement model for marine mammals in the Bcring Sea. 
Other non-N4SA research has been carried out by numerous universities, research foundations, 
and state agencies as well as commercial c o w m s  engaged in the development of wildiifc tracking 
methods. Many states and some government agencies have been radio-tracking importun t coninwr- 
cia1 end recreational animal species for many years from ground s t P k l l s  and aircraft. For cxaniple, 
in  1934, the s ta t i  of Alaska will bc instrumenting up to C" c!!. it1 iln .ittcwpt 10 dL-ti-riiiii,c !tic 
stnicirlre and movcments of the hrtrd 
Hardware Technology 
Current hardware development is divided into five categories: attachnent. biosnsors. power 
packs, transmitters/wceivcrs. and antennas. 
Presently, hardware i s  attached by collars, harnesses. and direct pinning. Collars have been used 
successfully on several predators and grdzers. In one case, a collar was used with Nimbus 111 and the 
Interrogation, Recording, and Locating System (IRLS). Harnesses havc been developed when collar 
retention presents problems The gray whale, the California sea lion, and thc albatross have all been 
successfuliy harnessed to carry radio and data coUection packs. Direct attachment has also been 
used. Bolts through nonsensitive dorsal fin tissue have h%ld radiotelemetry packages oti marine 
mammals. Sutures held a tracking package on ;I juvenile gray whale during a successful tracking 
experiment in 1971. For animals with a leathery skin I or 2 inches thick. a package has bcen built 
that wil; use pins to hold the baseplate of the radiotelemcter. Various adhesives and leg b;inds have 
been tried with moderate success on bird telemeters. Figure IS is a diagram of a representative 
whale harness and instrument pack, which illustrates the current technology in that area. 
Biosensors for temperature, heart rate, and blood pressure are ready from prwious NASA 
investigations for adaptation to free-roaming animals. Further sensors in the testing state will be 
ready in the near future. In addition, ground stations for gathering biological data have also been 
successful. 
Power supplies have long remained a weight problem and investigators ;iiive uscd wnatevcr was 
best for their purpose at the time. Collars with solar cells have been used successfully on California 
cougars and other animals. Recharging systems using solar cells on animal collars and charged loops 
in close proximity to  implanted biosensors have proven successful in laboratory tests. 
Transmitters for use on animals have varied widely in their range and accuracy. Investigators 
report a range anywhere from a few miles t o  2700 miles, depending on atmospheric, pcwer supply, 
and antenna conditions. Most investigators have achieved between 15 and 40 miles in tracking with 
present systems and frequency assignments. An outstanding exception was an albatross that was 
tracked over a 2700 mile rangc. Many investigators have used designs from the Bioinstrunientation 
Advisory Council of t e American Institute of Biological Sciences as a basis for the Iiarclwarc 
fabrication. 
Antennas vary widely in their application, depending on the habitat, behavior, and size o f  the 
animal, and the transmission range required. Examples are banjo strings on birds, modiliecl Yagi 
antenna arrangements on large grazers, and loadsd dipolcs. 
CORRELATION OF OBJECTIVES AND THE PLAN 
The final objective of this program is to realize the benefits from use of aerospace systems in 
0 
wildlife monitoring by user agencies. Some of these previously listcd benefits include: 
Conservation, restoration, and protection of endangered species 
Maximization of commercial and recreationd uses 
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Control of disease and damage to agriculture and animals 
Prevention of dangerous interactions with man, and 
Use of the animals as indicators and sentinels of changes in oiir environment 
Animal census and continuous check on  population vigor 
Paths, speed, and direction of movement patterns during the animels' life cyJe  
Characterization of the animal's ranges 
Physiological baselines and changes related to  health, and 
Behavior in relation to changing habitat 






The link between the objectives and the information gathering will be effected in a systematic 
program. 
The specific question of how such information will be used to  meet the objectives must be 
addressed. The information is assembled quantitatively into dynamic predictive models cf the type 
shown in figure 2. The model shown is general and applies to all the species selected for investiga- 
tion in this progrim. Each particular study has a modcl specific to thc wildlitc specics Iwiiig 
investigated. 
In the model in figure 2, the lines that connect thc various circles reprcscnt transfer tiinclions 
involving the transfer of matter and energy with certain efficicncics and entropy changes. Thc 
wildlife program is concerned partici'arly with the lalge and small predators and grazers. 'I'hc lzast 
important information will therefore concern the lines radiating from these circles. With the transfer 
cquations between the vrrious circles in such a model known, it becomes possible to answer such 
questions as: What is the maximum rate at which commercial activity can remove large predators 
(e.g.. seals) while the seal population is assumed to remain constant over many years? What will be 
the environmental result of eliminating a species of small predator? What would be the optimum 
balance between different species of whales to  produce specified commercial by-products while not 
threatening any one species with extinction? What measures of the environment can bc used to 
predict the total number of migratory commercial fEh (e.g.. salmon) that will be present in a 
particular region of the ocean at a particular time? 
It should be emphasized that detailed models, centered around thc selected wildlife species of 
this program, are not yet available in quantitative form. The goal of this program is to complctc tlic 
significant equations in the chosen models. 
What can be done now is to  state in more qualitative terms the types of information that have 
the highest priority for the models of the different mJor specics of interest. 
Location data can be used to build a data background on individual animal iiiovcnicnts tl lat  
can eventually be incorporated into models to define herd relationship and population dynornicq. 
From a knowledge of location, the user agencies will obtain migration path, speed of animal 
movement, times spent in  each area, and direction of movement in relation to  the environment and 
habitat. Over continuous years of data gathering, the changes in habitat can bc compared to 
location changes to determine if thcrc are significant impacts on animal populations. A n  cxamplc is 
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seen in studies of the marine mammals of the Bering Sea. The location of the animals changes when 
sea ice moves above the feeding grounds because the habitat changes significantly in rclation t o  tlic 
rich stationary feeding grounds. The user agencies need to know how tlicse changcs atfccl Ilrc 
population. 
Another change t o  be monitored is the increasej activity by man in the Bering and Chukchi 
Seas where the W ~ ~ N S  and seal populations tend t o  concentrate. The expanding fisheries industry, 
the potential sea floor mining industry, and the use cf  heavy ships to move supplies to the far north 
as well as the possible removal of oil resources from the Arctic, will all usc the same watcrwrrys the 
marine mammals need for their survival. By monitoring changes in ecodynamics and animal loca- 
tion, the responsible agencies will then have information for rational management of  marinc 
mammals. 
More sophisticated measurements are an extension of a concept that man has used for many 
years - the concept of “indicator species.” For example, since before the turn of the century (even 
before the 18OO’s), man has used the canary as an indicator of air quality in mines. Biologists are 
now aware that other animal species are indicators of the state of the environment. Tissue samples 
and measurements of pollutants, enzymes, and gas tensions of animals in their native environments 
indicate the presence of pesticides, herbicides, radioactive elements, and other stress factors. 1 f thzsc 
substances become concentrated in animal species, their presence may be revealcd as changcs in 
their behavior or, as noted by gross census changes, as changes in feeding, reproduction. physiologi- 
cal state, and physical activity as measured by biosensors. The first indications of a contaminated 
ecosystem might be provided by such measurements. In some cases, such as the marinc mammals, 
this could have dramatic impact on economics because man and some marine mammals usc the 
same species of fish for food. This m&t indicate that our own food source was in dangcr. 
Another way to  monitor pollution or disease that can affect wildlife resources is by use of the 
“sentinel species” - healthy fish are placed in an environment of water (where they arc not found 
in nature) that must be monitored for quality. Some fish are sensitive to toxic wastes in small 
amounts. The death or change in behavior of the f& may mean that there is a problcm. Other 
examples of animals that serve as sentinels or indicators would be caribou eating lichens that have 
concentrated fallout from nuclear testing, sea Iions eating fish that have concentrated chcmicals 
from industiialized societies, and free-roaming range animals that could be spreading diseasc to 
valuable commercial stock. Instrumentation of animals can detect discasc and degradation within 
ecosystems before they spread. 
Measurement of animal physiological functions indicate animal stress and might bc used to 
alert investigators or user agencies that further study is needed to  define relationships 0 1  thc 
environment, food sources, or human interaction to the species. A specific example would bc the 
occurrence of hoof and mouth disease. Undetected, this disease could wipe out 25 pcrcciit of thc 
meat, milk, and othv domestic livestock products before it could be controlled. An outbreak in thc 
U.S. might cost $2SO million. One method by which t..: disease can be prevented from spreading is 
by early detection. Animals strategically located and instrumented for temperature mcasurcmcnt 
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could serve as indicators. The detectior of the cyclic temperature changes could indicate when 
management techniques should be applied. Thus the benefits are directly tied to  monitoring animals 
for their location and behavior as measured by physiological changes. 
Behavioral measurement can be used in the management of animal populations. Somc informa- 
tion on activity and phonation and feeding events is important in evaluating critical stages of the 
animals’ life cycles. For example, animals such as seals, nesting birds, and even some terrestrial 
predators are inactive during certain periods of their reproductive cycles. Just how esscntial this is 
to making themAves available to the mate or in nurturing and protecting the newborn is  not 
completely unterstood. As mankind invades the more remote areas where there could bc a conflict 
between the animals and civilization, use decisions will clearly have to be made. Alreauy the Corps 
of Engineers is generating environmental impact statements. The Bureau of Sport Fisheries and 
Wildlife is concerned about the feeding activity of the young canvasback ducks that have bcen 
disappearing in the last few years. Measurements of the critical needs of animals, which include the 
home range and activity there, can give these agencies new and important information. A good 
example of the need to understand phonation in animals is the tuna/popoise problem. Thousands 
of porpoise are killed annually during the fshing of tuna. One of NOAA/NMFS’s highest priorities 
is to assess the remaining porpoise populations of the eastern tropical Pacific. During the fishing of 
tuna, there have been some attempts to  frighten away the porpoise with calls of killer whales. if this 
calling in relation to behavioral and physiological measurements were better understood, tcchniqucs 
could possibly be devised for steering porpoise herds clear of the tuna nets where they are often 
caught and then drown. 
It has been repeatedly stated in conferences and meetings on wildlife monitoring that location 
data must be accompanied by the environmental. habitat, and census data. All these data are needed 
for user agencies to make wildlife management decisions. Such a decision may impact on the number 
of seals to be harvested from the Priboloff Islands in the Bering Sea, or the number of whales of 
potential commercial value that are breeding or not breeding, or the number of mibrating caribou 
that are being affected by a transcontinental oil pipeline. Management decisions are needed to 
determine the number of migratory water fowl that will be hunted each year, and what lands will be 
available for feeding and stopover for migratory birds. State fish and game agencies will need to 
evaluate competition between domestic stock and wildlife for natural and planted forage. Many of 
these decisions can be reached only when the numbers of animals arc known and their rclationship 
with the surrounding environment is studied. 
The information to be gathered on location, behavior, environment, and physioloRy as related 
to behavior will be the basis for management models. These environmental models, ;is developctl 
between the principal investigators, NASA, and the uscr agency, will bc dedicated to thr rational 
management of animal spccics of prime concern t o  the user agencies. In previous year:;, thc solu- 
tions to managemcnt problems were the best guesses of cxperts on thc basis of inadcquatc informa- 
tion. These unsatisfactory predictions often resulted in ecological disastcr in  hotli iii;lrinr a d  
terrestrial environments. A few examples are evident in situations such as thc rcmovd o l  a11 
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predators from Yellowstone National Park by the U.S. Army, with the result that the limited forage 
was overgrazed. A similar situation occurred (outlined earlier in figure 4) on the Kaibab Plateau neai 
the turn of the century. The end result was the loss of not only the predator. but a significant part 
of the vegetation and eventually the grazer population as well. Similar conditions exist today i n  tllc 
fisheries and whaling industries of the world. 
At the beginning of this section, it was emphasized that the information about wildlife species 
was required to  construct dynamic predictive models relating that species to  the environment and to 
human intervention (see fig. 2). 
A specific example of the types of models to  be developed for the five major species sclccted is 
presented in figure 16. This figure shows the information needed for a walrus model currently being 
developed by an interagewy team headed by Dr. Carleton Ray, Jolins Hopkins University. who is 
working at the Ames Research Center. Dr. Ray is now developing specific plans arid cxpc*rinicnt;tl 
procedures that will enable him over the next few years to  obtain the inforination nccdcd to turn 
the model into a quantitative predictive tool. Similar procedures will be developed for the other 
four selected species. 
Note that the protocols themselves must be flexible because we do  not yet know what the 
successive funding will be as the program develops, nor do  we know which particular types ot' 
animal hardware will perform efficiently when attached to  animals. In bot?; cases, the carly parts of 
the plans and procedures will be exploratory. The later, more sophisticated investigations, leading to  
the completion of the predictive model and to  its availability as a management tool, will be based 
on the results of these exploratory activities. 
PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 
This section describes the process used to select animal species for initial irtvestigation and 
explains how the monitoring tasks evolve t o  new species. In subsequent paragraphs, it  lists thc data 
to be collected, the techniques of collecting the data, and the technological developments nccded ;IS 
rhc program grows. 
Animal Selection 
Several NASA-sponsored studies have included selections of animals that would be the bcst 
choices for monitoring. Although these studies have been initiated in several diffcrcn t pliiccs for 
different purposes, the selections do not differ widely. 
At the Wildlife Monitoring Conference held at Ames Research Center in the spring of 1973, 
the user agencies listed their needs and ChoiLcs. Later, a t  the Snnta Cruz Conference, tlicse r i d s  
were prioritized according to the following criteria: 





0 Those animals with relationships to man which require urgcnt study, i.e., discasc vcctors 
and other hazardous forms; 
Those animals that are endangered, commercially valuable, or considcrcd to havc social o r  
ecological impact; 
Likelihood of developing a practical monitoring system in the near : w e ;  




During the selection process, hundreds of animals were considered. sese wcrc dividcd into 
16 groups of animals and assigned 8 levels of priority. 
Tu limit the initial animal monitoring program to manageable proportions, the Santa Cruz 
selections are further refined in this plan. NASA has gathered significant experience in the tech- 
nology of wildlife monitoring over the past 10 years with marine, terrestrial, and flyieg animals. On 
the basis of this experience, the Santa Cruz selcctions weye therefore reevaluated on the basis of 
feasibility, experience, and public response. First, a number of field investigations have already 
shown that different degrees of feasibility must be considered Logistics and operatimat s:tpport 
must be evaluated. The health and safety of the investigators must he considered. Sccml  ;I rcvicw 
of past activities in the field has identified the levels of experience to  be achieved iI: irtlinial 
handling, electronic problem solving, and operational support undcr inclement conditions. Last, 
public response can brint either a positive or negative pressure to bear on investigators 2nd public 
officials alike arid hence must be considered. Therefore, these three additional cetegorics are L I S L ~  ils 
selection criteria, with the knd objective of ensuring successful demonstrations of the value of 
aerospace technology. To Tnsure program control and consolidatiori of efforts, five sy xics were 
selected as potential demonstrations: cattle, gray whale, walrus, dog, and waterfowl. T h w  spccics 
cover a range of the animal kingdom and represent cach main area of the user agencies interests. 
As indicated in figure 17, some of the chosen species are domesticated, but th2y still share 
many characteristics with wild animals. Cattle, as a ~ :  example, use the same habitat as wild grazers 
and often have the same needs. In some cases, they are direct competitors on the open rangc. Cattle, 
subjects of extensive study over many years, offer the convenience of easier control, access to il 
large number of w ''qualified professionals who are experienced with their behavior and physi- 
ology, the use 01 a number of wellequipped agricultural schools, and provide further opportunity 
to  do complete biological studies without the opposition of sensitive conservation groups. Handling 
techniques, harnesses or collars, and bioinstrumentation developed on cattle can be directly applied 
to a number of wild grazers. Figure 18 shows the flow of technology from a demonstration projcct 
to wild animal groups of interest to the user agencies. 
These selections will enable NASA to  carry out many of the demonstrations undcr closely 
controlled conditicns. As techniques are proven, th: other animals for ficld applications will he 
selected by the user agencies. The system evolution (fig. 19) suggests the flow from .;pc.cics to 
species based on the stated user needs and the ease of technology adaptation, thecby iiiiiximizing 
the probability of successful implementation and data return. 
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The datacollection tasks that must be undertaken to satisfy the wildlilc monitoring objcctiws 
and ;a create dynamic models are described i;: this section. The type and extent ut the data 
collected will expand as the wildlife monitoring program unfolds Initially, thc data-collcction tasks 
focus on animal location, then on censusing and habitat. As the technological capabilitics increase, 
more effort will be devoted t o  behavioral and physiological data. At the same time, mort- and more 
species will k monitored over wider geographical a r e s  as the ust'r agencies takz over ni.mgciiicnt 
monitoring operations 
Several user agencies have impressed upon NASA their needs for synoptic views of the environ- 
ment and for censusing animal populations. Environmental information is already being collcctrd 
and processed for u ses  via the ERTS system. Additional data are being gathered by high-altitude 
remote sensing aircraft. A combination of these data has already proved valuable in assessing the 
habitats of wilderness regions. However, the ERTS system has been unable to  resolve individual 
animals even when they are congregated in large herds nor was it planned to be. Preliminary studicr 
have demonstrated the value of using highaltitude aircraft for census work on terrestrial and 
amphibious animals ff seven1 animals of a species can be located by rJdiotclcmetry, rcmotc wnsipg 
aircraft can be directed to appropriate areas t o  assess total population. 
The way ir! which data for the fnre mdor  study groups will be gathered tor managciacilt 
models (as outlined in fig- 5 )  is explained in the following pxagraphs. 
Grazers - The location of a grater is very important. From this information, othcr steps of the 
investigatior. are initiated. Census, habitat, meteordogical and geophysical studies can bc definccl in  
area and. scope when definite locations are known. In grazers, there will be heavy emphasis on 
vegetation, hydrology, atmosphere, and census data. For monitoring disease and for defining 
behavior, there is emphasis on bioinstrumentation. The bioinstrumentation effort will be enipha- 
sized in the grazers because they offer a platform for development for other species that are harder 
to handle. 
Whale - Census information is of prime importance in the study of whales. To achieve this, 
location techniques will be of great importance. Once the location technology allows migratory 
paths and routes to be defined, census studies will be more meaningfill. Behavior stutlics will he 
necessary to complete the census and migration studies. Physiological measurements will hc limitcd 
to thosc that can enhancc the bchavior and migrationlcensus studies. Watcr quality and vLyc . l ; i t im 
(planktonic) measurements will be made in a limited manner along with solar flux artd niagnctic 
field measurements. The latter two will be examined for possible use as migratory CUCS anti orienta- 
tion factors in navigation. 
For pinnipeds (seal family), the priority of the user agency is census data, which cannot be 
gathered without knowledge of the location of the animals; therefore, the emphasis will be on these 
two areas. Behavior and physiological measurements will be secondary. Limited efforts in  habitat 
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definition and meteorology arc included where they help define migratory patterns and cmsusing, 
and hence contribute significantly to dynamic population models. 
hedzrors - Although location is important in monitoring predators. exactly what the predator 
is doing at that location interests the user agencies. Therefore, location is an area of medium effort, 
but heavy emphasis will be placed on those behavioral and physiological measurements that tell the 
user agency how the predator is interacting with the environment. Habitat definition will bc 
important, with emphasis on vegetation studies and a small effort in hydrological relationships. 
Meteorological and geophysical studies will be included where they relate to the an'a of prime 
importance. 
Birds - Crnars and location are of prime importaxe to  thc user agcncy in  monitorilig water- 
fowl. These arras will constitute major efforts. To understand the anvironmcntal inllucticcs on 
population. behavior, and migration, there must bc a strong emphasis on hahitat studies. which will 
include vegetation and water. Physiological studies are currently almost completely cliniinatcd hy 
weight constraints. The location of waterfowl is probably influenced by meteorological factors. Tlic 
definition of hydrological and atmospheric phenomena is consequently importar. t in the manage- 
ment of the birds. Figure 20 summarizes the information priorities foi each of thc sclectcd initial 
species. 
Many institutions have been determining what measurements would be meaningful to physiv- 
lo@sts and behaviorists. At the NASA-sponsored Wildlife Monitoring Conferences, biologists. angi- 
nccrs. and user agencies carefully selected those physiological parameters that would bc important 
in constructing wildlife models. In physiological and behavioral measurements, three i-atcgorics were 
identified and recommended for developmen 1: 















Category I1 ( n a r  future, 2 plus y\?ars) 
Category 111 (futurc, 4 plusycars) 
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Some of the systems already developcd provide measurements of cardiovascular functions and 
activity. iiicse data give some indication of the state of the animals’ heaith and the uegrce of stress 
to  which they are subjected. 
Role of Sysktn Elements 
The diversity of wildlife moi;tonnd data requirements precludes tLe use of any single opti- 
mum datacollection platform or sensor system. Applicable datacollection techniques ; d u d e  
everything from animal-mounted instruments to remote sensors in geosynchronous orbit. Data 
needs range from specific animal physiological characteristics to general environmental fac tors. 
Surveillmce schedules vary from once every few weeks to continuous observation. The form of the 
data can also varq. significantly, depending on the animal, its size, behavior, location, habitat, and 
migration patterns. 
The two primary aspects of data handling are collection and management. Data can be col- 
lected directly, as with animal-mounted sensors, or indirectly with field stations. satcllitcs, or 
aircraft. Once obtained, the data must be transferred, processed, and distributed to thc user. The 
best data-handling system is one that uses the advantages of each individual techniquc. Some 
advantages and disadvantages of the various approaches are considered in the following p;iragr;iphs. 
Animal-mounted sensors are indispensable for obtaining physiological data (ix.. heart rate, 
temperature, and other bodily functions). Such instruments can also be uscd to collcct data on 
animal behavior, or they can be used, in conjunction with other equipment, to locate animals. 
Animal-mounted sensors can also be uscd to  monitor environmental conditions or habitat. But 
making environmental measurements from an animal-mounted platform with unknown location, 
orientation, and motion may involve too many ambiguities to be of use. 
Remotely located field stations, relaying their infomation to a cectral processor, would be 
especially appropriate for environmental monitoring. They might also be used to observe animal 
activities or to relay data on animal conditions and location. Although the in-situ data received from 
a field station may be impossible to collect any other way, the area covered by any onc station is 
relatively small. Hence, the number of stations required could be very high. 
Field parties would be required t o  install animal-mounted sensors and to  install and maintain 
remote stations. Ficld parties can also make on-site obscrvations and pcrforni dat;ii.ollcction tunc- 
tions that would be ncarly impossiblc any other way. A field party is rcstrictcd in rlic arcs i t  c;m 
cover, and aithough it might demonstrate a unique flexibility, it suffers from a correspondingly high 
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cost. During discussions at the Santa CNZ Conference, for example, marine mamnialogists estinrated 
that blue whale studies require one ship per whale. A one-year trick of one whale could cost 
$3.5 million when ship time, crew rotation, and logistics are considered. 
Aircraft can cover large areas on a relatively flexible ter..poral basis. They can bc u s d  to 
collect images of the habit;t or, in some cases, animals. It is feasible, but less likcly, that aircraft or 
dirigibles could be used to  relay telemttered data from animals or ground stations. An aircraft was 
used in one instance to  track an albatross with an installed radio transmitter. 
Satellites can cover areas on a global scale, collecting data on environment and habitat and 
even locating animals through radio tracking. Two types of satellites are of primary interest. The 
first, in sunsynchronous orbit, encompasses such examples as Nimbus and ERTS. Thew wtellitcs 
are in near polar orbit at an altitude of about 1 100 kni (600 nmi.). Imaging rates caii vary I'roiii 
complete coverage everyday to  once every 18 days or mow. The seconc. satellite of intcn'st is in 
geosynchronous orbit, such as ATS. At an altitude of 35,870 km (19.400 n.mi.), the view is nearly 
hemispherical, but with severe distortion over much of the earth's surface. Generally speaking, 
animds can be located more accuritely from the lowcr satellites. (Location accuricy capahilitics 
vary from about one to  several tens of kilometers.) The continuous covtrsrge capability ol' a gcosyti- 
chronous satellite is invaluable in monitoring field sensors and in relaying data to a prcweasing point. 
AI1 the above system elements are shown in figure 2 1. 
The various performance parameters that might be used ~ i )  evaluate the most appropriats role 
of satellites, aircraft, and ground sensors are listed in figure 22. Specifically, these include con- 
tinuity in coverage, size of area viewed, image resolution, animal location accuracy, observation 
schedule, flexibility, and accessibility of the animal. Obviously. no one observation technique is best 
in all areas of performance. For this reason, and since in most cases no single observation platform 
can operate independently, more than one technique is required. 
Fi,gure 22 summarizes the attributes of the various datacollection platforms. Thc figure dis- 
tinguishes between animal-mounted instruments and other gear +o emphasize the fact that animal 
instnimentatiori is neither a substitute for nor in competition with other modes of data collcction, 
but must be used in conjunction with other datacollection te;hniques. 
Two easily defined monitoring parameters are size of the animal and thc extent of its migra- 
tion. Yearly migration distances indicate how accurately the animal should be located, and animal 
size is a maip factor in determining the resolution needed for imaging. Imaging satisfies tlic rquirc- 
ment for lootion but may not always be a practical way to track the animal. Location acciiracy 
requirements may be looser than imaging resolution by several orders of magnitude, thercby making 
satellites viable alternatives for this task. Figure 23 shows an imaging resolution capability detcr- 
mined roughly by the animal size and a location accuracy as a function of total migration distance. 
Tni right-hand edge of the figure shows an estimate of the ground area that would h a w  t.) be 
covered each day to stay abreast of an animal with the annual migration habits shown on the left 
side of the figure. The estimate is based on animal migration habits, speed, ctc. There is a great deal 
of uncertainty in the travel of an animal in any one day, but the area parameter is t.mfrr! in gauging 
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The animal migration and rewlution requirements shown in figurc 23 can be superimposed on 
a graph of coverage and resolution capability of satellites, aircraft, and ground surveillance oicthods. 
as in figure 24. With current technology, it is evident that aircraft can meet the imaging resolutions 
for many animals, and satellites can mcet the requirements for locating animals in tminy cascs. 
Habitat imaging requirements tend to be less severe than animal imaging requirements (typically on 
the order of 10 to 100 m resolution) and are hence largely satisfied by satellite. A morc conclusivc 
reason for using satellites in habitat monitoring, however, is that the total area to bc covcrcd inay 
extend far beyond the capability of a limited number of aircraft and could include areas OII all parts 
of the globe. For example, one ERTS picture 100 milcs square could cover the cntirc grizzly bcar 
habitat and then move on to  cover part of the whale habitat in the same day. 
The appropriate roles of the various datacollection and data-management techniques can be 
defined more accurately if the individual requirements are addressed specifically. Figure 25 shows 
the kinds of information desired and the corresponding suitability of the various data collection and 
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0 Field party 
Animal behavior 
Environment 
Install and maintain equipment 
The precise role of any one monitoring methodology must ultimately be determilied by thc 
species under observation. For example, satellites niay be mandatory for tracking wide rmging 
aiimals or animals in a hostile environment. On Lhe other hand, s;,tellitcs may be quite iiiapp-o- 
priste for collecting data from a small, accessible or controlled s L .  
. . typical investigation using aerospace technology will take on a niultifacctcd ~pproach. 
Location of the animal could he done with RAMS (Random Access Measiiremcnt Systcin) or 
Onlegit OPEL (Omega Position Location Experiment) systctns. Physiological paraiiictcrs 0 1  the 
animal will be transmitted from inside the animal t o  thc receiver-transmitter har ICSS o r  collar a i d  
transmitted to the satellite system. In addition, senson on the harness or collar will feed informa- 
tion about the local envit inment to the receiver-transmitter and that data will likewisc bc trans- 
mitted to the satellite system Aircrat't will also be used for remote sensing of the hakitkt atid 
sometimes for visual location of the animal. In marine studies, ships will be ~scd  for ground truth 
and habitat studies. At sea, there may be opportunities to use data buoy stations. In ccnsiis stiiclics 
or migration studies, the use of platforms such as sonar buoys at specific Igcations can be used to 
count atid track animals or to pick up and record data trinxmission as they pass hv. Similar stations 
will be used for those animals in hostile and remote land areas or whcrc migration of thc aniinals 
may be limited. Tethered balloons were noted in the Santa Cruz study as a way to iiicrcasr: tlic 
range of radiotelemetry. I t  was also p i n t e d  out that buoys, pound stations and balloons could be 
used as environmental data-collection centers. The environmental sensors that w x ~ l r i  be locatcd on 
the harnesses, collars, ground stations, buoys, and balloons would gather the follcwing d a h :  
0 Vegetation type 
0 
Wind specd and direction 
0 
Ice arid snow distribution 
A NASA study has been completed that proposes using many of the above concepts for 
application to fisheries management. Fish populations can be counted with sonar bucy Vhc col- 
lected data are relayed to a shore station that uzs  a satellite t o  transfer the infcrmaticn to the user 
agency for input into their management model. A cost benefit study hn.i been included LS part ot' 
this task for assessing salmon stocksvia satellite for the Alaskan DepartinetiL of Fish and Carnc. TIir: 
relative economic benefits of increasing the accuracy of the population cc,u-tts were formulated 
from data on minimum, average, and maximum run sizes over a 10-year pcnnu The resiilts show 
that a reduction in the variance of the runsize.estimate by 50 perccnt woulu +e cost effective if i t  
could be obtained for less than $300 thousand a year. It has been calculated such rc wlts arc 
Extent and depth of watcr 
Air and water temperatures and other meteorological measurcmcnts 
Incident light, its character, intensity, periodicity, and distribution 
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easily attainable at an outlay of $400 thousand and by use of the already exlstlng A B  data relay 
system. Therefore, in two years the system would become cost effective men with an outlay of 
$100 thousand per year for operation dnd maintenance. The present inadequate assessment system 
using c h a r t e d  ships and aircraft cosls approximately $250 thousand per year and has resulted in a 
decline from a 56 million fa per year industry a t  the turn of the century to  a pwsent 2 million 
salmon per year harvest. 
NASA presently has two unique mdar-tracking capabilitics that arc suitably placed and instni- 
mented for tracking birds. Although these types of radar can bc usld for tracking land animrrls. thc y 
are nlore practical i; : .rea of bird sensing. The NASA survcillancc and tracking ndan: at Wallops 
Station have %ready been used for this purpose. These Ka, S, X, and UHF band radius NL' idcally 
placed along thc eastern mk. . w y  bird flyway. The basic rescmh alrcady rrccomplishcd indicates 
that not only location, spced, and direction are determinable, but other factors related to  altitude, 
wing beat rate and continuity, and the queL*.an of whether the bird is in long-distance migriit ion are 
definable. These studies will be expanded by attaching transponders to the birds. Another system 
that should be explored to determine its capabilities is high-frequency, Over -thehorizon radar. 
Datacollection tasks and laboratory investigations will be carried out by teams. RFP returns 
and unsolicited proposals will be evaluated for both biological and techical personnel team 
strength. NASA personnel will interface with the teams at their level of expertise, Le., cornmunica- 
tion, harness structure, or instrumentation. A NASA coordinator will monitor and help structure all 
activities in a systematic manner during development. testing, and field demonstration. As the 
project develops, the NASA coordinator will bring the user agency more and more into the opera- 
tionai datacollection phase. 
Hardware Research and Development 
The c velopment of hardware items is presented in f i e  categories: animal instrumentation, 
envuonrnental instrumentation, communications, data collzction, and data interpretation. The 
funding requirement in each category is divided into two parts, that which is common to all specics, 
or modular, and that which is peculiar ts individual species. Figure 26, which outlines the hardware 
development effort in dollars versus time, shows a total magnitude of $4.2 million, ovcr half of 
which is devoted to  commonality among many species. The largest single item, at 52 million, is 
designated for communications and data relay. 
Technological commonality is present in all areas. In the actual interface with the animals. the 
peculiar requiremenis will require focused attention. The strongest example of' commonality occurs 
in the communications equipment and data relay. Efforts in miniaturization, microminiaturization. 
and the development of power supplies, circuits of reccivers and transniitters, and untcnnas can he 
consolidated. The packag,ng problem is generally peculiar to  each spccics, particularly with bird;. 
Another such example cxists in harness and collar developmtnt. Corr,.nonality is found in rnatcrials, 
attachment and release mechanisms. and in coliar expawion during animal growth. Howcvcr. thc 
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peculiar characteristics of the different environments and the behavior of each species demand a 
variety of attachment methods. The bioinstrumentation required to  define behavioral traits shares a 
great deal of commonality and, with the mammals, can be applied to a number of species with little 
specific adaptation. 
Data-coUection and telemetry systems that can be camed on such species as free-roaming 
grazers, predators, and migrating birds are available, but there is a great need for miiiidturization. 
Current packages are either too bulky. too heavy, or too short-livcd. The primary need at the 
present time is for equipment with greatly reduced continuaus power drain. It is the contiiiuous 
operational power (as opposed to  the RF power) that determines power SOUKC size m d  packagc 
lifetime. The immediate goal in animal-mounted telemetry systems is a 50 perant  or bcttcr power 
reduction, which could result in a I-lb package with a &month operitional lifc. This 100 in.’ 
demonstration package wwld be made compatible with the Nimbus F and would probably rquirc  
a 1 ?-month hardware development effort headed by Goddard Space Flight Center. Otlicr tasks ;ire 
in the area of microstrip antenna technology and high-power density batteries. The total near-term 
effort of a Nimbus demonstration package could cost approximately $200 thousand. 
When power requirements are reduced, efforts in the area of microminiaturization (at a mini- 
mum starting cost of arciund $300 thousand) could be undertaken. This will, in part. depend on 
parallel technology developments in oceanographic systems and other areas. 
For the development of environmental sensors and platforms, again then: is a high degree of 
commonality. However, the water and marine environments create the need for specialized effort. 
Platform development from other NASA projects will contribute a great savings in time and effort 
as reflected in the budget allowance. The same spin-ff applies to the dataxollection mcthods 
developed for satellites and aircraft. Previous tasks dealing with wildlife monitoring likcwiw affect 
the budget allowance shown in figure 26 for the datacollection area. The funds for data intcrpreta- 
tion, models, and data distribution are largely for operitions during the demcnstrations and intcr- 
face with the user agencies. 
Further cost breakouts on an individual task basis are summarized in figure 27. This figure also 
includes those tasks in addition to  hardware development. The total cost is just over 57 5 million, to 
be spread Over about 13 years. Much of the work will be subcontracted to private industry. 
The approach in animal instrumentation development would be managed by biologists and 
engineers already engaged in biosensor research and development at  Ames. Outside contracts 
through RFP’s would be used to enhance these efforts. The use of approved animal-handling 
fa-ilities and accepted legal animal procurement and investigation methods should ensurc succes. in 
.ie development of hardware that will function reliably in the field. NASA’s proven approach of 
systematic development using mdiAar component design, rigorous testing in laboratory and field. 




Within NASA, the Wildlife Monitoring Program will utilize the cxpertise and f x i l i t i i !  of foiir 
NASA centers. At NASA Headquarters, p ropi .  'irection will be provided by a collaborative effort 
between OA and Code MM. OA wil: have responsibility in areas of communications and satellite 
systems; MM will have responsibility in biofogical areas. NASA Headquarters will organize and 
receive input from an advisory group of outside scientists. This group will revicw cacti task and 
project for scientific and technical content on  a biological and physical basis as well as dctcrniine if 
the users needs will be met. Headquarters will also have key input from the Council of Environ- 
menta! Quality. This Council, which is aware of  the users' needs, will evaluate the applicability o f  
the tasks And help to coordinate the efforts with the user agancics. 
As l e d  center, ARC will collaborJte with the other centers and LISCIS to acliicvc the objc L - t '  IVCS 
of the pr^c;am. The remote sensing aircraft of JSC and ARC will be coordinated to  augnicnt EKTS 
information and enhance the field party work. With its unique facilities and experienced personnel, 
Wallops will conduct the bird-tracking program. GSFC will develop radiotelemetry systems that 
include the development of sophisticated antennas, power packs, and transmitter/receivcr systems. 
The responsibility for making these systems compatible with satellite systems and Froviding com- 
mon approved system specifications to investigator ..- LISTS will rest with GSFC. 
Specifically at  ARC, the animal interface will t e  handled both on the harnesslcollar Ievcl and 
the bioinstrumentation development and use Icvel. ARC will handle thc coordinatio'n o f  data 
collection and distribution tasks for location, behavior, and environmental data. Comhiiicd com- 
ponents of harness and telemetry as well as the individual bioinstrumentation will be tested at ARC 
under R. and Q.A. inspection. Figure 28 is a diagram of the organizational interfaces. 
From the beginning of activity, including the formulation of the Program Plan, iiscr agcncics 
will usually be involved on a cooperative basis; they will not generally be funded as invc'stig;itors. 
During and after demonstration tasks, users are expected to become more and morc involvcd - 
taking Over investigations by fielding ground truth parties. reading out data, and applying m;inapc- 
ment models. The investigation teams will operate from rigorous standing instructions pttcriictl 
after NASA's systemtic methods for management and technical devclopmcn t .  llicsc systcmatic 
methods will include established planning, testing, and approval cyclcs. lnvcstigation proccdurcs will 
be approved before significant effort is expended. Systematic control of hardware configuration and 
animal handling techniques will be exercised. An accurate record of !he procedures. iit.itrtiiiicnta- 
tion, m d  data collccted will be kept. From design analysis arid cxpcrinicnt rcudincss rcvicws, it  will 
be determined what quality assurance inspection procedures are necessary. Both biological and 
technical disciplines will be subject to careful control to  ensure production of useful rcsults. 
The total Wildlife Monitoring Program funding is givne i n  figure 29. Responsibility assigitnirnts 
(fig. 30) show the tapering of NASA activity. Heavy involvement occurs in the carly ycurs during 
the development and demonstration of NASA technology, and then i t  drops gradually from 1976 


































Figure 29.- Wildlife Monitoring Program funding. 
- 
I ~ l l l r l i i l l l l J  PUBLIC RELATIONS 
user agencies assuming all lead roles. These changes arc likewise reflcctcd in the total program 
funding as indicated in the five mJor development areas of figure 29. 
Good public relations is considered an essential component of the management plan. The 
wildlife area is particularly sensitive because of potential criticism from conservation and animal 
welfare groups. To a considerable degree, such criticism can be avoided if the groups can be shown 
t h d  the goal of the program is in large part, conservation, and that the welfare of the anitnals is a 
high pricrily item. The groups can be informed in various ways, sometimes best through the 
investigators, many of whom already have links with them. The NASA Public Relations orgiiniza- 
tion will, of course, have an essential role and will keep in clos~ touch with activitics both at  
Headquarters and at the centers. OA, MM, and the Office of inc AJirlinistrator will hc kcpt 










The purpose of this report is to  s h w  the irrp0rtar.e of our wildlife 
resources and t o  show thzt their mnacpent, caseratten and rational use 
are national gmls based oii laxs, treaties and agreaints binding between 
tha t h i k d  States and ot!!er countries as w = l l  as upn agencies a t  +be ' 
state and feckral levels. 
mts f&ral a d  state agencies (herein referred to as USERS) have 
establish& p r v a r s  for which infomation is n& on hzbitat ,  censusing, 
mvcrrent, lccaticn, physiology and behavior of anirruls and their papulations. 
In order to f u l f i l l  the intent of their axmit- 
The reprt reviews the qplication of t&mology to  these progrms, 
showing h m  instrumnCa'Lian s y s L ~ i  a i i  techniques can be matched with 
specific r eq i rmts  for bi lq ica l  data. Engineering to -&e presently 
used w i l s i f e  mnacjemnt rrrtthodoloqies and ways of rectifying their lixita- 
tions are also diccusselt. 
prcsentcd ir t  detail as  w e l l .  
Applications, uses and costs and h e f i t s  are 
&IO s y s t e ~ s ,  RA!S =and Qrega/OPIE, were selected by consensus as having 
the greatest capzbility and best specificatians for locating animals and 
reacivb.g needed biological and e n v h m t a l  data from the larqest variety 
of a n h i 1  types inhabiting terrestrial, aquatic and aerial habitats. 
Anirrals to be used in the prqram were arrived a t  by consensus a the 
basis of criteria described in Chapter 111. 
wvclopn-at and fabrication of animal pckaqc instrumatation w e r e  
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discussed. The needs of E E R s  were a n a l y z d  in terns of the required 
degree of miniaturization, type of padcaging and harness neoessary for 
use, w i t h  little or no mdification, an the smallest (feasible) as be11 
as the largest anirorll to be studied. 
The iriprtance of good public relatiaas is recognized, and suggestions 
for assurhg favorble public resmse are presented in Chapter V. 
Sicpificance of the Program 
For the purpose of this rcpOrt, "wildlife resources" refer to animals 
found or m.a@ in a largely wild state. Thus they include traditional 
wilCiife -- wiid terrestrial and aquatic vertebrates ( m a m ~ l s ,  birds, 
reptiles and f i sh ) ,  along with their habitat -wild flora, wild inverte- 
brates and domstic livestock u n d x  open range conclitions and including 
those range conditions. 
The resources are closely interrelated. Each is an integral c0n;Pc;lent 
of a natural or mn-noilificd ecosystxm. Ultimately a l l  are compnaits of 
the bioshere, and siqificant alteration of any one c a r p o n a t  w i l l  haw 
' 6om) -act on the equilibrium of the entire s~stem. Each resouTce plays 
a role in maintencmoe of the health and stabilit-1 of our global l i f e  
support system, although with our present state of knwledge, it is rarely 
possible to define that role w i t h  any preci'sion. 
Wildlife resouras arc a collplcr and living fom, of national and 
intcrniltional health that can be reiiewd or destroyzd. They can be m a g e d  
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to met the n*mrqus nee& of our society - inc lu thg  their mle in main- 
tenance of envi raMwtaL health and quality. 
Information qathered by the prcpsed techniques w i l l  be applicable to 
iqxoving m r c i a l  harvests of wildlife resourax which are major factors 
in  the world's food spply .  It will also be mrtant for the managmt 
of non-axmrcial w i l a i f e  resources dc!! a m t r i b u l e  to a very 1arc;e and 
signif icai t ly  increasin9 range of recreational, aesthetic and educational 
uses. Thesa include, among others, the relatively stable derrmds of hunting 
and fishiqg ard the rapidly expanding nmconsLonptive uses of wildlife,  
including twrisn. 
mental Segx&kian such as i n m s i n g  pollution. These s,pecies also need 
Pay species s e m  as sensitive indicators of environ- 
to be identified and their presence detected. 
L i m i t 4  success in  dea1ir.g with wildlife has been achieved through 
the work of w i l d l i f e  biologi&s using visual observation rnethcd~ and sin-ple 
masuremit teckiniqxes to understand the details aid r e q u i r m t s  of artinxd 
l i f e .  b%& tldditional e f f o r t  is needed in this area today. Yet this kind 
of burk is enornusly th-consurning and has requir& the effcrLs of gensra- 
tions of spcialists. 
The synoptic views, the resolution and the near continuous data 
gathering capSiii ty of s a t e l l i t e  systems, as well as the data reduction 
mth& offered by space technology, may bell provide our only possible 
' mute to understancling aid  managing rdldlifc resources and their habitats a 
and cnhmcifig the possibility of meetin9 the cantinuow and q u d n g  need 
for rccreatjonal and canncrcisl benefits of ths resources. 
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Ground radio tracking m.d biotelerr?try of t!ie physicolcgy of animals 
have already made m contrihutjons to  an un&rstzndiaq of an!mal nigratory 
behavior. Yet m y  problems remain unresolved because of the linlitations of 
gzourid md even aircraft trackir?g technology. Satellites pernit tracking 
and mnitoring of wild anirrals cn a worl&iide scale during the Say and night 
and in a l l  seasons. 
and n e i t h r  bzd weather nor inacoessibility deter operatians. 
Global coverage is attz.k&le i n  a single day or less, 
Trac!kg caii be acccqlished where ai-;Jrdls are in rL.p:: terrain, birds 
are making leiigthy riclratioils a t  hiqh altitudes or w i n e  z d l s  are 
covering cjreat distances at sea. 
regular retor6i.q of data over a lonq period of time, especially for wide- 
ran9ing a~ir-als, and can gather data alnost simultaneously f m  a large 
nunber of i n s ' m t e d  aninals of the s a  spies, either widely separated 
or in a hcrd. On a re'lltirre basis satelli'ies can mnitor nunemus animls 
and their -mA.mmts over extensive sreas such as a desert, grasslands 
or the leqth of a large river system. 
sumeillmcc of an animal's environnent can also be ma&, w i t h  both 
electronic trackincj and optical swnreillancs contributing to fuller and wre 
Satellites are suitable for autmatic and 
Gdle txacking is bekg done, optical 
. f r u i t f u l  rescllts. 
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Natian;il n --Ognitim of the inportah= of wildlife resources and'the 
i.lcrease of pcSlic preeure for their oonssnmtion have result& in a 
record volurrr of legislatia? over the past few years. b 1st of @cularly 
pertinent l'l;hst treaties and international agreerw . tsisgivenir~&qendix 
C. 
specific &'-;? required to f u l f i l l  the larrs: 
Extra- f-m a few are Listed below (mckrlining added), mntiminq the 
e (Xmvmtkrt for ths Establkhmnt of an &r-Arrreric;m Tropical Tuna 
(lamission (p. 81) 
Article 11. "The m i s s i o n  shall... 
1. !-*&e inves. -9atims oonoerning the k&nce ,  b i o l q r  biosrrtry, 
and e m l q  of.. . tuna in the waters of ths eastern Pacific 
Ocem.. ." 
0 Intemational Cmvention for the N c r r t h s e s t  Atlantic Fisheries (p. 81) 
Article m. 1. "The oomnission shall... . 
a. d e  such investigation as it finds neoessary 
into the abundance, l i f e  history and e c o l q  of any 
species of quatic fish..." - 
e I n ~ r a t i o n a l  Cmnention for t1.- CmserVatiOii of Atlantic Tunas (p. 81) 
Article XV. 1. "In ordcr t o  carry out the ajt'ctives of this 
Convcntim the Conmissim shall be responsible for the 
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study of the populatims of tuna and tma-like fish.. . 
Such s t d y  shall indude r-a~cfi on the abundme, 5io- -
r e t r y  and e o o ? q  of fish; the =nogra&y of their 
e r l v i m t s ;  . . . la 
Parbe ;-:xral Protccticn Act ,  P.L. 92-522, October 1972 (p. 85)  
Sec. 1362 (2). 
oollc~",im and applimtiorr - of biological infomatian for the puqose 
of incrcsirg and mintaining the nmber of -1s within species 
"The tern 'ccmenmticzi' and 'mawcpmnt' mean +,ize 
scope or' activities that amstitute a e r n  sc imt i f i c  re:-s'arce 
p m g r m ,  including, but not linitcd to, research, census, - law wforoe- 
See. 1373 (6) (1) "...the Secretary (of Ccmera?) shall d e  
(1) 
and! s?ul=t.icn stw-k! of the parine ramal cancemed: . . . " 
c? statcr;rznt of the e s t h t e d  existinfr lavls of the szcies 
6 cOn\-r?.:- i -1: ai Nature Protectid? and Kildlifc Prsservation in tlic Kssterr? 
Ifcmisp\e~c (p. 81) 
Article N. 
and &.Q1ckpmt projects.. . (for) pxqxr uti l izat ion of living aquatic 
resources 
"me ctxmcil  shall ... untertake ... cmpcrative rescsrch 
e P. L. 86-686, (*search and Education RAating to Fish  m d  Wildlife) 
Sec. 5 :  Twt such e ~ ~ r i n c n t s  ;u e\ intTstioatiom as m y  be neci'ssxy 
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ir, determining the life histories m d  habits of firest aninrals8 birds 
and wildlife.. .” 
As dn.m above8 the missions of most f-al and state agencies are 
specified in legislation requiring progrim for the manqemnt, pmte~tim 
m d  proper uss of w’.ldlife resources and Mitats w i t h i n  their jurisriictim. 
The tGER agencks, in metings with NPSA in Dccariber 19728 February 1973 
and repres3-ltatives of the scientific and technological -ties in April 
19738 described their major data r e q u k s n  ts far fulfilling these missions. 
Anirral censur;ing and popul~tim symnics; a continuing 
akck on the health and vigor of anirals and their 
popul~tions; 
Location of t7-imdls tc detache  nigratory paths, speed and 
clixection of mvmmt; changes in roverrent patterns during 
sta5c.s of their life history; 
H & i t a t  characterization; description? mapping and d e t e m -  
t ion of the boundaries of aninrals’ ranges; 
Physioloqy; basclj.nes for detecting changes relating to 
31th and vigor; physical analqs’of biologic systems: 
Behavior within the habitat; feeing wd breeding; reaction 
to envirormntal chan5es. 
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In the past such &ita ?xqUhrmts could mt be aspired far m t  
animals except in a limited way by visual obsemmtion on the ground, 
banding or other mans of tzgginu, pbbgrap!~~  or visually f m  law- 
flykg 
satisfactory mt3mds. 
aircraft, clues fran kmwn behavioral patterns and other less than 
breath and s a p  of the required data plus the tJidesprc3ad spatial 
distribution of data souroes hav2 m i t a t e d  new nethods and applicatims 
of apprapriate technology. 
detectin9 aid locating animals and mdtoring their  physiology and behavior 
arc giver. ==tier -is than habitat &aracterizatim, since the latter 
can be a v l i s h e i !  to a useful extent by =-like systems and facilities 
alrmdy avai 1a5le or i n  +he p l z - ~ i ~ q  s k ~ .  
In this report the problems of censusing, 
A -lek list of the USERS of aemspaa? technolw and th?ir state- 
mts of d?.& Re& are given in I \ e c e s  A, D and E. Major interests are 
also sham in Table 1 (p. 66). A few exanples are presented here: 
0 Ozgaizaticns within the Departnmts of mra, AgrL - '.?m -and 
the Interior and witkin f ish and g m  departments of m y  stabs are 
&Xed to inprovemnt of danestic stock and free-living aninals on 
rangdands. 
a 
'Meretry permits the location of large terrestrial 
manmls and the tracing of their seasonal flicjrations and other move- 
m t s .  From this  infomation responsible of f i c ia l s  can predict where 
ma&, d ~ i  and mnstructiccl sites are likely t o  contribute to hazardous 
situatiom and there vqctaticm is liable to be trmpl.rd, ctc. 
Alaska the locatian by satellite of caribou hen% can save Eskim 
In 
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villacprs much tine and dangernus activity in finding w i n t e r  sources 
of mat. In addition to the a n h l s  themselves, their habitats mast 
be nrasuced and characterized With respect to quality and amposition. 
These factors can often be d&eminer5 by mnitoring far the presenoe 
or absmce of indiczttor species. 
These E Z R  a-cies are also cxmcexnd w i t h  problem rela- to the 
s p z d  of diseases thich are transmitted by or attack livestock or pultry. 
Potential disease resemirS must be located 4 their migratory patterns 
tracxd. If icdividml animls or herds can be pinpintea for t ine and 
location, their speed md direction can bs d.=temuned - andpredictionsIMde 
a b u t  the s ~ ~ ~ a d  of ths disease. 
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lbe Natioml Oc?anogrzg%c and Abmspkric Ac~ency in the De-nt of 
cbmn.rm rccjuires mL* €or wasuring and mitor ing  msrine resources: 
fishing poduct iv i ty ,  f i sh  populatia? &isity ard vigor, rig-ratia? routes of 
comercia1 md wrt fish,  related f i s h  behavior ard physiology, effe,+ve- 
ness of catch mtbds, identificaticn 2nd location of polluted w a t  p. masses 
by indicator a 3  smtincl (&libt-ratdy placed) organisms, and condition of 
sdlools on a rc4-ti.m h i s  w i l l  direct f i s h e r r  to  t\e m t  productive 
waters; lscztio? of fis!i schools inshore during qg-laying season w i l l  
identify srull fry hzbi ta t s ,  allacing officials to takc neculssa-y pre- 
cautions cc3irst industrial and hmun pcdhkion and o t k r  clisturhices. 
Interior has statutxy nquircments for studies  (sone w i t h  NOW) of p r d a t o r s  
and othsr mim.ils aqd t!eir habits, migration, behavior and populaticns 
(polar hxr, sca otter, c.:%l.rus, rmana&e, caribou m.cl birds) : and for assess- 
rsnt of the effects of pesticides on birds  and f i sh  and of the m m n t s  of 
wildlife aid wterfwl migrating behSren the U.S. snd othcr comtriss 
( e spc ia l ly  Ci?na& and the U.S.S.R.) . The latter r e s p s i b i l i t y  it shares 
with the State Departren t. 
The CcTnruni.c.3blc Disease Center of the Public Health Service in the 
EL-2----- *-iarlrr?t of itealth, EdL: -;ition a id  Velfare needs i n f c m i t i o n  a b u t  r r igrmt 
snimls spreading various diseases: quire enccphaloqwlitis, iL'ewcastla 
disease, Dutch Duck p h g w  (which k i l lcd  30,000 dcd:s i n  15 careas of South 
diseasc, r inCxpcst ,  African swinc fewr axid other diseases of s..rins. 
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D i s e a s e s  carried by insects and other an&als 
be monitored so they cm be oo~trolled. 
duch infect humans also must 
The Atnnic  mercy C d s s i o n ' s  conoern is w i t h  the locatim of rxk~er 
plants in areas bfiere an adverse effect on local animal l i f e  is probable. 
The Cosnnission n e &  to knm whether there ars schmls of fish that miqht 
be killed or &iwn off by an increase in water teqerature f m .  the plant's 
cooling syste3. 
The Ezmrtrent of Defense has many and widely w i n g  contacts w i t h  the 
envimm!.t ia the realm of personnel health and safety ard mnacpwt of 
the vast lad ad water ares u n k  its control. Bird hazards to aircraft 
pose it cwstm'i threat to life and cost milliax of dnlliurs in lost ecluiF;nent 
each year. 
basis can X L ~  of potential danger in aircraft lares to ammrcial, private 
m t i n g  bird flocks tx a the, speed and direction of f l iqh t  
and m i l i + ~ x  akcraft.  The Fcdcral Aviation Accncy and the Interacrency 
Cannittee on Bird Hazer& to k c r s f t  arc also vitally interested in t h i s  
applicatim of s?ace te&noloqy. 
The W. S. Army Corps of Engineers must avoid deleterious hpa..di ai 
. wildlife E& land duping, reservoir ccmstruqtim, water iqoundmiit, 
channel mdification md chances in wetlands and land configurations along 
nigratioa mutcs and on breeding gmmds. 
The 0. S. Navy is constrained to rnidntah sbre installationsr especi- 
ally in r a t e  areas and on iolan2b vhem mn's -act muld 1312 es,wcially 
chtuging to local m h 7 1 s .  Infomation CY. t k  ?is t r ibu!ion and migratim 
mutes of marine munuls, sharks and noisc ~roducing fis!i is j rpr tmt ,  
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especially w h m  and there 1 ~ -  concentrations of these sp.5es OCCULT, since 
they nay interfere w i t h  the oprztion of un&r,mter equipncnt. 
Applications 
The data gathered f r m  position/lccation and mnitoring systems w i l l  
In  a mre have e m  wi2er a9plication than the specified needs of mRs. 







Inprovcrryt of ccnsntrcial productivity in the managerrent of food 
resour=s (including animal protein, fisheries, agriculture and 
forest crops) and non-food zniral products ( i d u d i f i q  leather, 
fur;, bone, bonz m a l ,  oils and lubricants). 
I m p r o - a i t  in the m a n a g m t  of dorrestic species on rangelands. 
An incrsased base of kmwledqe for rcgulatians and activities 
regx?&.o t!!e recreation in2ust.q (including hunting, fishing, 
photcgrqky a d  zoos). 
hbrc effective viol.atx m t r o l .  
Detecting effects of too much grazing, hurltinc; or fishing and 
assisting regulating aFncies to determine effective "bag" limits, 
additions to endangsred species lists or chanqcs in mthoils of 
mgulzthg w m r c i a l  fish catch. 
GPtecting changes i n  ecoloq or focd sources &E t o  contaminantsr 
psticj.&s or other t y p s  of pollution. 
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Detemining the cancyinq capacity of land beinq used for both 
domstic sbck md agriculture. 
Forecasting overgrazing, the fornation of ckserts, etc. 
Applications are also found for problem of disease, public health and 








Pollution control, by atplaying indicator spcies or sentinels 
(species deliberaely introduced because of their sensitivity to 
specific kinds of pllutian)  . 
Plaqt and animal Ciseases carried by migrating animals. 
The Cartcmtration of pollutants in body tissues because of mitamhdted 
food. 
\ilc?.life as a soure of medicinals. 
Fwt.k.er qplication in bio log  and medicine are: 
U s c  of wilc'life biological system as analogs for hmm physioology 
& Wiavicr (adaptions of deep diving m a l s ,  navigational ahility 
of migrating animals, etc.) 
Irrprovemnt: of e n v i m m t a l  quality, 
?pplications in land use concern: 
C q s t i t i o n  among biwst ic  stock and wildlife as w d l  as betmeen 
agricdtural and natural lands. 
7 1  
Allocztion of grazing and forested lands for d m s t i c  and wild 
stock as we11 as for grain crops and for habitats 2nd food for 
waterfowl. 
Proper use of lanc?, including waterways and p~n& to alleviate 
the problcms of migratory birds feeding on grain crops. 
Proper use and allocation of grazing areas to minimize the danger 
of overgrazing a d  e\=, ult i .~ate ly ,  creating dsserts. 
Furt3-1~~ a2plications of data on wildlife be!!avior and ecology are in 








Land use i n  mrstruction practies (housing ileveloprrents, resemirs, 
dam, roads, oomnmication facilities). 
A g x i c d  ture and urbanization 
Cbrservztion and aqiculture. 
Cbnservztion and tourim. 
Pgricdture, grasslands and forest managmt. 
Applications in towism, travel and recreaticn occur i n  the: 
Impact on the e n v i r o m t  fmn: carping, fishkg and hunting. 
Effect of tourism m d  conservation practices on w i l d l i f e  ranges 
and h'ibbitats. 
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&K31* PAS€ I8 
OF POOR QUALfW 
o Manacpnent of game preserves and zoos. 
Inpact of recreation on the well-being of the h m  population. 0 
Applicaticns i n  ecosystem xesponse are: 
0 Ixrprot-ed ur.derstandir! of the interdepchce of food chain organism. 
0 Effects of the accmulatim of con taminants in the ~~~t and 
i n  m h l s  and plants. 
Q Effects of acci&ntal or p m d i t a t e d  eccisystm and modification such 
as stripining, s t r w m  damning, deforestatim, etc. 
Applicztions for legislation are: 
o Design sf effective policies and regulations for dealing w i t h  
w i l d l i f e  ant! wildlife habitzts. 
o Sun-eyiq md regulating fishing activities i n  waters of interest 
tc t ! ! .~ Vnitcd States. 
m Formulation of international agrer-=ts d i c h  r e q i z e  the 
ecological hplj cations of regulating fishir-g i n  international 
waters 2nd which &a1 hth migration of disease-carrying animals 
across national 'uundaries, as we11 as w i t h  conservation of species 
crossing bundaries or living in the open oocan. 
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Benefits :ram the procjram derive fran iqmverrents i n  efficiency and 
e m m y  of data acquisition and in mater uni!erstand.incr, conservation aid 
inventor-. 
are not possible with direct or surface-based tec'miques or that can do a 
f a r  better job, f r q e n t l y  with significant gains iri efficiency and econony. 
For ample, mkhg a sinq1.e transect of the mrld's o e a n s  by ship rcqUires 
many nonths of planning and execution a t  a cost cmparable to that of a 
satellite r&in~ continuous daily trcmsects, each fa r  mre caqrehensive 
than is possible by ship. 
cuntinuous. 
mit of relevant technolq will produce critically needed long term returns. 
. O t e  sensing capabilities zre alreaa] accmplishing tasks that 
Fpplication of the technolw will be essent ia l ly  
A relatively short term investment i n  application or develop- 
Bcncfits are evident e s p c i n l l y  when the ccona&s affected are conparEd 
w i t b  exis- rcsn,ai-cb &wd mitorirlg efforts. Gains including greater har- 
vests, decrecsed loss or more effect ive pressmation are derived frm better 
undcrstcu:&.g s-qd consemt ion  mimagwent of resouz-ccs. 
benefits haw ken identified,  providing sone perspective on the mcjnikdes 
of both tke costs an6 benefits involved. 
Areis of mjor 
Aquatic Species - 
The annual world f ishcr ies  hawest m l m t s  t o  &cut GO rrdllicjn metric 
tons (Pef. Kational Fis!xmm, Scpt.  1973) .~ Includc7d i n  this is the $450 
million p?r year U. S. Yellowfin tuna kdus t ry .  (In 1967 m r c i a l  fish 
l cmdiqs  v.rrl&Mc were worth $2 b i l l ion ,  the U. S .  Fin f i s h  catch being 
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thorth $170 million. (Ref. R. W. Bel l ,  " k l a t i o n  of the P r d u c t i o n  Function 
to the Y i e l d  in Capital  f o r  the Fi  :%ng Indus tq  - ~&cn,?t-. k v e l o p m t  and 
Research in Fisheries Econaaics, 196 "1. In additim to cannercia1 
f i she r i e s ,  the salt bater sprt  f i sbcry  in the U. S. also has high econariic 
value (523 mi1lia-r recreation days were s p t  in salt wter sport f i sh ing  
in 1967). SuFplies ?nd sewices purchased for the s r x t  i n  1965 cqualleci 
$575 mi l l i on ,  and the sport cat& munfei to 740,000 cons (CEQ estimate). 
P a y  fis!ieries have n m  declined drzstically due to  0;rerfishhg and/or 
other factsrs. me of the mre exkmme cases i n  the whale fishery,  hhi& 
at one tii= yrcvic?ed about 3.5 b i l l i o n  pounds of products a year worldwide. 
She l l f i sh  arc? likewise valuable (the U. S. oyster in5ustry is worth s m  
$50 m i i l i m  pcr yearj , ilnd pcrishabic -- oysters are cspciai ly  vuinerabie 
to pollution. The recent ban on cl&g in the ChesapcLakc? Bay bccausc c.€ 
pol lu t icn  =st an estimtccl $5-10 mil.lion a year (Ruf. b t i o n a l  Fishancan, 
Sept. 1973). 
Scho0ll.r.g f i s h  fis??crics such as tile anchocvta off Pcni  (,about 1 2  
mill icn tri.c tans a year at its p a k )  have prova capricious and Zifficulls 
to prcclict or control. "he Peruvican anchovsta fishery in 1970 acmmted 
' for 22 perwLnt (about 460 millim tons) of thc'tmrl< catch. Ir 1972 it 
prcduoed only 112 mill ion tors (&f. C. P. I d y l l ,  S c i e n t i f i c  Mrican, 
June 1973). 
and their dcclinc has canti-ibutcd to  price incrcascs and shortaqes t h a t  t u + c -  
Pnchovetas are a major fac tor  i n  the cattle fccd LTaustry, 
sjrpt the m r l d  cattle industry aid have struck hard a t  th? U. S. Ecofiq. 
Tlw cyclic rises imcl fal ls  in the anchoveta industry nc-, to bc wderstood 
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wrth $170 mi l l im.  (Ref. P.. W. Sell, "&lation of the Production Rnzction 
to the Yield in Capital for the F i d h  Induqtry - &cmt Developrent and 
Research in Fisheries E- 'cs, 1967"). In addition to amrercial 
fisheries, t??e salt watcr  ~ q m r t  fishery in the U. S. also htw, hiqh emanic 
value (52, mLllim recreation days w e e  sprit  in salt mter sport fishing 
in 1967). SU-cpl!. 3 ;md ZiiriCeS - for the sport in 1965 equalled 
5575 million, znd the spcrt catch ammted ta 740,000 t m s  (cE;r estinate). 
Y a y  fisheries have n m  declined drast5.ally due to merfishing and/or 
other ZaceSrs. m e  of UE mu= cases in the whale fishery, t;hich 
at one t i i i  p-xvi&ci ifsoL1 
Shellfish a n  likewise valuable (the 11. S .  wster heustry is worth scr;le 
- billLon p z n &  of pmducts a year worl&.gide. 
$50 miilin pcr yearj , an? peris'nabie -- qscers are e s p c i a i l y  Mllnerabie 
to pol'iution. The E t n t  h n  on clamhg the Chesapeakz Bay because of 
Sch00lS.r.g fish fisheries sw;h as the anc'novc+;t orf Pcni (&st 12 
millim -t?tric cons a year at  i'5 peak) have ?mva capricious and d i f f i cu l t  
to prcdk- or rmtrol. 
for 22 percent (about 460 millim tons) of the*mrld catc!. 
pmduoEd only 112 millioii tors ( k f .  C. P. Idyl l ,  Scientific Mrican, 
June 1973). 
and their dt-xlinc has. c m t  -Ibutcd to  price'hcreascs and shortzqes tha t  have 
swept the tmrld cattln irdustry and have struck haid at th.1 U. S. Econany. 
The q c l i c  r ises and f&ils i n  the axhov&a inddstry ne& to be uderstoo6 
The Perwis ; i  a?choveta fishery in 1970 am1.nted 
, 
In 1972 it 
Pnchovetas are a major factor in  the cattle feed industxy, 
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If u s e f u l  howledge of such fisheries oould be obtained from the 
wildlife mi to r ing  techniques sqgestcd bere, eoono[plic stability a u n d  
the world *would be enhanced. 
N o t  only would the f i s h  catch in open water be mrc predictable, but 
the incrc-d hadedge of life cycles and larval distributiopl could 
p d d e  a basis for a prof -table fish faxing entergrise. 
The ycllm-fin t m a  seine industry ($2 billion per year in e m s  of 
national a s h  flaw) is highly dqendent LFO~ porpoise s\hmls. 
them as bescons of tma schools swimning heath, f i s h e m  are &le to 
increase their efficiency fivefold, crucial I n  t h i s  highly competitive 
b'lcirx?ss. 
Fer year by beaming entangled in fish nets. 
porp&ses r q  beam subjects 0: direct eqdoi ta t icn .  
and T , i e n a t i m  reasons the porpise population must be mnitorcd. 
By u s k q  
Y e t  the porpoises are destroyed a t  the rate of <about 300,000 
There is also a fear that 
mr these eccnmic 
The &cLizition of whales, especially in &he Antartic, has undotbtedly 
ccmtribu%d to large population iricreases in species such as the ctzb eater 
s-1, which also fecds chl krill. These animals naw face mior c?.xploitz?tior:, 
but little is knawn of their population structure or n t n i e r s .  
Porticns of the 002ans that are mre or less mpazt . .e ; l l . ized -- 
water bocLics such as snall was, plfs md other sn11 tmtcr m~sscs -- 
need mhxrcnt manaqemnt of their ccosystcns. Contigums nntiorrs are c a x i x g  
to understand t l -d t  t h y  must ampcrate to preserve thcse regions. b t a  
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gathering and prooessics needs are very great, as are \IhE! international 
values involv.2d. 
For e x q l e ,  the S r b g  Sea, hhich lies ova- the mest amtineqtal  
shelf in the tmrld m.d hence is very prductive, is nod a burgicninq 
fishery exTloite2 by t e U. S., Wssia, Koma arid Japan. It is very 
vulnerable to pollction m d  overexploitation, and the need for  effective 
eoosysten m n i t o r i n u  is critical. 
now operate m&r comrrrcial fishery pacts and treaties based on wholly 
inadspate, r.on-s-ystm\atic data. me irdequacy of the infomticn for 
practical r?=cprent o€ the B r i s t o l  Bay s a h  fiskrics is seen in the 
declim f m n  a $50 million dollar per year indus tq  to $2 million per year. 
And the 1973 salmon fishery yield is the lowest on record since the turn of 
t k  mtury w5cm m a n z v m t  bgm. 
Hokaido herring i?clustries, which rjne pralumd a very high yield, are nm 
alnost &cir.zted becaw of lack of knowle2ge about the schools, which 
result& in severe ov=fishing. 
Cuuntries ush5 the Berirq Sea fisheries 
Both the California sardir~ m-d the 
Bentfits fran inventorying and monitoring fish fry i n  cnastd -me 
habitats in 1969 were estimated at $15 to 20 million; irproved and mre 
' in tens ive  mscjexi-ent will raise *.e vahe to an cstkrzitcd $25 ta 34 rrillim 
in 1973 (kf. **Cost/Benefits Study r?f E a r t h  F&souras 0bS;ervation S a t e l l i t e  
S,stein - Costa1 Hansgerrent", prepared for RCA-AED, Prhccton, N. J. , June 
30, 1963, by K. Hciss and E. J. Greenblat).. 
Prescrk r m t h  Jf population anallsis for rrarine mimls sre very 
e-sive i n  time, money, equiprent and rmpot%er and are  inadquake !see 
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pages 41-32). Y e t  because of the crucial nature of t!! msources involved, 
widespread work is still carried out w i t h  old met.!.!. 
In a 1969 tuna study it bas estiFated that if there were 8 59 prcent 
reduction in search tire aqd a 25 pesaent ihcrease in catch per trip, there 
oauld be &oct a $2 nillion reducticn in annual operating costs and $6.3 
million reduction in fleet invesbent (Fef. VI J. No-, ”m Potential 
Benefits to Cbmercial Fishiy  throua‘.? Inzreased Sear& Efficiency: 
St*”, P V  for the U. S. Geological Survey, January 1969). 
A Cue 
SGptiw is enormusly expensive $2 - 4,000 per &y or -75 to 1.5 
million pe-r year ger set of data points) for evcn a mdest research vsssel, 
exclusive of scimtific staff and other expense. 
m y  bc rqum2 there a sing‘ z satcllitc operatim w d d  suffice. 
sensing throagh aerial a?d satellite surv&lla?or? would not only give K~UG”~ 
better m E r a 9  but could also produce real-tire, cssentia‘lly synoptic data 
aver great 5.339rqA.i~ areas. Because ocean dynamic processes m-d &stribu- 
tions -7 &xqe r a tk r  rapidly, these ncthcds 
lkzens of such ships 
m t e  
new research possibilities. 
Accurate and fast sensing, relay and data processing sy:;:m are ileeded 
to provide the real-tim data needed for magenmt of catch and esca-mt 
rates. E l o r e  md improved data to back up ranagenmt ant! b a q z i n i n ~  
decisioii at  s”ate and internation levels PM be gat!!ercc! frm rerote, 
hostile =as by cormmication relay and other satellites th3t tan give 
, . 
synoptic views of rtmnte careas. 
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Dorrestic raqe animals, pn&anman . tly cattle and sheep, are k-1~ 
unsqervised and have m y  characteristics in ccmtl~n w i t h  wild species. 
They share rangelands and, in sane cases, ccmpetie for food with wild species. 
madation of rangelands thro~@ overgrazing or other factors UStLally 
affects both wild a d  dcnrrstic species as w e l l  as the land itself. In 1968 
waxing land i n  the United States ammted to 68 million animal un i t  mths 
( IUM)r ,md the land value in fora- was about $1.7 billim. Annually the 
valu? of fora- is about $180 million (&f. "Eccnanic Esthtes  - 1968") . 
Applicaticm of remote sensing capabilities to wild rangeland ranagerent can 
prcduce direct benefits thmugh oantinmus inventory ani! m i t o r i n g  of 
resources 
other use This results in rimagemnt inforrr. tion which can be 
used for direct ecxwmic exploi ta t im of a multiple use w i l C  -id resource 
which inclc&s -tic livestock. Information useful to assess biological 
and e n v i m m i t a l  suitability for ranqe wildlife and livestock is precisely 
the s a i i  i n f o r t i o n  that resource magers use for wise "harvesting" of 
resources. 
assess Nitat suitability as related to anirral pqulaticns and 
For exanple, costmefit studies currently being prfonred in 
. the E-! &sources Survey Progam in the caix?gories of forest  and range 
inventory will bs directly appliczlble for  assessent of habitat suitability. 
The p m p c d  physiological i n s t n m n t a t i a n  of incligerLous and sentiriel 
species should provick indirect informtion on site quality. 
hours that an ima l s ' enqa~  i n  feeding'is related to the abunwoe and q a l i t y  
of the food sqply .  while this may be a particular group of plant spccies, 
The n&r of 
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it is quib feasible and reasonable to use botanical ecological relation- 
ships to 2erit.e inferential data on the tbtal habitat .  Homer, the 
nlvrrber of anirals in aiiy population t ? t  must be htnmented to provide the 
nassazy  statistical c o i i f i h c e  i n  data PS appliet? to the entire territory 
of the species must k ifetennined. 
The total capital value of U. S. dcrnestic range aninids is about 
$1 billim (CEQ) . 
e f f i c i e n t  and/or less 6 e s t ~ c t i v e  use of rangelands, better use of sugle- 
mental f e d ,  fswer w i n t e r  deaths and less suimer da\ydration, high 
reproductiaq rates and decreased research and mnitor inq  costs to federal 
and state W t s .  
Benefits relzted to range livestock could be mre 
kcreatimal Values  
&creztioi?al benefits from proper wi ld l i fe  management include 
phobqraFhy, rat- s e ~ d y ,  c q h g  and hiking, sport fishing and hunting 
and associated trattel and tourism. Benefits can be &+.ermined L; terns 
of direct czcital expenditures of equipment and travel, of the value of 
pertinent inkstries and in the social benefits to  the public. An exmple 
of the recrratiaial contribution is the addition of an estirrated $1,000 + 
to the emnorry of h’yoming fo r  each elk taken by hunters, who shoot about 
3,000 a ycar. 
It is a l s o  necessary to keep abreast  of increases i n  d m &  for 
consunable recreational species. For instance, the 25 percent of the U. S. 
opoulation tho f i sh  for spor t  today s p n d  about $3 billicm per year (kf. 
Heiss ant! Golelat, 1969). The nmkr of anulers is cxpcted to increase. 
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hketing their increased dmmd w i l l  require mre infomatim about fish. 
Many wildlife species found i n  national parks, national forests and 
wildlands satisfy the Esthetic &sires of an increasing nuxber of persons 
and benefit businesses catsring to -beg, touring, photographic equiptmt 
etc. 
The extent of inerest in wildlife is shcwn by efforts r& in develop- 
ing w i l d l a d  recreational facilities. 
nation's l a d  is federally owned and includes 181 million acres i n  natimal 
forests, 6 million acres in national grassland, 64,000 miles of fishing 
rivers 
K ~ S  (1 r i l l i ca  acres) and 15,000,000 zcres of wilderness area, a l l  of 
For instance, one-third of our 
15,000 patural l&es (1.5 million acres) , 3,200 reservoir mund- 
w h i c h  x e  used for wildlife-based recreational activities (Ref. Tkizt? Annual 
Rep; - on Ihvi rc .mta l  Wli ty , CEQ) . 
polhlic Health, Safety aqd International Trade and Associated Use 
of Indicator and Sentinel Species 
Anirrals have historiczlly been used as sentinels of envimnmntal 
darqers, t!!e classic case being the canary i n  the coal mine. 
many a?i..ls are used in pesticide r;onit.oring hecause their sensitivity is 
Curraitly . 
so great, they r e s p d  to  very small amaunts of dangerous mterial. hnimal 
diseases can affect ! x m s  indirectly thr~ugh the food chain or directly. 
Tulxrcular s p n d y l i t i s ,  1-or example, would not have been cantrolled in 
G*i.;itre? without the succcssful eradication of tuberculosis i n  cattle. The 
r ;.hate eradication of a disease, i.e., the finding of the last . #  
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hfecked animal, is very hiah. 
~ m g r a m  it is possible to  establish a mxibring progrm. utilizing indicators 
Fortunately, in the typical public health 
and sentinels which keep the health serxices infomd about the presence and 
spread of a disease. 
oaarpletely eradicated, the disease can usually be kept under contxol. 
Everl though the disease organism has not been 
Instnmenting animals to detect rises in terrcperature, decrease in 
feeding &en food is available and other physiological respnses t o  
infcctiocs disezse could signal the emrgence of a disease before it spreads. 
Mmetzcy savings a u l d  ke enormous. 
The alternative of disease control znd era&ication is amplif ied by 
oostrnef i t  studies perfonrsd on hoof and muth disease. 
the disease can expect to lose 25 p a m t  of the value of mat,  m i l k  and 
other livestwk prcducts. 
Any country w i t h  
(An outbreak in the U.S. would cost $250 million.) 
In other disease situztions, e.g.8 Multiple host diseases, disease 
emryeme data would permit the start of h m i z a t i o n  program in tire to  
protect alternate host species, animl or rran. 
Of direct interest to public health and safety is the problem of air- 
craft. collision with birds. 
proglcm costs thai several rrui1:on dollars annually, let alone loss of life. 
Where riyratory routes care involved, airlines could adopt mutes t o  avoid 
birds. 
. .l' U.S. Air For& alone has estimated this 
Mapping and nmitoring rigratory routes is feasible with &.em 
m r a s  and film. Census information is t13w obtained with these systems 
for s m  species, but even i n  the m e  of t h e  whooi-hg crane, the rrigatory 
route is only crudely h a m .  I!his probleii could be solved i m d i a t c l y  by a 
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ambination of telemetry and Mern remDte sensing systems. 
Rmnte sensing car& have hqmrtiuk irplications for international 
m o p r a t i o n  on disease control. 
boundaries. CQlmunication bebeen oountries a? disease inci2ence ex is ts .  
raCp0rt.s are prepared by the Organization of I n t e r n t i a n  Epizooties (0 .1.E.)  
m t h l y  and distributed to  a l l  n-dxx countries. 
breaks are reprted a t  once by the f a s t c s t  available cormmication mans. 
I n s m t a t i o n  of selected domstic and wild species can help t h i s  v i t a l  
herna t iona l  system. 
Animal diseases do not recognize national 
Explosive disease out- 
EhdancJ"-red Specks 
b b s t ,  triougn not aii, officiaiiy ciesigrlateci en&nc;ereii hpcies u e  
i x i g n i f i c m t  both i n  terms of bimass and nmkrs. 
their v d u ?  lies in four areas: 
Cmsidsring this 
(1) potei-itial productivity and cQnmercia1 V a l =  should 
species recover; 
maintenance of tmiquc qenetic strains; 
potential contributions t o  We easystem; 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) s&id qialues. 
A few species f i t  in the first category, such as great whales, bison 
wAd muskox. 
rest i tuted,  rust be judgad on SGX other basis. 
the va11:e. of genetic consemation except as a a n t x i b u t i o n  to inpmted 
dtmsticated forms. 
But the tiny honey-creepers (birds) of Hawaii, even i f  
It is d i f f i c u l t  to assess 
The bison, for eximplet is now being used for crosse:, 
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With beef cattle and as such may be of considerable ir;pOrtance. 
It is likewise difficult to assess the? potential cantributicrns of 
endangered species to an easystem's health and stability.  H w e v e r ,  
because of social valces r e  have a need to preserve endangmd qecies. 
To the legislator the public pressure resulting from social concern is 
paralmmt. 
Many people feel the w r l d  woulc? be of lesser value i f  man itere to 
cause the extinction of the California condor, the jaguar or great whales. 
Their irdgnation has caused the passage of the Endangered Species Act, 
amng other legislation, and has resulted in a wide  ranging program for 
s 
preservation. 
Millions of dollars have been spent for intangible benefits derived 
The Forest Servioe has in m from prc.szxatim of endmgemd species. 
cases set up pmtected amas around bald eagle nest sitrcs and forbidden 
logging there. 
species. 
Highways have been rerouted to avoid hahitats of endangered 
Isproved managerent through nnnitoring muld prevent species from 
beacrning endangered, and s;tch costs trpuld not have to be incurred. 
Scientific Eene€its and International Trwlsfers 
The mjority of the practiml benefits described in  the preceding 
sections will result f m .  the fontiidshle increase in kncwledcz and m&r- 
stancling of wildlife (and its ecology. 
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The ab i l i t y  to monitor species in reasamble nmbers and t o  reclord 
their envirmmnt shnultaneously Will permit more precise determination 
of the way environmntal. factors d f y  their health, ppulat ians ,  behavior 
and physiolocjy. Conversely, the influence of anindls on t he  environrrent wi 
w i l l  be bctter unckrstcrod. 
It w i l l  be possible to cunstruct nrx?eLs of the particular ecosystms 
involved, aril these mdels in  tun w i l l  &t predictions of the way 
natural cnvironmp~ltal changes or human intenrention w i l l  change the popula- 
t ims, dis&&iSution and behavior of a species. 
further tested to verify and hprove the &ls. 
Predictions w i l l  then be 
The Ocrrsiration of wildlife mmritorhg by radio tracking and mte 
sensing will permit, for the first time, good statistical determinations of 
wildlife popilations and behavior patterns, without which it is often 
. 
impossible to apply observations of a f e w  anhds  to the biolcgy of a whole 
species. 
Incre?sec! scient i f ic  knowledge of Wildlife species could be obtained, 
in a l h i t ; c c l  nmber of cases, w i t h  conventional f ie ld  obsermtim techniques 
from the ground or OCcanograpiUc vessels. HaeVerI the cost of such 
observations would be far greater when conlpardd to tha t  of aerospace 
technololy. 
Wnile mst of the speci-ic projects proposed for i n a d d u a l  species i n  
this program refer to  wildlife of national interest, the techniqes w i l l  
usually Pave application to species anywherr and w i l l  therefore be of 
considcrablc value to other nations and to improved un&rstiutding for 
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hydrology, geology, cceanograp!y, agriculture and forestry, so w i l l  the 
program developed here foster an ht.emational structure for Wildlife 
science and corres~oon6ing berefits for all natims ~r?volved. 
Cmpliance w i t h  Legal &quixemnts for Environmental Quality 
and IWmrce A d l a b i l i t y  
The United States is m i t t e d  to maintain or irvmve enviromtal  
c p l i t y  and to husband its natural resouTces. Many laws and remations h 
have &en promulgated at  a l l  levels of govenmwt, stnm\ing largely f m  
recxxjnition that benefits - inproved quality of l i f e  -- will inevitably 
accrue. 
Qmlity c?f life is .~zsu3k ir. siiiliskic tcirs such as ;he y w i t i t y  
cd price of m a t  on the table or the ability of the ELir tm sustain l i f e ,  
or i n  mdnxely- ccrrplex (and as yet only partially mderstocrd) terms that 
conoern t ? ? ~  mintenance of ccosysteJns for a m w .  sustainable yield or 
the lag-range ability of this planet to sustain hman life. That these 
laws are needed md have already resulted in measurable benefits have been 
dmnstrated emomically and L? other less easily N.EL?.SUE~ ways. 
We will need new laws and regulations and kevisiom of the 0 I A  They 
must be based on evler increasing infonmtim derived fmin the oomplex 
living systms they are to regdate or control, but there is decreasing 
tim available in which to get the informtion. High quality technology is 
mandatory for producing hit$ quality hformaticn which will lead to qreat 
benefits to mankind. 
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Many preser?t labs already require the information this program would 
Evapples include f i sh  ar?d wildlife laws, Endar.gereA Species provide. 
Ooglservation A c t ,  Mkrine Mamal Protection Act and Natiord, E n v b m n t a l  
Po l i cy  Act. 
~crpliance with a l l  these laws entails very considerable a n n u l  
expenditures by state and federal agencies. The estimated arnual expenditure 
on w i l d l i f e  mnagemnt (not including d m s t i c  livestock) is now $140 millian, 
and federal funding for environmental enhancement activities involving wild- 
life resouces (excluding damstic livestock) in fiscal year 1973 is abaut 
$340 m i l l i c M  (CEQ estimate). 
Magnitudes 
Previous subsections point out that although some dollar figures are 
available, m n y  b e f i t s  to bc realized from inproved v,ildlifc cansema- 
ticm mil m a n a g m t  axe not quantifiable. However, even the few figures 
cited indicate that the annual cash *mrth of wildlife resources can be 
masa.-:d in b i l l i a s  of dollars and that mud f&eral and state 




In order to rake a wise selection of the species to rX monitored m d  
one that is . izither arj3itr;;Cry nor Capri-ious, statutory rquirements 'SER 
needs and the broad emlogical value of the infomation , q w s t e d  were 






animals of s,pxidl interest tr> the greatest nuirhr of federal, 
state a?d n o n - g o v e m n t d  ~ ~ O U F S ;  
those w i t h  r e l a t ions  to man which require urgent stsdy, i.e., 
disease vectors and other hazardous forms; 
those which are: 
endangered 
crmmercially valuable 
consiclcrzd to have social or ecological in'pact; 
likel'ihm? of &velopirent of a practical nwnitsoring systcm 
i n  the near  future; 
feasibi1.ity of locating the animal of choim in the f i e ld .  
. 
there one sonitoring technique or piece of e q u i p n t  had a broader 
applicdtion than others and where the animal of choice was representative 
of a ccltegory 0: animils haveing similar cha rac t e r i s t i c s ,  the rating was 
higher. 
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The resulting priority bist of animals is: 
1. Waterfowl (sese ,  &&s, s i ,  etc.) M 
- P r e h t o m  carnivor2s (polar and o+&r bears, muntain lions, 
coyotesr etc.) 
Mzrj.1,- - ma;rr?als (prpisss and young tlhales, etc.) 
Rr iknts  (prairie bqs, q h l s ,  donrestic rats, nutr ias ,  etc.) 
2. Raptors (laqe bi.rds of prey, hawks, eagles, vultures, awls, etc.) 
Cattle 
B i l l f i s h  (as prototype for other species, e.g., tunas, ek.) 
- (as prototyps for other hoofed stock, e.g., antelope, caribou) 
Shwo (donrestic and muntain, as prototypes for other species) 
3. Adult whales 
4. pinnip=& (walruses, sea lions, fur seals, etc.) 
5.  Schooling fish (saLwn, anchovies, manhaden) 
6. Passm5ne birds (smc$irds and perching bkds) 
Shellfish 
7. 
7. IAxusts (as pro to typs  for insects) 
Shellfish (pr ior i ty  6 )  and locusts (priority 7) were dropFed from 
fur ther  mmj.dcra+io;l a t  this tine. 
Appenilix F consists of tsblcs sb-g the rarrze, remlut icn  and 
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frequency of coverage n& for each datum in or& to &tain the 
informtion &scribed in this chap&r: 
0 oensusing 
0 lOca5.a 
o behavior pattans 
o relevant physicological factDrs 
Censusinq wzs g i m  to? priori9 by USERS because their entire manage- 
mnt plaas depnd on knowing the size of the poulation and its dynrmics, 
Le., nmkers, sex ratio and age classes, geop@u . 'c range and dispersal 
patterns of cxrpmen t qops over the range. 
Oensusing of wild m i x - d s  poses particular difficulties; prcblens are 
to each species and sonethes to populatims w i t h i n  species. Birds 
are prosably bt'm knm than m a t  anMs because of w i d e  public interest 
in keeping counts during all stages oi birds' travels. 
is inadequate for mnagemnt purposez. 
Fhen so, the accuracy 
Breeding bird surveys are sponsored by the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and 
Wildlife, the h'ationdl A u d b r  Sockty and other organitatkms on 1,800 - 50 
, mile m u w s  ilistrjb!bd throqbut the U.S. These sun;eys rely on trained 
observers ihrkifying all birds heard or seen at prcscriked spots during a 
pms-~-i.kd tim. 
. 
For m species of diving dudes, qeese, slrims and also large herbivores, 
suSstantial peioxtctjas of sutpp la t ions  of- winter i n  closely packed 
flocks. In such cases aerial photography, and sornetims estimates by 
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experimced observers in aircraft, are used. Another technique is 
wding, w i t h  mortality figures c?et~!&ed by band rzturn frcm birds 
or whales killed by hunters. 
scxre cases population levels of animals are inferred by determining the 
to ta l  area of a favorable breeding habitat, and then, through random 
sa~pl.ing of those areas, the n m k r  of breeding pairs per uni t  area is 
deten;Lined. 
Indirect means are often necessary. In 
All of these mthods have obvious limitations. 
Catch records of roanmercial, schooling f ish proWly provid~? fairly 
accurate estirates of populaticns, but these are not sufficient for 
regulatory putpses. 
sport fish or those like tuna which are caught on hand lines. 
There are no such records for non-cmmrcial and 
Present  ensusing techniques for large mBrmals rely CHI traditional 
prsan;il observation and relativ&y low altitude aircraft, visual counting 
and photography. These mthods are extremly t ine  oonsming and expensive 
and are not applic-able to animals which burraw or which live in forests, 
caves, ur.c3erwater or anmg 1- rocks. 
Effective managarent of grazing anir?As such as wild and dmstic  
. cattle, sheep and deer requires information on an animal's physiological 
and bchavioxal rcspses to nom1 growth cycles of vegetation, as w e l l  as 
to various ~ ~ t ~ r h t i o n ~  such as fire, overgrazing, cultivatian and other 
alterations ~mcl to  varying water reghs. Habitat managmt  further 
requires irfomntion on the rcsprxlses of vegetation, soi l ,  etc., to animals 
for e>rcmple, the irlpact of different intensities aqd durations of grazing 
or b m d n g .  
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Migratory animals which travel oor.si&rable distances in  renote terrain, 
su& as vhles, mins turtlesr caribou ad ante lop,  pose particular pro- 
blem of locakion, a n s u s  and general ecological information which are not 
associated with mre s&tary aniwls. 
Predators are mre d i f f i cu l t  to &tor than Fazing he& because 
they OCCZL' in mallex poaulations and their pat&Ts of activity are mre 
erratic. 
dens and lairs during resting or breeding pericds. 
They may main in thz open &.en hunting but ilsually retire to 
Marina m&s pose still other probkm, although those that come 
ashore for breeding (walruses, seals, ctc.) m y  be counted by the sam 
crnsusing tc~?~r!iqces u 2d for mkjratory waterfowl. 
in the opsn oman, sane unique and rather challenging problems or oorrela- 
tion between data obtained by &-craft or satellite axid actual situations 
in the S C ~  exis t .  In  counting rhales, for exmple, one needs to know haw 
many ct-liruls are below the surface and inaccessible to counting in relation 
to thase counted i n  order to bud the total population, 
For those that remain 
It was ooncluded that censusing, although of admittedly great m r -  
3 tanoe, was not a problem susceptible to a si+e technological solution 
un t i l  a better analysis of the parmters of the problem cound be wrked 
out. 
czmras, ra&o-telem?try - w i l l  have to  be relied cm for tlle present and 
may cvcntually scm as relays to  a satell i te i n  a total surveillance 
system. 
of using aerospace tedmolcq for ocnsusing should be pa&, and a l l  avenues 
Techniqczs prcsently in use - tagging, aircraft, radar, special 
A s p c i a l  s u m y  imd analysis of available ind p ten t i a l  methods 
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of approach to this problem should be explored. 
Position/locatian is discusssc? in mter IV, ;hi& ako  contains a 
table showipg ths preferred system for each animal ca.tegory. 
Ekhav'Lor p3ttcrn.s ar.d phvsiolocrical paramkrs require direct sensing 
and micmniniaturizaticn of the plafform-caxrisd instrurrwts. 
discussed i n  Cahpter IV as well. 
These are 
In hziiilirxj exp.?rirtlental laboratory or wild anirrals there are ism 
basic p r ix ip l e s  to be f o l l m d  a t  a l l  t h s :  handling must be 1) lawful 
and 2) in accord with those practiccs and procedures established to insure 
the integrity of beha~or and sunrival of animal subjects. (Wfs.  ~,imal 
k!elfarc ~ . c t  of 1966 and 1970). 
supenrise tehiiques and procedures mnducted on anirrdls in this activity. 
It is midatory that a licensed veterinarian 
Trmratic Effcc ts  and Behavioral filteration 
In order to insure valid data, proposed projects should i n c l u a  
masums designed to establish " n o m l "  or baseline conditions in order to  . 
berable to measure the effect of instrumentation attached or inplanted on 
an animal subject. Such effects may be low level, cSronic or acute, irrrredi- 
a e  or delayed, indued by the stress of cagture or attz-t procedures. 
The presence of the jnstruiTcntation m y  subtly interfere with feeding, irrp;air 
the minil's ability to wade pra?.korsI focvs the attmticm of predators 
on the jnstnmntcd aninulcor, i n  colonial aniwls, affect its social 
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"status" or cause other disrupths of the ecosystem. Non-ionizing 
raditions (e.g., from radars at  a distance or from telemetry in or on 
the anirul have so far shawn little effect on laboratory animals; haever ,  
data concerning the e€€& of h i g h - p m d  radars are not available and 
should be aapired. 
Techn3logy developed by NASA up to this t i r r e  is inpressive. It is 
important to pint out, bwever, the extrem difficulty of what is 3% being 
praposed. The breadth and saope of the biological and ecological k f o m -  
tion required and the exceedingly difficult constraints i r rpsed  by animals 
and their behavior make applicaticm of NASA's technology to Wildlife 
&toring a very challenging task. 
Over *.e past ckcade earth orbiting satellites have proven their 
value for acxpiring quantitative data related to the earth and its 
environs. 
in mte sensing and direct sensing ca-pability. 
oollection systems using radio mrmmications on a global scale havs been 
used to mnitor mte unattended sensing devices. 
positim/locatim techniques based on animal-to--satellite masurmts of 
range, cbppler or through relay of navigational siqals (e .g. (  m g a ,  
Transit) have been ansidered. 
sensor readings can be made claily or hourly from 1-1 or m t e  areas. 
Significant technological developments have been accomplished 
Tracking and d&a 
For anhrd trackins, 
For stationary animals, physicological 
Dewlopent of these systems beg= in NRqA in the 1960's. A amstant 
NASA g o d  has been to devise techniques which could be used to m e t  broad 
needs, including those of xgmizations involved with wildl i fe  m i t o x h g .  
Thus technology h s  bccn evolved in various satellite systuns for puposes 
which <are different (e .g. ,  ship location) but which haw similar requirerents 
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(e.g.# animal location). mse multiple use technologicd advances offer 
tSE& a variety of hankare to neet their specific needs. 
Physiological and E?ehaviorcl Sensors 
In studies of the physiology and behavior of animals and envircnmental 
impacts on than, data w h i c h  are neea?d include the follwing: 
Metabolic ram 
Heart beat rate 
E.E.G 
Amunt and rate of oxygen wnsqtion 
Body m a t u r e ,  external and intend 
m m t  of intake and artput of w a + a  
Estrus or pregnancy status 
These data cirri best be obtained by ~ensors hplanted in the aninal or 
Past ?USA developmts as mll as dynamic efforts carried rn its surfaa. 
by d c a l  engineers have prodwed a n e r  of devices and sensor systems 
potentially sppropriaw for lpplication to the wildlife program. 












Many of the parasretcrs listed are interrelated, and the value of one 
paramber caii often be inferred frun other information. For example, 
hmleclge of the surfacing of a porpoise gives a very close indication of 
respiratim. kspiraticm can also be inferred fron detailed heart rate 
infomtian in m y  sp?cies. 
Technology Needed for Habitat Infor;?ation 
*fie reciprocal'influences of wildlife and their habitats are of basic 
inprtance to wildlife managarwt. E s t a b l i s h m t  of the carrying capacity 
of an area w i l l  &pmd not only m the degree of activity of wildlife but 
equally on the area's productivity. 
be mnitored cyl a COIltinuous basis to pennit assesmt of wildlife habitat 
interaction. 
H a b i t a t  characteristics must, therefore, 
EHTS-like multispectral scanning will provide habitat data. HOwever, 
ancillary data to provicb ground truth improve the &-liability of data and 
assist in interpretation of findings. Telemetry f m  ancillary systems is 
essential, noreover, in obtaining localized infomticn on a real-tine basis 
for inaxprat ion into a larcjer, regiancl survleillance pciture. Data 
, needed include: 
Vegetation type 
E x t e n t  and depth of water 
Wind speed and Cre&im 
Air and w a t e r  tcnperatures and other meteorological rreasurenents 
Incidtmt light, its character, intensity, periodicity and 
distribution 
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Ice and snow distribution 
Wpendix F prO;ri&s a f u l l  list of the requiremrAs for  habitat study. 
Ccnsushg, as discussed earlier, is a particularly difficult problem 
because of the enormots variety of factors involved. Same animals are 
generally i n  small groups, others in laqe  herds or flocks. Sone are active 
in the daythfe,  others a t  night. Behavior changes w i t h  the stages in an 
aninal's dewlopent.  r\.gain, the &e of ancillary systems in conjunction 
with satel l i te  surveillance is likel- to lx the mst effective for 
obtaining the required a u n t s .  
In general program of monitoring marine anirrrdls, a n e m r k  of ocean 
k w y s  senQs as an ideal exc7mple of an ancillary data system. In essene 
it servss as an interface betwen an aerospace system proviiiing position 
and/or data relay and the surface and subsurface e n v i r o m t .  The functions 
that a h a y  or nebmrlc of buoys cr-ould provi3e are as follows: 
A platform f r o m  which environmntal data (habitat) 
could bs gathered; 
A piatform for subsurfaae mnitoring (for example, an 
array of o r  single hyct-ophone for detection of the 
pas-*agc of amustically tagged pelagic f i s h  - tuna, 
sharks; 
A platform for autawtic rcceiving e q u i p m t  for 
radio-taqcjed mrhe nmals hhre satellite systems 
available do not have corrpatitle tim axerage (passes 
are too jnfrcquent or too.short) ; 
t o  shore stations. 
Temporcar)' storage of a w e d  data for  relay by sa t e l l i t e  
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Much of the required buoy and bmymmeed sensor technology is 
available. The only enqiceering requirenWt is the interface between 
existing o c c a n q r a ~ c  data-gathering bwy designs with the appmsriate 
amustic or radio m n i t o r h g  e q u i p n t .  Directional amustic and radio 
m n i t o r i q  equipmint exist. 
equipnent is cmmrcial ly  available to provide d ig i t a l  bearing in=ormatioii 
to the data system. A terxestridl. equivalent provides m y  of the s m  
furlctians. 
In the case of the r&io receiver, i n t e r f a e  
Use of tethered balloons employing radio frecpncy receivers, power 
systerrs, distance m a s u i n g  @ p e n t  and angle measuremnt detectors can 
pmvide a mbstantial inlzease in anirrd. tracking meraqe over that 
employed by conventional ground-based equipment, 
been enployed at altitudes of greater tha? 3,000 mters for periods of weks 
during r m r t i m  o.oerations and space physics experimnts. Use of balloons 
for tracking marire l i f e ,  such as the green turtles which travel 2,400 h 
in the Atlantic Ocean, nay, hmever, prove not to be feasible due to the 
absence of land msses fur balloon tethering. 
be restricted in use w h m ?  they may m a t e  aircraft traffic control hazards. 
Tethered balloons have 
Tethered balloons may also 
Balloon tethering technology may be e.xpecbd to improve to permit a 
doubling of the permissible altitude and a quadrupling of the range of 
a n i d  tracking. 
ballmn m d d  be transmittcd t o  a mdcatians-type satellite for relay 
to a data processing s ta t im  located at a point distant fm the region of 
the cqxrimnt. 
If required, tracking and sensor data reoeived at  a 
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Accurate and high sped system mbining NAW and N0.U systems can 
give real-tire data to mnitoring stations in rc IYE and hostile regions 
where f i s h  p p d a t i c n s  are being managed on a day to day !xsi-s. P r r s a t  
NOAA techniques hvolve thc use of an acoustic buoy harr2-lined to a ship. 
"be buoy counts a l l  fish that pass througf= it smar f i e ld  and transnits 
the data to the ship. 
NASA has desiqed a system that utilizes a shilar buoy which relays 
the cowt data fm a scan to a shore-based station. 
to a axrpu'i&An center via a cammications relay satellite and back to 
the fishery manasemnt station where catch and escapwnt rates can be 
determined. Turnarovnd times must be short (24 hours) in order to prcxidce 
t b  rnaximn cet,rco,lefit +& t!!~ L Y R  czmimiky. 
Data are then relayed 
Technoloqy NeedcAi for Position/Locat-ion 
In order to obtain the i srmation needed for studies of the physio- 
logy, khavic 
be located and their m v m t s  tracked. 
individuals and as population units (herds flocks, pods) are particularly 
siqni f ican t . . 
habitat and cenr,using of wildlifer the subjects first must 
Thc m m t s  of animals as 
Both randcon aid ordered q s & m  are available for position/location 
in the NASA armamentarim. 
arc possible. 
a n i d s  with required position/.locatim resolution matched w i t h  zppropriate 
aerospaoe systems. 
In addition, a vaxiety of orbital arrangmts 
Table  2 rcpresents a tabulation of priority-ordemd 
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where real-time or nsar real-tim (burly) data are needed, a 
synchranous satellite is mst dtable. Polar orbitin9 satellies would 
be used for aninis .living h v e  700 s latitude and whers 
and weight on the animal a critical (because of reduced pzth losses) 
(Ckostationary systens are also usable in these cases if lcks duty cydle 
ti,zers are used to red\;c=e e n q y  -ts.) 
are also appzcpriate ~ h m  &ly or less frequmt readin9 are required. 
A geostatianaq satellite is especially dt&le far marine animdls since 
anly this sfitem allows dab to be fathered whenever the animal 
b cae to the surface. 
parer, size 
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The M (Rarxbm Access  &asummnt S y s t d i s  a new space tectrnology 
. .  anocpt for trackkg of a -  data txmsmssmn f r o r n ~ p l a t f o r n s .  It 
uses a rrm-odered (no inecrrogation required) new &.id eliminates 
the n=ed for a rcoeiver an the animal and greatly redues pck~er, weight 
and Wlu!e requimmts of electrcni cgeu.  ~ ~ t a t i o n w i l l k  
aoncfucted rn t k  Nirbus-F satellite in mid-1974 and, if successful, wiil 
be incl- in future TI- operational satellites. Additicmal USEX s y s w  
developrent can further reduce the wigkt  and size of t k  IWS electmpu 'cs 
applicable to a wide variety of wildlife. 
presanteainA?P=d= - F.) 
(M dxxacteristics are 
% Interrogztim &cording and Incaticn System is an ordered systan 
regUiring a reociver and transmit-. It has operated aaccessfuly in 
axrjmcth with the N i ~ d n ~ s  3 and 4 satellites to track nwinq platform, 
including the only satellite-tracked animal to dab, an elk. 
p m  mmpt requires additional miniaturizatim efforts to reduce th2 
This now 
* size  and weight of the tracking hardware. 
and the readout of its msor data can occur at le-t mcc daily and usually 
mre oftcn enploying the I&S/Ni.nbus system. 
presented in Appendix F.) 
An a n M ' s  positiaa/locatian 
(IRIS characteristics are 
The Chrga-OPLE system (Chega Position mation E?cpclrir?E?nt) could be 
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applied in sum cases t&re animals are traversing relatively short 
distmms and t hee  s t d q  point is ell-kmwn, There are potential pro- 
blens w i t h  m u l t i p l e  antems (A the anbid, h i w y  miniaturized vw (very 
low freqwncy) antenn3t8 mlexity of the aninral pack md eventual 
developm& of techniques for sinplified lod iza t iun .  
successful deve-t effort Cmga-O?L€ has potxmtial for bread qplicatim, 
Qrega-opLE is further &scribed in prppenaix F. 
with susstantial 
Mwxwus gmmd-b& tradcing systems have been successfully erployed 
to locate wilolife a d  a u l d  be & with rrpdifications for other techno- 
3,000 mters. With proper teleammnication-type equiprrnt, these ballrs 
anxld significmtly extend the tracking range of aninwls carrying presently 
used equipnent. 
W g c  terrestrial radars have, to a 1im:ted a-8 been employed to 
track flocks of insects8 birds and bats. The resulting informatian provides 
density estinates of a flock. me use of surveillance radar for application 
1 to traiispdcr-equipped animals is in the research stage and e .xph~tation 
is required. 
Existing radio direction finding systems consist of animal-carried 
transmitters emitting signals which prmit  'Yange and bearing angles to be 
determined a t  the receiving s tat im. '  The tracking range is limited due to 
thc radio frequmcies mployed. Greater tracking range is limited &e to 
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the rase fzquencies enployed. Greater tracking ranges are possible 
u i t ?  :,ysbenrs operating at laer radio frqu=ncies# but -iondl 
CfTmtt on smaller antennae is required. 
Rbst of the qromd-based tracking tedmkpes for anccals are applicable 
ts dart migration routes (less than 160 Ian) and a m  V t i b 1 . e  tm radio 
atmpkric disturbanes. Their successful operation8 low ast and l i g h t  
w~5.g. t & them desirable t41ae appropriate. 
ar#=i%uy ground systems are presented in I\ppendix F. 
Further descriptions of 
.-a analysis of Table 2 indicates an dms t  qual  prefefinae for the 
low orbit pol= ssbllite and the geostationary satellite. Follwing are 
eiplanations for the stated preferences: 
shdll \\%ales and E%xpoises 
The (XFP~OPLE system on a geostathary satellite is 
p r e f d  here SccaUse these animals surface frqumtly 
to breathe and are at the surface long enough for an 
&,.red system m be effective. 
*.'t 1 an ordered and a randan-type system on low orbit 
polar and geostationary satellits are applicable; 
mrldwiik aoverage is necessary for these anirrds. 
The sirrly,lest aimid. pa& probat3ly is the I"M5 unit, 
fr>n thc viewpin t  of ultimate -eight, size m i t w z a -  
tion ancl tnrldwide average. RATS is also ecro;lcinical. 
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On the other hand, when long term studies are 
involved, enom;  savings in battery height w i l l  
a m  in the ~ s e  of an ordared system bemuse of 
*arp inprOt-em3nts in duty cycle. 
Rdents 
These have severe size  and e ight  limitations but 
a relaxed frequency of ocrvcrqe requirerrn . 
Ancillary g r o a  n2txxks will be useful becaw 
of the burmwirq txhavior of the rodents. The 
RAPS system agpears appropriate. 
t. 
Polar m.d other &ars 
Cx?quency of ooverifge IXqLrmm . tsandthe 
availability of m y  passes per day over the 
arctic habitat make t!! M system apropriate. 
Billfish/tuna 
mese animals rarely surface, and p,siticn/ 
location data can be obtained only by the use of 
anci l lq @pent such as releasable, o.pemlable 
tr&tfxxs. 
the ( x r r g a / o p ~ ~  systems are appropriate. 
In t h i s  case either the RXifS or 
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W r  (etc. 1 
lple omegq/oi>LE system is preferred. h s t  
a s r t a i n y  ancillary ground netmrks will be 
used w i t h  these animdls far allection of 
large mmts of d&a. 
Marine turtles 
See B i l l f i & / ” m a  
are available for at least smeral. seconds. 
Further, because of the difficulty i n  placing 
&pent cm aninals of this size, the maxinsnn 
amunt of gear must be included in the srallest 
possible package. The RAM5 system is preferred, 
but C&q/Ol?X can be used advanbgeously. 
P M p @ d S  
May involve the use of ancillary ground netmrks; 
see Der. 
Salrron 
Either the RAbG or Owga/OPI;E system are appm- 





The RIPS syst-an has po-tial f a r  W a t e  as ell as future use with 
many of the ai?hls Listed. Tacit. in this statenwt is that frequency of 
ooverqe will be limited to satellite overpass varying fmm once or twice 
per 24 hours to rany passes as a fmction of latitude. Frequency of 
axerap can be improves with ancillq ground networks and/or r e m a b l e  
data reaordexs as appropriate. The sirplicity of the mZS system is 
important because such a systgm can be put i n b  the f ie ld  early, and 
valuable wildlife resource data can be made available wi thou t  excessive 
delay. However, for mre scrphisticated data collection, mre advanced 
systcms WU bc neocssary. 
The (XFgJJOpLE system pomises long-term applicability for a l l  anirrals 
listed - assuming that system developrent can hs carried to the pint 
where rum-arrbiguous localization is pssible and ~ ~ i a t u r i z a t i w .  is 
accanplished . 
Basic to practical considerations related’ to acquisition of psi t ion/  
location informatian plus &e;. p e r t h n t  data is t!!e attachnent of a 
platfom to the animal being studied. 
The attachrent of any foreign object to an a n i d  must be done w i t h  
care so as not to introduce a physiologically or hehatriorally unacceptable 
variant. As a mttcr of hard fact, such aberrations w i l l  act to degrade the 
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value of any data a w e d .  
"hese difficulties, which vary from species to species, can be 
sharply reduced by micraminiatruizatim of gear to be attached to the 
animal. W e  can concluc?e with ample justification that the snaller the 
year, the greater the n m k r  of -des to which it can be effectively 
applied. 
Accordingly, micmminiaturizaticm was based on bird requirements. 
Ttm typicdl sizes  of birds WE seleckd: 
(ducks, geese, swans) and raptors (laqe predator birds), i - 3  mall 
fairly large sized waterfcnl 
passerines. 
'rhe transnut-r pawer, l i f e ,  s i ze  and v.ei*t of the pack3ges are 
%itid factors. TLpical weight a l l m a n e s  arc: 
Watcrfcwl and hptors 
100 - 200 grm 
Passerines 
10 grams 
Wen consideri?g mitor ing  applicatiors for systems such as those of 
Nhbus-F (W6) and TIFQS-N, it is esthated that electronics units  
mufactwed under normal assmbly techniques could be prcduced in the 
, 200 gram class. Miniatruization could achieve, 80 cpxins in a 28 cc. volm 
h the imrediate future w i t h o u t  mjor effort. A subsequent step in 
mimaniniaturization can bc expected to reduce this to 12 grams in about 
2 cc. Estimates of battery and antenna heights to bc added to the above 
~ u n  f m  40 to 1,000 grams Gepnding. upcm cammication rcquircments. 
(~ota1 might range is now 52 to 1,200 grams) 
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If a syncduonous two-satellite rarqing system here used, a standard 
assembly miniaturized rxeiver wuld add apprrrximately 160 gram. (%ta l  
weight ranp is ncm 340 - 1,360 grams) . Micrcnniniaturizatirm must be 
applied to further relluce this %eight. 
Power sources of greater efficiency a u l d  significantly reduce the 
weights estimated above. Lithium-flmride ells are becanzn ' g available and 
p d s e  a 2.5 tr, 1 irrproverrent in ef fic- over nickel-cadmim cells. 
Tests of these cells are planned under the Goddard S p w  Flight Oenter 
0Urie.r Ballocm Systen for Global Atnnsp!?ere Program Research, where 
expendable h p s m d e s  being developed. Solar cells application and 
further ifiproverrrnt in battea efficiencies must be explored. 
range is 32 - 680 cpwc) - 
tmtal weight 
Ixlw per ,  stable master oscillators are mst cr i t ica l  and will require 
temperature stabilization. The next itrm of priority is the radio frequency 
dtiplicr-transmitter chain. The existing s t a t e  of the art in digital, low 
p a r  circuitry is aeptable and needs no further resear& and developrent 
for use here. 
There muld be a non-recUrring aost far &sign and layout of the total 
pack~e ,  but this work should be delayed u n t i l  master oscillator and radio 
frcquenq modules are ampleted. 
New technolcqy leading to reduced s i z e  of antennae has been ckve1-d 
over past years using "loading" techniques with various di-electrics. Such 
antumcae require additional power because of inefficiencies caused by 
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inpeclanm misnatch. 
is not practical or beneficial. 
of standard k wave mnopoles which oonsist s*ly of short lm#h w i r e s  
(20 an at WF) and a "ground plane" of =tal mesh or w i r e s .  
-2r research a d  deve1o;;ment into such antemas 
Platform designs will be based upn use 
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The pu5lic relaticns a-ct of the wildlife mnitoring program focuses 
around b ~ n  areas: 
private orgmizatims rJh0 are or might be involved with wildlife resources; 
the solicitation of input and critiquing by pub'Lic and 
and the issue of animal. hsndling. 
Public  and Private S u o x r t  
Solicitation of m a t i o n  has &ady occurred. Every organization 
identifiable that m i l d  potentially be interested in the program was con- 
tacted a d  asked for suggestims and m m t s  and additions to the raterial 
sent them. 
k s p s e  t6 the pmgran indicated that the projects are both necessary 
and relevant. 
Exprience has shorn that public relations in  this program t r i l l  be 
, delicab. Proposed pmjects involve the handlipg of m y  species, s c m  
rare and endangered, others for which people have strong amtiondl feelings. 
The death of a single animal involved in the program, regardless of statis-  
tical proof that a certain portion of a wild population is always in the 
proass  of dying, muld result in serious criticism of N S A .  
me major conservation orgCanizations should be solicited for Wsitive 
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support and kept info& of a l l  program activities. 
S a w  grotqs will  be dqmatic in their rejection of the handling of 
animals for any reason; they shouli! be identified early so that the USERS 
and NASA can be ready w i t h  aceptable explanations of the stcdies being 
undertaken. 
be effective, a l l  animals w i l l  be treated so that they l ive  and be! 
naturally. 
It is in the utmost interest of scientists that the greatest care ke taken 
with the subject a d m l s .  
It should be clearly point ?ut that for wildlife mi toM3 to 
A dead or injured anirral would be of no use to the prog 
Another innovative appma& to public relations night be to set IQ a 
real-tine (or alrrost so) display of the mrld shewing the present locatian 
of selected animals being tracked. This display (more tbsn one i f  the 
system turned out to ke relatively inexpenSive) cou?.d be l c x a t e d  at highly 
visible locations such as the Smitksonian Institution, Bronx Zoo, Amrican 
Musem of Natural History, etc. 
mlleges s b u l d  also be explored. 
The possibility of using schools and 
NASA should stress eqhatically that the purposes for mnitoring 
wildlife are'positive, represent a direct rcsppse to national. gods as 
established by law and w i l l  contribute t.0 aonsemation of our living 
resouru2s. 
An excellent set of principles of hmane and "good scicncc" animal 
handling is presented in A s p d i x  G; 
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CNAPTER M 
The success of a national wildlife resources mnitoring prgram will 
depend very largely on E3XA's abi l i ty  to enlist the interest and active 
support of - federal, state and pr inte .  following steps 
need to be cansiikred to achieve this cooperation. 
Canmrnications and coordination 
hmn its very incepticn the w i l d L i f e  resources m,?itoring proqram plan 
has been &signed in response to expressed needs of LEER a-cie.7. R w e l l  
balanced and canprchcnsivc national program of wildlife resurces mnitoxing 
must, haever ,  respand - hth  to the mcific infomation needs of identified 
agencies - and to tile infomation needed to achieve cerhin na t iond  g d s  
which may extend beyond t he  current responsibilities of in&.vidual agencies. 
Planninu for Actim? Cbllaboration m g  Federal Agencies 
This program cannot evolve i f  based only on expressions of general 
interest. 
in support of the program, pmferably a t  311 early stage. 
USER agencies must shw their intent by inserting specific line items in 
LEER agencies m t  -c w r r d t  themelvea to financial collaboration 
I 
A t  the very least 
their respective appropriations requests to Congress. 
Planning for Acti1.e -1-1 Collaboration w i t h  State Agmcics 
1.n a rrajor way a nation31 wildlife resources m i t o r i n g  pxcqrarn will 
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The questim of financial co&boratian must be left open for the 
present. 
gram planning and inplemntation should be addressed and exxmraqed. 
P a r t i c i p t i o n  by state scientific and technical personnel in pro- 
The of success of scxe past ~tim science and technology 
prograrrs can be directly conelated w i t h  the amDunt and quality of 
collaboration attained w i t h  non-governmntal sectors, particularly &ring 
principle in-ediate mntributions to irrpmving wildlife resources manage- 
mnt as a result of the mnitoring program. In the long run, hwever, the 
mjor a2ditions to man's knmlcdgc about relationships amaslg wilflife 
resources and global life supprt system will axre from the non- 
g o v e m t a l  sector's use of mitoring infomation on wildlife resources. 
Traditianally, private and amdmic institutions have been in a better 
., positicm to attack lag-tern fundamntal problems. c0Vernnwta.l am*&u- . 
tions are generaL?y designed to achieve more discreetly & f i n d  short-tem 
go& related to agency missions. Therefore, the cjovemwntal sector m-lst  
aollaborate w i t h  n o n - g o v e m t d l  sectors during a l l  phases of policy 
fornilation and program planning. 
tives of thci ;irivate, academic, m.:ervaticmist ,and indastrial Ccanmitics 
The need for participation by rcpxsenta- 
1 -I 
Ihe enviorrnaent has bearxne a.subject upperm>st in the axmxn of the 
@ic and goverrment. Both scienoe and technology are advancing rapidly, 
and NASA has thus far ccntributed substantially to this advance. Its 
entrants into the wildlife wolitaring program wuld be wastx?ful if it were 
to be far a short berm. A antinuhg program of science, research and 
technology to keep abreast of rapidly aqanding requimmits of monitoring 
i s  essential if NPSA is to keep in We f0reb.t  of the field. NASA must 
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Appendix B: 
wildlife Monitorinv Roirm 
List of Organizations and Participants Cooperating in the 
Part I: Federal Agencies and States 
Part XI: Rtvate Organizations 
Part 111: PartLcipants in the Wildlife Monitoring Program 
Planning tleetings 
mrt I: Federal Agencies and State& 
bang the  Federal agencies represented i n  the preparation GZ t h i s  
report were the: 
Atomic Energy Cmdssfoa 
Council 00 Environmental Quality 
Department of Agriculture. (Forest Setvfce, :Agricul tural  Research Service) 
Department of Comnerce (Office of the Assistant Secretary of Science and 
Technology @wironmental A f  f a i r g  , National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, Natioual Marine Fisheries Service) 
Department of Defense ( A i r  Force, Army Corps of Engineers, Navy) 
Department of Health, Education and Welfare (Public Health Setvice) 
Department of State  
Department of the In t e r io r  
Department of Transportation (Coas t  Guard, Federal Aviation Agency) 
Environmental Protection Agency 
National Aeronauttcs and Space Administration 
National Science Foundatton 
Sdthsonian Ins t i t u t ion  
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m* : RLvate Ora anitat ioas 
'Ibe entire membership (listed belcw) of the Natural Resources COMcil 
of America bas received information about the program, a d  their cements 
bwe been act ively solicited: 
American Comaittee f o r  International Wild L i f e  Rotection, 
Washington, D.C. 
b r i c a o  Fisheries Society, Uashingtoa, D.C. 
American Forestry AssocLacion, Washingtm, D.C. 
American Ins t i t u t e  of Biological Sciences, Inc., Washington, D.C. 
American Li t tora l  Society, Sandy Hook, Highlands, New Jersey 
American Scenic and Historic Preservation Society, Pelham, Hew York 
American Society of Landscape Arcbitects, McLean, Virginia 
American Water Resources Association, Arlington, Virginia 
Appalachian Mountain Club, Lincoln Center, Mssachusetts 
beociation of Interpretive Naturalists, Derwood, Paaryland 
b o n e  and Crockett Club, Chicago, I l l i n o i s  
Boy Scouts of America, New BrUnSWiCk, New Jersey 
Camp Fire  Club of America, Chappaqua, New York 
Conservation Education Association, Jefferson C i t y ,  Missouri 
The Conservatqos Foundation, Washington, D.C. 
3. N. "Ding" Darling Foundation, Des Moi~,es, Iowa 
Ecological Society of Amerfca, Uaivereity'of North Carolina, Chapel B 
North Carolina 
Federation of Western Outdoor Clubs, Seat t le ,  Washington 
Forest History Society, Inc., Santa Cruz, California 
Friends of the E a r t h ,  San Frcncisco, California 
International Association of Game, Fish and Conservation Commissioners, 
Washington, D.C. 
* fzaak Walton League of AIperica, Arlington, Virginia 
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Leegue of Women Voters of the United States, Green Bay, Wisconsin 
Hational Association of Consemation Districts, Washington, D.C. 
Rational Association of State Foresters, Department of Natural 6 
Economic Resources, Raleigh, North Carolina 
National Audubon Society, New York, New York 
National Recreation and Park Association, Arlington, Virginia 
blational Rifle Association of America, Washington, D.C. 
National Wildlife Federation, Washington, D.C. 
The Nature Conservancy, Arlington, Virginia 
North American Wildlife Foundation, Washington, D.C. 
Sierra Club, San Francisco, California - 
Society of American ForestersD Washington, D.C. 
Society fum Rangc Yanagc==at, Dcwcr, Colcrsdo 
Soil Consemation Society of America, Ankeny, Iowa 
Sport Fishing Institute, Washington, D.C. 
Trout Unlimited, Denver, Colorado 
The Wilderness Soclety, Washingtm, D.C. 
The Wildlife Society, Washington, D.C. 
Wildlife Management Institute, Washington, D.C. 
World Wildlife Fund, Washingtor,, D.C. 
Specific responses 
American Forestry Associ8tion 
Aseociation of Interpretive Naturalists 
International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Reaources 
all favorable, have been received from: 
Montana Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit 
National Association of Stpte Foresters 
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tQatlona1 Audubon Society 
Bational Rffle Association 
National W i l d l i f e  Federation 
Society for Range Management 
The Wildlife Society 
Wildlife Management Institute 
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Par t  111: P a r t i c i p a n t s  In  t h e  Wild l i fe  MOnitOtinR Program Planning Meetings 
PREPLAXNING SESSION 
for 
SUMMER CONFERENCE ON WILDLIFE MONITORING 
NASA Headquarters - December 12,  1972 
F a r t l c i p a n t s  : 
Sidney R. Galler, 
Helmut K. Buechner, 
John Bushman, 
B i l l  Caldwell, 
John Fiebelkorn,  
George J Jacobs,  
B. F, Melsheimer, 
Robert H. Miller, 
John Ted Mock, 
Jack  Posner,  
Ceorald W. Sharp, 
Dixie R. Smith, 
Mike Toohey, 
B i l l y  J .  Van Tries, 
F. c, Wood, 
Department of Commerce (Chairman) 
Nat ional  Zoological Park 
Corps of Engineers,  Department of Defense 
Of f i ce  of Science and Technology 
NASA 
HQ/Earth Resources, NASA 
Coast Guard, Department of Transportat ion 
Agr icu l tura l  Research Serv ice ,  
Department of Agricul ture  
Science Advisor t o  t h e  Governor of Georgia 
XQ/USER Af fa i r s  , NASA 
National  Aeronautics and Space Council 
Fores t  Service;  Department of Agr icu l ture  
Corps of Engineers,  Department of Defense 
Bureau of Sport  F i she r i e s  and Wild l i f e ,  
Department of t he  I n t e r i o r  
Naval Undersea Center , Department of Defense 
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WILDLIFE CONFERENCE - USERS GROUP MEETING 
N M A  Headquarters - Febzuary 14, 1973 
P a r t i c i p a n t s :  
Gerald Bcrtrand,  
Helmut K. Buechner, 
John Bushmar., 
John H. Busser, 
B i l l  Caldwell, 
William E. Evans, 
John T. Eve re t t ,  
Robert M. Goodman, 
George J. Jacobs,  
Duncan NacDonald , 
Robert H. Miller, 
John Ted Mock, 
David Penick, 
Jack  Posner, 
Dixie R. Smith, 
John W. Tremor, 
Council on Environmental Qual i ty  
Nat iona l  Zoological Park 
Corps of Engineers,  Department of Defense 
American I n s t i t u t e  of Biologica l  Sciences 
Of f i ce  of Science and Technology 
Nat iona l  Marine F i she r i e s  Se rv ice ,  
Department of Commerce; LaJol la ,  Ca l i fo rn ia  
Nat ional  Flarine F i s h e r i e s  Serv ice ,  
Department of Commerce; Washington, D.C. 
Frankl in  I n s t i t u t e  Research Laborator ies  
HQ/Earth Resources, NASA 
Bureau of Sport  F i she r i e s  and Wi ld l i f e ,  
Department of t he  I n t e r i o r  
Agr i cu l tu ra l  Research Serv ice ,  
Department of Agr icu l ture  
Science Advisor t o  the  Governor of Georgip 
Of f i ce  of the khief  of Engineers , 
Department of Defense 
HQ/User Af fa i r s  , NASA 
Fores t  Serv ice ,  Department of Agr icu l ture  
NASA- Ames Reserach Center 
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NASA/AZBS SANTA CLARA CGNFERESCE ON VILDLXFE MONITORING IN RESPONSE 
TO KATKONAL NEEDS 
Ad Hoc Panel 
h e s  Research Center - Apr i l  24-27 ,  1973 
P a r t i c i p a n t s :  
Robert El. Goodman, 
Howard A. Baldwin, 
Gerald Bertrand,  
Xelmut K. EGzchner, 
John H. Busser, 
Archie F. Carr, 
Bruce Colle t t e, 
Charles Cote, 
Frank C. Craighead, Jr., 
John Craighead, 
Albert  Erickson, 
William E. Evans, 
John T. Evere t t ,  
Harvcy F i she r ,  
Frankl in  I n s t i t u t e  Research Labora tor ies  
Phi lade lphia ,  Pennsylvania,  (Chairman) 
Los Alamos S c i e n t i f i c  Laboratory; 
Los Alamos, New Mexico 
Council on Environmental Q u a l i t y ;  
Washington, D.C. 
Nat icna l  Zool tg ica l  Park; ::ashingtsn, 3.C. 
American I n s t i t u t e  of Bio logica l  Sciences;  
Washington, D.C. 
Univers i ty  of F lor ida :  Ga inesv i l l e ,  F lo r ida  
Smithsonian I n s t i t u t i o n ;  Washington, D.C. 
NASA-Goddard Space F l igh t  Center;  
Greenbel t ,  Naryland 
Environmental Research I n s t i t u t e ;  
Moose Wyoming 
Universi ty  of Flontana; blissoula, Montana 
Universi ty  of Idaho; MOSCOW, Idado 
Nat ional  Marine Fisheries Serv ice ;  
La J o l l a ,  Ca l i co rn ia  
Nat ional  Narine Fishe r i e s  Service;  
Washtngton , D. C . 
Southern I l l i n o i s  Univers i ty ;  
Carbo.idale, I l l i n o i s  
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Thomas B. Fryer, 
George J. Jacobs,  
Dale K. Kratzer ,  
Jack W. Len t fe r ,  
Nathan Liskov, 
Maurice W. Long, 
R. S t u a r t  Mackay, 
Joseph Margolin, 
Hugh Martin,  
Kenneth S. Narris, 
G. Carleton Ray, 
Samuel Ridgeway, 
Paul  Sebes t a ,  
Richard Simmonds, 
William Sladen, 
William H, Stevenson, 
B i l l y  J. V a n  T r i e s ,  
J o e l  Varney, 
George E. Watson, 
Janet Williams, 
T, C. Williams, 
NASA-Ames Research Center; 
Moffet t  F i e ld ,  Ca l i fo rn ia  
HQ/Earth Resources, NASA; Washington, D.C. 
Applied Information Indus t r i e s ;  
Moorestown, New Je r sey  
Bureau of Sl;ort F i s h e r i e s  and Wi ld l i f e ;  
Department of t he  I n t e r i o r ,  Anchorage Alaska 
Raytheoo Company; Raylond, Massachusetts 
George I n s t i t u t e  of Technology; Atl.anta, Ge-rgia 
Boston Univers i ty ;  Boston, Massachusetts 
Applied Information Indus t r i e s ;  
Moores tQwn , New Je r sey  
Ocean Applied Research Corporation; 
San Diego, Californi~ 
Universi ty  of Ca l i fo rn ia )  Santa  Cruz, Ca l i fo rn ia  
Johns Hopkins Univers i ty ;  Baltimore,  Maryland 
Naval Undersea Center;  San Diego, Ca l i fo rn ia  
NASA - Ames Research Center;  
Mof f e t t  F i e l d ,  Ca l i fo rn ia  
Jchnson Space Center; Houston, Texas 
Johns Hopkins Univers i ty ;  Baltimore,  Maryland 
Nat 'onsl  Marine F i she r i e s  Service;  
Bay S t .  L L ~ u ~ s ,  M i s s i s s i p p i  
Bureau of Spor t  F i s h e r i e s  and Wild l i fe ;  
Department of the I n t e r i o r ,  Washington, D.C. 
Univers i ty .of  Montana; Missoula, Montana 
Smith'sonian I n s t i t u t i o n ;  Washington, D.C. 
S t a t e  Univers i ty  of New York; Buffalo,  New York 
Sta te  Univers i ty  c f  tiew York; Buffalo,  New York 
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WRITING COKFERENCE ON WILDLIFE XONITORINC 
Par t i c ipan t s :  
John Billingham, 
John H. Busser, 
Charles  Cote, 
Jerry M. Deerwester, 
Eugene Ehrl lch , 
Sidney R. Caller, 
Santa Crut - September 5-9, 1973 
Robert M. Goodman, 
Helen L. Hayes, 
George J. ,dCobs, 
Angeco P a u l  Margozzi , 
Hugh Martin,  
Jerry Mensch, 
Kenneth S. Norr i s ,  
Archibald B. Park, 
Orr E. Reynolds , 
NASA - Ames Researcb Center;  
Moffett  F i e ld ,  Ca l i fo rn ia  
American I n s t i t u t e  of Bio logica l  S 
Washington, D.C. 
NASA-Goddard Space F l i g h t  Center; 
Greenbelt ,  Maryland 
NASA - Ames Research Center; 
Moffett  F i e ld ,  Ca l i fo rn ia  
NASA; Wpshington, D.C. 
ience 
Deputy Ass is tan t  Secre ta ry  f o r  Environnental  
Affairs, D.  2artment of Commerce; 
Washington * D. C. 
Frankl in  I n s t i t u t e  Research Labora tor ies ;  
Phi lade lphia ,  Pennsylvania 
Fac t  Research Inc.; Washington, D.C. 
. 
NASA', Washington , D. C. 
NASA - Ames Research Center;  
Moffett  F i e l d ,  Ca l i fo rn ia  
Ocean Applied Research Corporation; 
San Diego, Cal i forn ia  
Ca l i fo rn ia  Department of Fish and Game; 
Sacramento, Ca l i fo rn ia  
Universi ty  of Cal i forn ia ;  Santa  Cruz ,  Ca l i fo rn ia  
Earth S a t e l l i t e  Corporation; !dashington , D.C. 
American Physiological  Society 
B e t h e ~ d a ,  Maryland 
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Paul Sebesta, 
Lee M.  Talbot, 
John W. Tremor, 
Charles Vaughn, 
Raymund L .  Zwemer, 
NASA - Ames Research Center; 
Mof fet t F ie ld ,  dal i fornia 
Council on Environmental Quality: 
Washington, D . C .  
NASA - Ames Research Center; 
Moffett Fie ld ,  California 
NASA - Wallops Stct ion;  
Wallops I s  land, Virginia 
Federation of American Soc ie t i e s  for 
Experimental Biology; Bethesda, Maryland 
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Appendix C: International Axreements and Treaties and Federal 
JAWS Rcl3tinrr to N i t d l f f e  ?!ananemen&. Conservation and Utilization 
Part  I: Selected International Agreements and Treaties - 
Part 11: S e l e c t e d  Federal  Laws 
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part I: Selected International Anreemn ts and 'Iteatieg . _ _  
6rgani za t ion Signatories/ 












Comrention 011 18 1940 
Nature Protect€on 
and Wildlife Pres- 
ervation in the Kestern 
Bermisphere 
Interim Convention 4 1957 
on the Conservation 
of North Pacific Fur 
Seals 
International Conven- DN/FAO 1969 
:io= f o r  the Cozserva- 
tiou of Atlantic Tunas 
International Cowen- 
tion for the Northwest 
Atlantic Fisheries 
Cenventioa for the 




tion for the High Seas 
Fisheries of the North 
Pacific Ocean 
Indo-Pacific Fisheries 
Council Amcnded Agree- 










n. . .preservation and conservation of 
liviw resources in Antarctica...." 
. . .to protect and preserve.. .ad n 
species ..., including migratory birds, 
,..to assure them from becorning extinct..,' 
"..to uake possible the ouxiEium 
sustainable productivity of the fur 
seals. ..shall include studies of.. . 
size of fur seal herd and its age and 
sex composition. ..migration routes of 
fur seals.. ." 
... Conservation of the resources of n 
Luna at13 tuua-iiiw r'ishes.. .study of 
the population ... include research .on 
the abundance, biometry, and ecology. . . " 
... investigation, protection and I t  
conservation of che fisheries...imresti- 
gation into the abutIdldonce, life history 
and ecology of any species r f  aquatic 
fish.. .I' 
n ... maintaining the populations of 
yellovf in and skip jack tuna.. . . 
Hake investigations concerning the 
abundance, biology, biometry and 
ecology of yellmfin ... and skipjack ... 
'tuna. . ." 
... to ensure the maximum sustained 
productivity of the fishery resources... 
t o  carry out necessary conservation 
measures.. .'I 
n 
... To formulate ... biological and other ... 
aspe' .s of .. .proper utilization of 
living aquatic resources...To encourage.. . 
research and applications of improved 




or Treaty Member States Year Actions/ExcerDts 
9. Regional Caribbean 21 1966 '' ,..Exploratory fishing. markec study 
Fishery Devclop- 
ment Project: Plan 
of Operation of 
United Nations 
Special Fund Pro- -m fm 1s 
ject on Caribbean &R Q U & ~  
Fishing Development 
and demonstration.. . . Such biological.. . 
observations...as are considered 
practicable and desirable.. .** 
10. Final Act of the 
United ktions 
Conference on the 
L a w  of the Sea: 
Convent ion 
e. Fishing and 
Conservation of the 
Living Resources of 
the High Seas 
11.Convention for the 
Protection, Preser- 
vation arid Extension 
of the Sockeye Salmon 
Fishery of the Frastr 
River System 
Amended 
12. Agreement to Facilitate 
the Ascent of Salmon in 
Hell's Gate Canyon and 
Elsewhere in the Fraser 
Biver System 
13. Convention for the 
Reservation of the 
Ralibut Fishing of the 
Northern Pacific Ocean 
and Bering Sea 
14. Convention on Great 
Lakes Fisheries 
15. Convention for the 
Protection of Migra- 
tory Birds 
16. Convention for the 
Rotcction of Migra- 









... to examine the law of the sea... #* 
technical, biological. . .aspects.. .I* 
1966 " . . .conservation of the living resources 
of the high seas .... Conservation 
programmes should be formulated . . .'* 
1947 " . . . p  rotection, preservation acd 
extension of the sockeye salmon fsshery. .. 
investigation into the natural history 
of thc.. .sockeye salmon.. .I' 
1957 " ..,coordinated investigation of pink 
salmon. . ." 
1944 "...investigation into the natural 
history of.. .sockeye salmon.. .*I 
1953 "...preservation of the halibut fishery.. . 
io determine the condit:on and trend of 
the halibut fishery.. ." 
1954 I' ... conduct investigations.. .[for 
maximum sustained productivity] " 
1916 I' ... an effective means of preserving 
migratory birds.. .*I 
1937 'I ... to employ adequate measures which 
will permit a rational utilization of 
migratory birds for...sport as well as 
food, commerce and industry.. ." 
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0 
Organitat ion Signatories/ 1 Treat A 0  e 
17. Agrement Regarding 2 1969 ". . .the need for widening and coordin- 
ating scientific research in the field 
of fisheries.. ." Fisheries in the Western Region of the 
Mddle Atlantic Ocean, 
with Exchange of 
Letters 
18. Agreement on Certain 2 1969 " ... to conduct the fisheries. ..with due 
* the High Seas in the stocks based on the results of 
Fishery Problems on 
Western Area of the scientific investigation. ..to expand 
Middle Atlantic Ocean 
consideration of the state of the fish 
research pertaining to the species of 
fish of interest.. ." 
Anreem-.nts not vet ratified bv U-S-A, 
19. Convention for the 17 ". ..to promote and encourage research 
Interrational Council 
for the Exploration of 
the Sea (CR, k r c h  1, 
1967, pp. 32860-1) 
and investigations for the study of the 
sea particularly ... living resources ..." 
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,art 11: Selected Federal Laws 
Title or 
Law Pomlat Nime Accions/hcerut s 
1. 16 U.S.C. Endangered Species of 
66- to Fish and Wildlife 
668~~-6 life.. ." 
(668aa) *'. .United States has pledged.. .to 
wnserve and protect.. .native fish and wild- 
(668bb) 'I.. .carry out a program.. .of conserving, 
protecting ... selected species of native fish 
and wildlife. ..threatened with extinction...." 
(668cc) ". ..States.. .consultation before 
acquisition of land for.. .conservine, 
protecting.. ." 
(668cc-3) "A species.. .shall be deemed to be 
threatened with ... extinction based on the test 
scientific and comercial data mailable ..." 
(668~~-5) "Encouragement of programs of foreign 
coun:ries; ... conservation practices ... in inter- 
na t lonal trade . " 
2. 16 U.S.C. Wnagement of Seals (655) "The Secretary of the Treasury is 
authorized to appoint one agent and ... who 
shall be charged with the managemen: of the 
seal fisheries.. ." 
655-iS6 in Alaska 
3. 16 U.S.C. 
742(a)-754 
4. 16 U.S.C. 
661-667e 
5. 16 U.S.C. 
460k-460k-4 




7. 19 U.S.C. 
1527 
Fish and Wildlife 
Service 
Fish and Wildlife 
Coordination 
Recreational Use of 
Wildlife Areas Ad- 
ministered by the 




to Fish and Wild- 
l i f e  
Importation of Wild 
Marrmals and Birds 
(742d-1) 'I.. .undertake.. .studies on the 
effects of insecticides, ...p esticides upon 
the fish and wildlife resources.. .'I 
(661 and 665) "...development, protection.. . 
of wildlife.. .make surveys and investtgations 
of the wildlife...detcrrnination of standards 
of vater quality for the maintenance of wild- 
life.. .'@. 
(460k-1) ". . .acquire.. .land.. .for - 
(1) fish and wildlife-oriented recreational 
development, or 
(2) the protection of natural resources.. ." 
(41) ". . .willfully disturbs or kills any.. . 
wild animal...shall be fined...or imprisoned 
Cexcept in compliance with ruled.. ." 
"If the laws. ..of any county ... restrict the 
taking . . . p  osses3io~ or exportation ... of any 




Pomlar R m e  ActionsIExcervts 
1. 16 U.S.C. 
581d 
9. 7 U.S.C. 
426 -426 b 
10. 16 U.S.C. 
668-6683 
11. 16 U.S.C. 
1331-1340 
12. 16 U.S.C. 
1361, 1362, 
1371-1384, 
1401 - 1407 
Studies of Wildlife 
in National Forests 
Wildlife Control 
Program 
Rotection of Bald 
and Golden Eagles 
Rotection of Wild 
brses and Burro.: 
Marine Uannn;ll R o -  
tection 
"For such experimcnts ... as may be necessary in 
determining the life histories and habits of.,, 
vtldlife...and in dcvelopi ng... methods €or 
their management. . . " 
(426) ". . .to conduct such investigations,. . .to 
determine ... best methods of ... bringing under 
coatrol.. .mountain lions, wolves, coyotes ... 
and other animals injurious to agr'xlture ... 
wild ga =...and birds...and for th+ protection 
of stock ...'I 
(668) Whoever, . . .shall.. .take, possess, sell.. . 
any bald eagles ... shall be fined ... '...the bald 
eak1e.i.s now threatened with extinction:'. . .'I 
(1331) 'I.. .wild free-r0amir.g horses and burros 
shall be protected.. .'I 
(1361) 'I.. .species 2nd population stocks should 
not be permitted to diminish beyond ... Functioning 
element in the ecosystem ... efforts ... to protect 
the rookeries, ... encourage the developncnt of 
internacional ... rescarch on, and conservation 
of, all nrtrine mauwls;. .." 
(1362) 'I.. .collection and application of 
biologfcal information €or the purpose of 
increasing and uaintaining the number of animals 
within species and populations of marine mi=mals 
at the optimum carrying capacity of their 
habitat ... include thc entire scope of activities 
that constitute a modern scientific resource 
program, ... research, cecsus, law enforcecent, 
and habitat acquisition and improvement ... 
periodic or total protection of species or 
population as well as regulated taking ....I' 
(1371) 'I:. .moratorium on the taking.. .of marine 
maumals. .. except ... for purposes of scientific 
research. . . " 
(1373) "The Secretary, on the basis of the best 
ecientific evidence available ... shall prescribe ... 
regulations.. ." 
(1375) "Penalties.. . ." 
(13X) ". . .development of.. .agreements with other 
nations for the protection and ccnscrvation of 
all wrine matmnals.. .'I 
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Title or 
LRW Powlar Name Actions/Excerpts 
(1381) *I.. .to.. .undertake a program of research 
and development for ... inproved fishing methods... 
to reduce...incidental taking of marine 
maimnale.. .I '  
13. 16 U.S.C. 
668dd - 
668jj 
14. 16 U.S.C.  
669-6691 













(1402) 'I.. .conduct a continuing review of the 
condition of the stocks o f  marine mammIs, of 
methods for Lheir protection and conservation,... 
of research programs conducted ... undertake ... 
such ... studies as ... necessary. ..to the protec- 
t ion  and conscrvation of maritic mcimmals;. . .'* 
(668dd) "For the purpose of consolidating the 
authorities ... Secretary of the Interior for thc 
conservatiou of fish and wildlife.. .permit the 
use of any arca...to hunting, fishing, public 
recreation.. .Io 
(668ff) 'I.. .San Francisco Bay.. .for the pro- 
tection of ... wildlife, ... and to provide an 
opportunity for wildlifc-oriented recreation 
and riature study.. .It 
(669a) I B . .  .such research into problems of wild- 
life management as m y  be necessary to efficient 
administration affecting wildlife resources,. . . I '  
(669g) '%Maintenance of wildlife-restoration 
projects ... shall be the duty 2f the States in 
accordance with their respective laws.. . ." 
(16 U.S.C. 670a) "The Sccretary of Defense. .. 
to carry out a program of planning, developmcnt, 
maintenance and coordination of wildlife, fish 
and game conzcrvation.. .conservation and mnagc- 
ment of fish and wildlife, including habitat 
improvement.. .Con milttary rescrvationa" 
(16 U.S.C. 670b) "...program for the conser- 
vation,. . .management of migratory game birds.. .I' 
(16 U.S.C.  G7Oc) "...a program for development, ... 
of public outdoor recreation.. .I' 
(l0'U.S.C. 2668) ' I . .  .Secretary.. . m y  grant,. . . 
easements for rights-of-way ... for -... dams.,. 
in connection with  fish and wildlife programs, ..." 
(10 U.S.C. 2671) "Thc Secretary of Defense 
shall,. . .develop,. . .in cooperation with the.. . 
State...to effect measures for the management, 
Conservation, and harvesting of fish and game 
.resources.. ..I' 
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16. 16 U.S.C. Came and Wildl i fe  (671) I * .  . . reserved..  .lands.. . for  a permanent 
and ouintenance of . . .bison." 671-697a Reserves National Bison Range ... f o r  t h e  proper care 
(673 and 673c) "...a winter game (e lk)  
reserve ... f o r  t h e  maintenance of t he  reserve... 
Wyoming Game and Fish Conmission and the  
National Park Service. .  . j o i n t  recommendations 
for t h e  management.. .of the  elk. .  ." 
(674)  ' I . .  .Sul lys  H i l l  Nation31 Came Preserves.. . 
f o r  t he  proper ca re  ... of t h e  animals and b i rds  
the re in ,  ... s t r u c t u r e s  necessary f o r  t h e  
convenience of v i s i t o r s . .  .I1 
(675) ' I . .  .Norbeck Wi ld l i f e  Preserve. .  . fo r  t h e  
pro tec t ion  of game animals and b i rds , .  . .I1 
(680)  "Game animal and b i rd  refuge i n  South 
Dakota ... f o r  . . . p  ro t cc t ing  ... antelope and o ther  
game animals and birds: .  . .I1 
(682) I * .  . .Ozark National Forest . .  . f o r  t he  
pro tec t ion  of game animals,  b i rds ,  or f i sh ; .  . .'I 
(683) "The President  of t he  United S ta t e s  i s  
authorized t o  des igna te  ... a reas  . . . p  urchased by 
t h e  United S ta t e s  ... for t he  pro tec t ion  of game 
aninuls ,  b i rds ,  o r  fish;. . . ' I  
(684) "...Wichita National Fores t  and i n  the  
Grand Canyon National Forest . .  .p ro tec t ion  of 
game animals and b i rds . .  .I1 
(688)  "Sequoia National Game Preserve.. . ." 
(689)  "Zahquitz National Gamc Preserve.. . . I '  
(690)  "Bear River Nigratory Bird Refuge;. . ." 
(691) "Cheyenne Bottoms Migratory Bird Refuge,. . . 'I 
(692) ". . .Ocala National Forest . .  .p ro tec t ion  of 
game animals and b i rds , .  . ." 
(693) "Game sanc tuar ies . .  . in  Ouachita National 
For st ...." 
(693b) "Robert S. Kcrr bkrnorial Arboretum.. . t o . .  . 
make ava i l ab le  t o  this and f u t u r e  generct ions the 
opportuni ty  t o  advance ... i n t e l l e c t u a l l y ,  arld 
s p i r i t u a l l y  by l earn ing  about na ture  ..." 
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Title or 
l a w  PoDular Name Actions/Excerots 
(694) "Fish and game sanctuaries in 
national forests; establishment by President...." 
17. 16 U.S.C. Protection of 
701-718h Migratory Game 
and Inscctivorous 
Bird S 
18. 16 U.S.C. Upper Mississippi 
72 1-731 River Wild Life 
and Fish Refuge 
19. U.S.C. Estuarine Areas 
1221 - 1226 
20. 7 U.S.C. Predatory Mammal 
426 Control Program 
(695 and 695b) "Migratory waterfowl acd other 
vildlife refuge in California;. . .primrily as 
wildlife management areas.. .I' 
(695k) *'.. to preserve.. .existing habitat for 
migratory waterfowl ... and to prevent depreda- 
t ions of.. .waterfowl on agricultural crops.. ." 
(6954) '%andS) dedicated to wildlife conserva- 
tion...but with full consideration to optimum 
agricultural use ... waterfowl management, ..." 
(696) "National Key Deer Refuge;. . .conserva- 
tion and management of ... key deer and other 
wildlife:. . ." 
(701 a rd 715i) "The duties.. .of the Department 
of the Interior include the preservation, 
distribution,. . .of game birds and other wild 
b i r d s . .  . .!e@ eapccts 2 ~ d  fines fcr -olestir.;, 
bird3 . . .to manage timber, range, and 
agricultural crops; to manage other species 
of animals, including but not limited to fenced 
range animals, with the objectives of perpetuating, 
distributing, and utilizing the resources;. . . I 1  
(722) ". . .acquire,. . .land,. . .between Rock Islacd, 
Illinois, and Wabasha, #innesota,...for the 
purposes of . . . p  art of the ... Refuge ..." 
(723) ". . .refuge and breeding place.. . 
LconservatioriJ '* 
(1221) ". ..estuaries.. .rich in.. .natural, 
comerci81, ... resources,...are of ... value to... 
Americans. ..need to protect, conserve, and 
restorc., .estuaries in a manner that.. .mintalt,s 
a balancc...in the interest of conserving the 
natural resources.. ." 
". . .conduct such investigations, experiments, 
and tests as.. .necessary.. .to.. .bringing under 
control...mountain lions, wolves, coyotes, 
bobcats, prairie dogs, ... for the protection of 
stock through the Suppression of rabies and 
tularemia in predatory or other wild animals... I1  
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T i t l e  or 
Law Potwlar tJame ActionslExcerbts 
21. 7 U.S.C. 
1010, lOlOa 
Land Conservation and 
U t i l i z a t i o n  by the  
Secre ta ry  of Agricul-  
t u r e  t o  Protect  F ish  
and Wi ld l i f e  
(1010) " . . . t o  develop a program of land 
conservat ion and. .. u t i l i z a t i o n ,  ... i n .  .. 
preserving na tu ra l  resources ,  p ro t ec t ing  
f i s h  and w i l d l i f e , .  ..'I 
22. 7 U.S.C. 
442-446 
Waterfowl Dcpreda- 
t i o n s  Prevention 
(442 and 443) ". . .preventing crop damage by 
migratory waterfrwl ,  . . .g ra in  acquired. .  . [to) 
l u r e  migratory waterfowl away from crop 
depredat ions.  . . I' 
23. 7 U.S.C. 
.44 7 -44 9 
Surplus Grain f o r  
Wi ld l i f e  
(447) 'I.. .emergency s i t u a t i o n s  caused by.. . 
weathcr . . .destruct ion of. . .wi ld l i fe  resources , . . .  
S t a t e s  a r e  au thor ized , .  . .[to acqui re  gra in  forJ 
game b i rds  atid o ther  r e s iden t  w i l d l i f e  from 
s t a rva t ion , .  . .'I 
24. P.L.81-718 
(64 S t a t .  
465) 
Back Bay National 
Wi ld l i f e  Gduge 
. . .grant ing . . .road. . .through the  w i  Id 1 i f c! I t  
refuge.. . c to l l s )  
migratory b i rd  conservat ion fund.. ." 
(459f-5) 'I.. .purposes of public  outdoor 
recrPa t inQ,  incli irlinz conservation of nar txa l  
fea tures . .  . regula t icns  appl icable  t o  na t iona l  
w i l d l i f e  refuges , .. .It 
sunis.. . credi ted  t o  the  
25. 16 U.S.C. 
459€-5 (a ) .  
(b) and . 
459f -8 
Chincoteague 
:!-rionl?l w i l d l i f e  
Ref use 
26. 25 U.S.C. 
564d 
S64w-1 
Klamath Forest  
National Wi ld l i f e  
Refuge 
(564w-1) 'I.. .designated a s  t h e  Klamath Forest  
National Wi ld l i f e  Refuge,. . ." 
27. P.L.84-810 
(70 S t a t .  
668) 
"lo provide f o r  t he  pro tec t ion . .  .Refuge,. . . 
aga ins t  damage from f i r e  and drought.. . .I' Okefenokee National Wi ld l i f e  Refuge 
... s h a l l  engage i n  oceanographic research ..." I1 28. l r b  U . S . C .  
2, 94 
Const Guard Research 
. .  
Oceanographic 
Re sed r c h Ve s s e 1 s 
29. 16 U.S.C. 
441-445 
I t  ... s t u d i e s  per ta in ing  t o  t h e  sea...and 
b io log ica l  t e s t a rch ; .  . .*' 
30. 33 U.S.C. 
1101 -1 108 
Marine Resources 
and Engineering 
Development Act of 
1966 
(1104) ". . .Review.. .needs f o r  na tu ra l  resources  
from t h e  marine environment t o  maincain our 
expanding na t iona l  economy.. . ." 
(1121 and 1123) 'I.. .marine resources ,  including 
animal and vegetable  l i f e  ...p rovide. . .a program 
of. . .education, t r a in ing ,  and research  i n  t h e  
f i e l d 8  of nurine sc ience , .  . .and r e l a t ed  
d i s c i p l i n e s . ,  . 'development of m r i n e  resources '  
means.. . including,  . . .b io logica l  resources. .  .I' 
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31. 33 U . S . C .  
112 1-1 124 
m t i o n a l  Sea Graat 
Colleges 
Title or 
t a w  b u l a r  Name ActionslExcerDts 
32. P.L.89-302, 




tory at LoJolla, 
California 
"'...research on the living resources of the 
sea or their environment,. . .I" 
33. 16 U.S.C. 
1220-122oc 
Re< fs for b r i n e  
Life Conscrvation 
I1 ... Liberty ships for use e s  off-shore reefs. 
(a) Conservation of marine life.. . .I' 




(756 and 758) 'I.. .conduct.. .investigation,. . . 
and biological sarveys ... to. ..facilitate 
conservation of the fishcry rcsourcesof the 
Columbia River. ..to perform all other activities 
necessary for the conservation of fish ... to 
provide for ... investigation, ... of the fishing 
resources.. ." 
35. 16 U.S.C. 
771 -777k 
Fish Rest oration 
and Management 
Projects 
(777a) 'I.. .such research into program of fish 
management ... the acquisition of such facts as 
are necessary to...direct the regulation of 
fishing ... including the extent of the fish 
population,. . .I1 
(778,778d) 'I.. .to develop suitable cethods for 
harvcsting the fish crop...ta promote studies, 
research, and experimcnts ... to develop ... 
methods to reduce fish ... in abundant supply ... 
not now. . , sought after . . . I1 
36. 16 U.S.C. 
778-778h 







17. 16 U.S.C. 
779-7792 
(779a) 'I.. .to coopcrate with the States.. .in.. . 
research and developnent of the commercial 
fisheries resourccs of the Nation.. .'I 
38. 16 U.S,C, 
6670 
'I.. .for the uniform, . . .regulation OF  fishing.. .'I Interstatc Compacts 
39. P.L.77-539 "...to promote the better utilization of the 
fisheries, ... ascertain ... methods, ... €or ... 
conservation.. .of thc fisheries, . . ." 
Atlantic States 
Marine Fisheries 
Compact Act of 
May 4, 1942 
40. P.L.81-721 Act of August 19, 
1950, Ch. 763, 
64 Stac. 467 
,..Atlantic States ... Fisheries Compact, (1 
Camcndatioa ... for.. .better utilization of its 
anadromous fisheries,. . . I 1  
... to the better utilizatioi of the fisheries. .. 11 
conservation and the prevention of the dcple- 
tion,. ." 
41. P.L.81-66 
Act of my 
19, 1949, 
Ch. 128, 63 
Stat. 70 
Gulf States Marine 
Fisheries Compact 
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Title or - U W  PoDulnr Name ActiondExcerpts 
42.  P.L.80-232, Pacific Eiarinc 
Act of July Fisheries Compact 
21, 1947, Ch. 






Act of Oct. 
10, 1962, 76 
Stat. 797 
45. 16 U.S.C. 
1081- 1086 
46. 16 U.S.C. 
79?a, E 3 ,  
811 
47. 1G U.S.C. 
1001 -1009 
48. 16 U.S.C. 
460 
49. 7 U.S.C. 
1010-1013 
50. 16 U.S.C. 
460 
51. 33 U.S.C. 
540 
Act of October 9, 
1962 
Potomic River 
Compact of 1958 
Prohibition of 
Foreign Fishing 
Vessels in the 
Terr i t or ia 1 Waters 
of the Unfted States 
Federal License of 
L!ater P.cs?urce 
Projects; Fishways 
Fish and Wildlife 
Conservation at S w l l  
Watershed Projects 





tion and Dcvelop- 
rnent Projects 
Conservation Facil- 
ities at Water 
Resource Projects of 
the Corps of . 
Engineers 
Wildlife Conserva- 
tion at Water 
Resource Projects of 
the Secretary of the 
Army 
' I . .  .to promote the better utilization of 
fisheries,. . ." 
"[Pacific Marine Fisheries Compact - Amendation] 
. . . p  rograos for the conservation, protcction.., 
of f tshcries.. .'I 
... a program of research relating to the 
conservation ... of the fishery resources ..." 
I 8  
(1083) "[Seizure of fish and foreign vcsscls 
fishing in U.S .  water4 . ..Secretary of the 
Interior, ... Treasury. ... Coast Guard...to carry 
out. . .enforcement. . . .*I 
(603) ' I . .  .developing a waterway.. .for.. . 
recreational plJrpGI=+;. . .'I 
(1008) ", . .surveys and investigations.. .con- 
cerning thc conservation and development of 
wildlife resources.. . I '  
(4601-12) "Recreation and fish and wildlife 
benefits of...watcr resource project, full consid- 
eration shall be given to the opportunities ... 
which ... affords for outdoor recreation and for 
fish and wildlife enhancement.. ." 
(1010) 'I,. .a program of land conservation and.. . 
utilization,. .. to. ..assis?. in ...p reserving 
natural'resources, protecting fish and wild- 
life,. . ." 
(460d) 'I,. .lands.. .utilized [by l e a d  for the 
development and conservation of fish and wild- 
life ... lessee my...cut tim5er ... as may be 
necessary to further such beneficial uses.. .and 
proceeds of any sales of timber.. .cto utilize] 
in the.. .conservation,. . .of such lands.. . .'I 
' I . .  .improv?ments of.. .waterways shall., .include 
a due regard for wildlife conservation.. . . I 1  
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Title or 
L e W  Popular Name Actions/Excer :t s 
52. 33 U.S.C. 
608 
53. 16 U.S.C. 
1301-1311 
54. 33 U.S.C. 
6 10 









58. 43 U.S.C. 
616 - 
59. 16 U.S.C. 
695 
60. 43 U.S.C. 
620 
61. 16 U.S.C. 
835 
62. 43 U.S.C. 
615 
63. 43 U.S.C. 
616 
64. 43 U.S.C. 
615 
Fishays at Rivers 
and Narbor hojects 
Water Bonk Act 
Control of Obnoxious 
Plants in Navigable 
Waters 
Statutes Relating to 
Specific Reservoirs 
under Jurisdiction 
of the Secretary of 
the Army: a. Reser- 
voirs in r?ssissippi 

















Little Wood River 
"oject, Idaho 
"Whencver river.. .improvements shall bc found 
to operate...as obstructions to the passcge of 
fish,...cause to be coastructed...sufficient 
fishways,. ..I' 
(1301? 'I.. .to conserve surface waters, to 
preserve and improve habitat for migratory 
waterfowl and other wildlife resources,, . ." 
"...for control cof obnoxious plantsl.. .in the.. . 
interest of. ..fish and wildlife conservation, ..." 
"No reconveyance shall be made of nincral 
lnterests...if it...would adversely affect 
facilities ... for the protection and nanagcrnent 
of migratory birds and fishing resources.. . ' I  
... excepting lands to be designated ... for ... (1 
protection and managcment of migratory birds 
and fishing rcsourccs . . .'I 
... lands ... adjaccnt to the ... Reservoir, ... 
shall be retained...for fish and wildlifc and 
recreational purposes.... 
(616v) ". ..conservation.. .of fish and wildlife.. ." 
I t  
1' 
(6953) "Development of water supplies for water- 
fowl management.. ." 
(620s) 'I. . .investigate.. .and mintain. . .public 
recreational facilities...and the wildlife on 
$aid lands,. . ." 
(83%) ' I . .  ,fisn-protection program.. . I 1  
. 
(6155) "Preservation and propagation of fish 
and wildlife;. . ." 
(616c) "Public recreational facilities; 
conservation;. , .and development of fish and 
wildlife;. . . I1  
(615m) "Preservation and pr 3pagation of f i s h  
and wildlife:. . .hunting and fishing;. . ." 
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Ticle  or 
t a w  Povulnr Name Actions/ExcerDts 
65. 43 U.S.C. 
61 i 
Washoe Project ,  
Nevada-California 
". . .deve?opment of f i s h  and w i l d l i f e  
resources,. . .'I 
66. 43 U.S.C. 
616 
Auburn-Folsom South 
Unit, Central  Valley 
Pro jec t ,  Cal i forn ia  
(616ccc) I t . .  .mainten<we of public outdoor 
recrea t ion  and f i s h  ano w,ldlife enhancement 
f a c i l i t i e s ,  . . . p  reserva t ion  of recrea t ion  and 
f i s h  and wi ld l i f e . .  .po ten t ia l , .  , .I1 
(6z.ihhh) "Allocatfon to.. . f i sh ,  w i l d l i f e ,  and 
recrea t ion . .  .'I 
67. 43 U.S.C. 
616 
Southern Nevada 
Pro jcc t Kcvada 
Orovillc-Tonasket 
Unit, Chicf Joseph 
Dam, Washington 
68. P .87-762 
( i  S t a t .  
761) 
'I.. .for conservation and devcloprnent of f i s h  
and w i l d l i f e  resources , .  . . I1  
69. 43 U.S.C. 
616 . 
Tualatiii Pro j c c t ,  
Oregon 
(616ppp) "Conservation and d e ,  elopment of fish 
and w i l d l i f e  resources  and enhancement of 
recrea t ion . .  . ." 
70. 43 U.S.C. 
616 
Auburn ,k'olsorn Unit, 
Central Valley 
Project ,  Cal i forn ia  
(61Gfff-1) 'I.. .conserving and developink f i s h  
and w i l d l i f e  resources , .  . ." 
(616uuuj "Cc servacion and development of f i s h  
and w i l d l i f e  resources.. .'I 
71. 43 W.S.C. 
616 
i-iissouri River b s i n  
Project  , South 
Dakota 
72. 43 u.s,c. 
616 
Mountain Park Pro- 
ject ,  Oklahoma 
(616aaao) "...conserving and develcping f i s h  
,nd w i l d l i f e  rcsources ,  . . . I '  




Basin Pro jec t  
(1527) "Fish atrd w i l d l i f e  conservation and 
develcyment . . . ." 
(616j j j j j  "Conservation; development of f i s h  
cud w i l d l i f e  resources;  r cc rea t ion .  . 'I 
74. 43 U.S.C. 
616 
Palmetto Bend Pro- 
ject, Tcxas 
75. 43 U.S.C. 
616 
270, 84 
Scat. 2 7 a  
fP.L.91- 
Merlin Division, 
Rogue River Basin 
Project ,  Oregon 
(616000f) "Conservation of f i s h  and wild1 :fc 
and enhanccment of recrea t ion . .  . . I '  
( 6 1 6 t t t t )  Wiintciiance of streamflow t c  ensure 
t i s h  and w i l d l i f e  conservation.. . ." 76. 43 U.S.C. 616 cP.L. 
91-307, 84 
S ta t .  4091 
Touchc t Div f 8 ion, 
Walla Walla Pro- 
ject ,  Orcgon- 
Washington 
77. P.L.89-108 
(79 S t a t .  
433-435)  Act 





Project ,  North 
Dakota - Sou t h  
Dakota 
". ..as w i l l  best  promote thc  development.. . f o r  
r ec rea t ion  and f i s h  and w i l d :  i f e  enhanccment . , .I1 
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T i t l e  or 
I S W  Pomlar k i t e  Actions/ExcerDts 
78. P.L.90-136 Hid-State Division, R...cOnserving and developing f i s h  and wild- 
(81 Stat .  Mssouri  River Besin life..." 
444 Keg., Project, Nebraska 
Act of Nov. 
17, 1965 
79. p . ~ . a a - m  Pecos River Basin "...for the conservation of f i s h  and u i l d -  
(78 Stat .  life.. . ." 
342) A c t  of 
Sept. 12, 19,'; 
80. P.L.84-386 h i n i t y  River Bash 
V211ey Roject, wildl i fe , .  . ." 
"...the Secretary shall a l s o  a l loca t e  t o  t h e  
preservation a n i  propagation of f i s h  and (69 Stat .  719) Division, Central 
. Act of Aug. 
12, 1955 
81. 42 U.S.C. 
4201, 4231 
82. 49 U.S.C. 
1653 
83. 23 U.S.C. 
138, 2\W- 
207, .':1,319 
84. 16 U.S.C. 
4601-4 t o  
4601-11 
85. 16 U.S.C. 
1271-1287 
[P. L .go- 
%I 





Refuges and Mainten- 
ance of M t u r a l  
Beauty on Lands 





Parkland s ) 
Land and Water 
Conservation Fund 
Act 
Wild and Scenic 
Rivers Act 
Environmental 
Education A c t  
(4201) ". . .effective development and u t i l i z a t i o n  
of.. .natural resourccs; . . .'I 
(4231) ". . . the concurrent achievement of t h p  
following spzcif ic  objeztives ... Wise develop- 
ment and conservation of na tu ra l  resources, 
inclitding.. .w! I d l i f e . .  . ." 
... national policy ... t o  preserve ... wi ld l i f e  81 
and Waterfowl refuges,. ..'I 
(138) 'I.. . to preserve.. .wildlife and waterfowl 
refuges,. ..'I 
"For the acquis i t ion of land, waters,.  . . 
f o r  the preservation of f i s h  or w i ld l i f e  t ha t  
are threatened w i t h  extinction..  .'I 
(1281) '*Any component of the national w i l d  and 
scenic r i v e r s  system ... administered by ... 
Snterior ... s h a l l  become a p a r t  of the national 
w i l d l i f e  refuge.. . u t i l i t e . .  .for the conservation 
and management of natural  reso: :ces.. .I1 
(1532) 'I.. . to  support research.. .demonstrations, 
and p i l o t  projects  dcsigned t o  educate the p u b l l c  
on the problems of environmental quai i ty  and 
ecological balance,. , .I' 
Title or 
Law Pwular 'Kame ActionsfExcerDts 
87. 16 U.S.C. Forestry Researcb 
582a, S82a-1 Ragram 
and 582a-6 
88. 16 U.S.C. 
528-531 
89. 16 U.S.C. 
11 3 1 - 1136 








92. 16 U.S.C. 
1451-1464 
93. 42 U.S.C. 
432 1-434 7 
N u l t  iple-Use 
Sustained Yield 
kt of 1960 
Wilderness A c t  
Taylor Grazing 
A c t  
Alaska Statehood 
Act Relating t o  
Fish and Wildlifc 
Coastal Zone 
Management 
L t i o n a l  Environ- 
mental Policy A c t  
(S82a-6) *I.. . investigation r e l a t ing  to:. . . 
mmnagclwnt of fo re s t  and related rangeland for 
production of foragc for.. .livestock and game 
and improvement of food and habi ta t  f o r  wild- 
l i f e ; .  . ." 
(528) ". ..the national forests. .  .shall be 
administered for..  .wildlife and f t s h  purposes.. . -I1 
(1131) "...the preservation of ... wilderness... 
[ad its corPnunity of life]" 
(1133) 'I.. . b r t  or3 national w i l d l i f e  refuge 
sysc em... wilderness areas shall h devoted t o  ... 
sc i en t i f i c . .  .conservation, . . .use.. . .I1 
(315h) *I. ..rules.. . for cooperation with.. . 
agencies engaged i n  conservation. ..of w i ld l i f e  
interested i n  the use of the grazing 
d i s t r i c t s . .  . .I1 
n b c l e c t i o n  frcm public lancis; fish and wi ld l i f e  
resources) . . .property of the United Stztes.. . 
is spec i f i ca l ly  used f o r  thc sole  purpose of 
conservation and protectiotr of the f i she r i e s  
and w i l d l i f e  of Alaska,. . . [ecc.] 'I 
(1451) "The coastal  zone is r i c h  i n  a var ie ty  
of n a t u r a l ,  commercial, ... resources ... and the 
f ish. .  .and wi ld l i f e  therein,  are ecologically 
f r a g i l e  ... important ecological ... values. ..are 
being i r re t r ievably dam@. . .I1 
(i452) "The Congress ... declares that i t  is the 
nat ional  policy (a) t o  preserve, protect,. . .  
enhance, *. .coastal zone .I1 
(1461) 'I.. .make available.  .estuarine 
sanctuaries for.. .creating natural  f i e ld  lab- 
orator ies . .  .and make s t u d i e s  of the natural.. . 
processes.. .'I 
(4321) ". ..policy whfch w i l l  encourage produc- 
t i v e  ... harmony between man and h i s  environment;.. . 
to enrich the understandins of t h e  ecological 
s y s t m s  and natural  resources...ensure tha t  ... 
programs, i n c l d i n s  those f o r  dcvclopment and 
conservation.. .take adequate account of environ- 
rrenial e f f ec t s  ... Scck advancement c-f s c i e n t i f i c  
kncvledge of changes i n  the environment... 
Assu re  assessmeiit of ncw and changing technolJgics 
for t h c i r  potent ia l  e f f ec t s  on rhe environrent.. . .  
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Title or 
Leu Powlar Name Actions/Exccrvts 
management of ... fish and wildlife, ... Foster 
investigations, studies, surveys, research, 
and analyses relating to (1) ecological systems,,.' 
94. 33 U.S.C. Pollution Control 
1251-1376 in Navigable Waters 
91. 33 U.S.C. Oca3 Dumping 
1401 -1444 
96. 16 U.S.C. Pesticide Research 
742d - 1, 
33 U.S.C. 
1155 
(1252) 'I.. .due regard.. .to conserve such waters 
for the protection and propagation of fish and 
wildlife, aquatic life and wildlife, ...'I 
(1254) *I.. .studies of the effccts of pollution,. . . 
on fish and wildlife,. . .'I 
(1442) "...continuing program of research with 
respect to the possible long-range effects of 
pollution, overfishing, ... changes of ocean 
ecosystems... . *I 
(742d-1) *I.. .studies on effects of insecticides,. . . 
pesticides, upon the fish and wildlife 
resources.. . 'I 
14 7 
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Jnforrwl Questionnaire Scnt to Fedetal and State Arencies and Non-novernmental 
prcmizatlons 
Cub ject: Wildlife Pbnitoring Program Plan in response to  National Needs 
1. 
mission(s1 adequately spelled out? If not, please attach. 
Did you find those National w e d s  rek,esented by your Agency's relevant 
2. Did you find your Agency correctly listed as a "USER AGENCY" for the 
information or data to be generated by the relevant projects collected in 
Section 3 3  If not listed, or incorrectly listed, please indicate the 
project code numbers below: 
Add the Agency to project code numbers: 
Delete from project code numbers: 
. .  
3. Are there any matters of detail to which you would like to add? If so, 
please append information. Please use identifying code numbers for projects. 
4. 
would you assign the highest priority? Please use identifying project-code 
numbers. If you wish to add projects, please append. 
Of all the projects collected in both Sections 3 and 4, to which ten 





Please complete and return to: Dr. John 11. Busser 
AI B S/BI AC 
3900 Wisconsin Ave. NW 
Washington, D.C., 20016 
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pcDartment of Agriculture 
Domcstic stock, animals on rangeland 
Disease transport 
Wildlife as a host reservoir of disease vectors which m y  be transmitted 
to domestic livestock, range animals and poultry 
Forest Servicc, Departmetit of Agriculture 
Mangement of wildlife habitatleffects of land use change 
Forage ilccds for deer 
lnsect surveillance re forest and land Pranagement 
Atomic Encrw Commission 
Effects on wildlife of power plant siting 
P.M. Narir,e Fisheries Resources (marine fish and mawals~ Department of Commerce 
Endangered species 
Behavior/mfgra t ion/produc t ivi ty/consus 
Effects of pollution 
Effects of ocean environment on recruitment and distribution of fish stocks 
Distribution of schooling spccieshigra tion toutes/resource management/ 
fishing capacity/forecast of location 
Large marine animlsjmigration routeslresource mnnagement/fishing capacit; 
yat€onal Narine Fishcries Scrvicq, Department of Comncrce 
Marine rnamiil abundance 
Census/size/physlologicnl data 
Biomass, population size 
mna, skipjack/migrations 
Sockcye salmon population 
Prediction of safe harvesting and breeding levels 
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Resource maiiagcmcnt 
Po l lu t ion  ind ices /  s e n t i n e l  species? 
Council on Environmental Q u a l i t y  
Sen t ine l  spcc ics  f o r  po l lu t ion  - behavior/seasonal migrat ion 
Indices  of w i l d l i f e  q u a l i t y  
Census methods f o r  seal, bowhead whale, dugong, manatee, sea o t t e r ,  
po lar  bear, walrus,  canvasback duck, caribou, Puerto Rican p a r r o t  
Endangered species 
Accurate estimates of number, d i s t r i b u t i o n  and hab i t a t  a v a i l a b i l i t y  
for development of adcquate p ro tec t ive  measures and recovery plans 
PceJatrii. species 
. .  
For i nves t iga t ion  and monitoring t h e  r e l a i i o n s h i p  between predator  
d e n s i t i e s ,  na tu ra l  prey d e n s i t i e s  and prcaat-on on domestic s tock  
Marine spec ies  
F u l l  development of technolonical  app l i ca t ions  f o r  w i l d l i f e  i n  the  
marine environment 
Technology fo r  censusing and t racking small cetaceans and seabi rds  
Wild l i fe  ind ices  of environmental q u a l i t y  
Corps of Enxineers, Department of Defense 
Impact on w i l d l i f e  h a b i t a t  
From land dumping, r e s e r v o i r  construct ion,  water impoundments, channel 
modification, wetlands - ecologica l  d a t a  as well as n i g r a t o r y  
routes ,  breeding h a b i t a t s  
Effect6 on marine resources  of deep water po r t s  
Wi ld l i f e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  and r eac t ion  p a t t e r n s  
15 2 
LS, w avy, Department of Defense 
Not sc in te r fe rcncc  i n  naval operations (animal sources) 
Marine mama1 migratory routes 
Seasonal concentrations of populations 
Physiology of deep-diving mjmals as analogs f o r  human work 
Pelagic shark nonitoring 
Environmental Protection Apency 
Relationship of environmental indices and sen t ine l  species 
'Behavior and response 
Comunicah1.c: Disease Center (domestic and wild animals), Departucnt of 
Health, Education and Welfare 
Venezuela -- equine encephalomyelitis 
Florida and California -- Newcastle disease 
South Dakota -- duck v i rus  e n t e r i t u s  (Dutch duck plague) 
30,000 ducks i n  15 areas l o s t  without t r a c e  'Jan./Feb. 1973 .. 
.Southcast U.S. -- hog cholera 
H a s  mny f e r a l  swine there  are, where they are and t h e i r  numerical 
d i s t r ibu t ion  
Texas border -- c a t t l e  fever t i c k  
Deer/cattle r a t i o ,  t h e i r  d i s t r ibu t ion  and migration pa t te rns  
Hoof and mouth disease 
Rinderpest 
African swine fever 
Vesicular exanthama - swine 
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Department of t he  I n t e r i o r  
Endangered spec ies  
Census taking 
Migrations and routeP 
Behavior 
Resource s ign i f i cance  
Bur-eau of Sport F i she r i e s  and Wildl. ife,  Departnenc of  the I n t e r i o r  
Conservation and management of w i l d l i f e  
Wi ld l i fe  migrating between t h e  U.S. and o the r  count r ies ,  e spec ia l ly  the  USSR 
Monitoring of predator  a c t i v i t y  re domestic s tock  
Migration, behavior and population s t u d i e s  (with NOM): 
polar  bear,  sea o t t e r ,  walrus,  manatee, caribou, b i rds  
Ef fec t s  of pesLicidcs on b i r d s  
Browse and domestic grazing: h a b i t a t  q u a l i t y  study 
National Scjence Foundation 
in t e rna t iona l  Decade of Oceanographic Exploration (IDOE) 
Research Ap;)l.kd t o  National Needs (RANN) 
pcmrtment  \iu@& 
Wi 1 d :. i f c re m u r  c e s which transcend na t iona 1 bounda r i e o /managemen t 
U.S. Coast Gusrd ,  Department of Transportation 
Offshore f i s h i n g  r cgu la t ion  and enforcement 
Surve i l lance  and ident1,f icat ion of comercia1 f i s h  schools  
Monitor schools of tuna i n  Eastern Tropical  Tuna Convention area 
Monitor s e n t i n e l  spec ies  in po l lu t ion  problems 
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Wildlife Management Survey Questionnaire Sent t o  S ta t e s  
Please l i s t  the  most important problem i n  your S t a t e  having to  do w i t h  monitor- 
ing ,  census-taking, and management of w i l d l i f e .  "Thc need t o  dev- 





5 .  
6 .  
7. 
Please lisL: (1) those 
nanagcment pcrsonnel i n  
of cquipmcnr idiicli nccd 
va lue  i n  dc tcc t ing  dccr  
tcchnologics which you think would be of m l u c  t o  w i l d l i f e  
carryins out  their  r c s p o n s i b i l i t i c s ,  and (2) s p e c i f i c  itcms 
t o  be developed. For cxamplc: "Infrared sensors  m y  be of 
tinder t r e e  cover; s a r c l l i t e  or aer ia l  photopaphy should be 
of value i n  dctcccjn2 and count ins  large anir,ials i n  opcn t e r r a i n ;  and a necd e x i s t s  





5 .  
Please descr ibe  the  b e n e f i t s  accruing t o  your S t a t e  i f  one o r  more of t h e  problcns 
l i c t c d  aS;vc VGPZ ~ ~ l t c c i .  
How much money docs your S t a t e  spend annual ly  on w i l d l i f e  management: 
If a confercncc on "Technology Applied t o  Wi ld l i f e  Elanagmcnt" were held  t h i s  
~ u m c r ,  which one person from your S t a t e  would you reco.mend a t tending:  
S t a t i s t i c a l  ' I n fomat ion  
1. Name 2. Data 
3. Pos i t ion  4. Mailing Address 
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Detect ing meaningful changes in h a b i t a t s  -- vegeta t ion .  . 
Determining what const i t :utes  ideal h a b i t a t  for a v a r i e t y  
of species. 
Determining proper use  levels of s p e c i f i e d  p l a n t s  by 
s p e c i f i e d  animals. 
When t w o  d i f f e r e n t  s p e c i e s  of animals  (i.e.,  l i w s t o c k  
and antclopel use t h e  same p l a n t  or p l a n t s ,  a method is  
needed t o  detcrinine which species used how much of what. 
I t  is  d e s i r a b l e  t o  a c c u r a t e l y  count  w i l d l i f e .  
Land u s e  data  and update: 
Fore. t land -- by type 
A g r i c u l t u r a l  land -- by type  
Transpor ta t ion  
Mining ope ra t ions  
Urban areas 
Wetlands, l a k e s ,  ponds, r i v e r s  and s t reams 
Recreation land 
Dwelling c o u n t s ,  i . e . ,  czmps, houses around bodies  
aa\@\N* * lS 
OR QUA@ 
OF 90 
of water, camp roads ,  etc. 
Cansusing 
Number and d i s t r i b u t i o n  of animals 
Dai ly  and seasonal  movcrnents of animals 
Number and d i s t r i b u t i o n  of sport hun te r s  and 
fishermen m d  commercial fishermen 
Location of a n i n a l  w in te r ing  a r e a s ,  waterfowl 
concen t r a t ions ,  n e s t s ,  i . e . ,  e a g l e ,  osprey, 
otc. 
C l ima t i c  in format ion ,  i.e. , snow dep ths  and profiles i n  
open and i n  va r ious  covers. 










C .  
Soils data  -- broad c l a s s i f i c a t i o n s  
Soil type 
Vogctation 
Numbers and d i s t r i b u t i o n  of s p e c i e s  
Dai ly  and seasonal  movements 
Animal tracks 
Animal win te r ing  areas 
Bird nests 
'Bird conccntra  t i o n s  
Dwelling count  for a l l  l a k e s ,  ponds, etc. 
Heat sens ing  and monitoring, Ilairrc Yaiikee-Mason 
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s t e m  p l a n t  
10. Method for  c c n s u s i n g  deer i n  hardwood and hemlock f o r e s t .  
11. Aerial photography for cansusing water fowl  on open water 
( w i n t e r i n g  w a  te  1: fowl ) . 
12. Aerial photography for c e n s u s i n g  b r e e d i n g  water fowl  i n  
a v a r i e t y  of cover .  
13. Something t h a t  cou ld  iden t i fy ,  by s p e c i e s , w i l d l i f e  t o  
selected r o u t e .  
.woodcock s i z e  w i t h i n  200 f e e t  of e i the r  s i d e  of a 
14. Method fo r  mon i to r ing  h u n t i n g  a c t i v i t y .  
15. Method for mon i to r ing  w i l d l i f e  i n  a selected area ,one  t o  
two acres i n  size such as  those a r e a s  w e  have altered 
as a n  improvement f o r  game. 
16. Accura te  and p r a c t i c a l  method of c e n s u s i n g  deer, b o t h  
e x t e n s i v z  and i n t e n s i v e .  
17. Accura te  measure cf fawn m o r t a l i t y  - t e l e m e t r y  program. 
18. Censusing:  l i o n ,  bear, c o y o t e ,  doves, p igeons ,  t u r k e y s ,  
squirrels, sage g rouse ,  sierra and r u f f e d  g rouse .  
19. Sampling non-game w i l d l i f c  p o p u l a t i o n s .  
20. Correct l o w  mule deer fawn s u r v i v a l  rates. 
21. Determine means of - eve r s ing  the downward t r e n d  i r .  
. . pheasan t  nunbers .  
22. E v a l u a t e  t h e  merits of h a b i t a t  improvement programs. 
23. Sample b lackta i l  deer p o p u l a t i o n s  i n  hcavy cover. 
2 4 .  P r e d i c t i n g  deer h u n t i n g  silccess .in advance of season .  
25. Coun te r ing  t h e  a n t i - h u n t i n g  sen t imen t .  
26. Documenting t h e  role of p r e d a t o r s ,  e s p e c i a l l y  c o y o t e s  
27. A statewide deer census  t h a t  would provide a c c u r a t c  
. 
as t hey  affect  w i id l i f e .  
d i s t r i b u t i o n  of p a t t e r n s  for a l l  s e a s o n s  of t h e  y e a r  
as w e l l  as d e t a i l e d  age and sex composi t ion  of t h e  
. herd.  
28. An economical method f a r  o b t a i n i n g  a c c u r a t e  q u a n t i t a t i v ?  
as well as q u a l i t a t i v e  l a n d  u s e  mcasurencnts  for a l l  
seasons of t h e  y e a r  and the r e l a t i o n s h i p  of a l l  game 
p o p u l a t i o a s  t o  thc various l and  use t y p e s .  
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29. A r e f i n e d  method of  de t e rmin ing  proper d e e r  d e n s i t i e s  i n  
r e l a t i o n  t o  e, . ist ing h a b i t a t  t y p e s  i n  v a r i o u s  areas of the! 
state.  
3 0 .  
. 
A n  a c c u i a t e ,  economical  method of o S t a i n i n g  statewide hforma- 
t i o n  on d i s t r i b u t i o n  and d e n s i t i e s  of a l l  c x r n i v o r e  s p e c i e s :  
. fox, raccoon, skunk, etc. 
31. A method of a c c u r a t e l y  p i n p o i n t i n g  hazardous  or p o t e n t i a l l y  
hazardous  s o u r c c s  of water p o l l u t i o n .  
32. Improved methods fo r  c e n s u s i n g  deer, moose, bear, timber w o l f ,  
33. Determining area of sha l low water a v a i l a b l e  for b r e e d i n g  
ducks i n  d i f f e r e n t  y c a r s .  
34. Dcte rmin i9g  datc 0;:  f a l l  o v e r t u r n  and mixing of l a k e  waters 
for series of lakes t o  de te rmine  when best t o  col lect  mixed 
water saz;Ies. 
35. Deer CCI?SUS. 
36. Anadromous f i s h  census .  
37. Census of swan ( w h i s t l i n g )  p o p u l a t i o n .  
38 . Tracking  m i g r a t i o n  of swans. 
39. P r o t e c t i n g  a i r c r a f t  from t h e  p o t e n t i a l  hazard  of swans. 
40. Census of doe; and elk by area and/or h a b i t a t  type. 
4 1 .  DcvelDp a systcm t o  de t e rmine  c a r r y i n g  c a p a c i t y  of our 
b i g  game (dcer and e l k )  ranges .  
42. Census of t u r k e y ,  pheasan t ,  sage g r o u s e ,  p ta rmigan ,  s h a r p -  
t a i l e d  g rouse  and - 1 u a i l .  
43. Dcvclop t echn iqucs  far measuring d e e r  and elk winter  loss. 
4 4 .  Statewide h a b i t a t  i n v e n t o r y  by type and -hnnges o z c u r r i n g  
w i t h i n .  
4 5 ,  Rapid e v a l u a t i o n  on a l a r g e  scale of grazinc;  impacts  by 
w i l d l i f e  and domcst ic  an imals .  
46 .  Method of marking l a r g e  nurrhers of f i s h  w i t h o u t  time- 
consuming, expens ive  hard  l a b o r .  
47, A r a p i d  census  t echn ique  for  most w i l d l i f e  species, allow- 
in5 cxtcnsive use  annua l ly .  
48.' Removal of l i m i t a t i o n s  imposed on  p r e s e n t  t e l e m e t r y  .;?tho& 
15 9 by power su??ly. 
49. I d e n t i f i c a t i o n  of sourcc; af thermal  and o t h e r  n o l l u t i o n .  
50. To monitor the c - t i s t i ng  range as t o  type  of class i n  order 
to  deternine e x t e n t  of cr i t ical  w i n t e r  food and cover. 
51. To determine t h e  p l a n t  s p e c i e s  compositions on the above 
type c l a s s e s  by perceatage of makcup of each. 
Determine t h e  accuracy 0 5  c u r r e n t  game census techniques -- 














Monitcr :adio-equipped cinimals more f r equen t ly  a t  lower cost  
than c u r r e n t  SEL and rotary wing a i r c r a f t  cost for t h i s  
s e rv i ce .  . 
Develop u l t r a - l i q h t ,  f unc t iona l  r a d i o  t r a n s m i t t e r s  t o  a t t a c h  
to giwlc animals:. Ccrrent b a t t e r y  weight Cor an e l k  or moxe 
is  approsirnatelp four to s i x  pounds. This  causes  co l l a r  
stress and mntc r i a l  breaks and cracks a l l o x i n g  moisture  t o  
cause m l f u n c t i o n s .  Ba t t e ry  liEe i s  maximum of  twelve t o  
e ighteen  months. Thic i s  n o t  enough when mrlnitoring long 
l i f e ,  b ig  .animals. 
Delineat ion and c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  of all wetlands (Types I 
through V I I I )  i n  Plinnasota -- r e g a r d l e s s  of s i z e .  
D e i a i i d  i ' u v e ~  m p s  of IOL'CS~, a g r j . c u i t u r a i and con- 
a g r i c u l t u r a l  lanCs, e.g. , changes In cropping p a t t e r n s ,  
amount: of f a l l  plowin3, e x i s t i n g  f o r e s t  openihgs and 
s p e c i e s  composition of woodlands. 
Deta i led  mapping of ex i sk ing  waterdays -- r i v e r s  8 s trcams 
a n d  man-made dra inage  sys tcrns . 
The  i d c n t i f i c a t i o n '  of qrotlnd watcr  d i scha rges  t o  l a k c s  and 
strews. 
Statewide strear? t enpe ra tu re  prof i l e s  throughout the year 
t o  air2 i n  i d e n t i f y i n g  waters  w i th  potent ia l .  for trout 
manclyc;acnt. 
Vegetative mapping of l akes ,  wi th  emphasis on emergent s t r a n d s  
of valuc to  f i s h  and w i l d l i f e .  
* 
Annual acreage determifiations of n a t u r a l l y  occur r ing  wi ld  
rice stands. 
An invc*ntory cf ncm~xtu?~ ' 
1oc.ations and sizes. 
1dcnt . i f ica t ion  cf e f  f1.uent d i scha rgcs  t o  !.linnesota lakcs 
and strcams. 
(1 riCc Faddies -- numbers, 
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64. Annual i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  of l a k e s  w i t h  nuisance algal blooms 
and a ranking of a l g a l  problems by statewide index. 
65. I d e n t i f i c a t i o n  of wi ld l i f e  concen t r a t ion  (cog., deer yards! 
66. Enunteration of p o t e n t i a l  barriers to f i s h  movement (e. ., 
and responses of popula t ions  to  h a b i t a t  manipulation. 
waterfalls  w i t h  a v e r t i c a l  drop of s i x  to f i f t e e n  f e e t  4 
67. Adequate surveys t o  measure and assess impact of h a t i t a t  
changes. Spec ies  such a s  the s h a r p t a i l ,  prair ie  chicken,  
and w h i t e t a i l e d  deer are examples of game animals having 
very specific h a b i t a t  requirements.  A t  presen t  there is 
no methodology a v a i l a b l e  to: 
a. i d e n t i f y  these h a b i t a t  sites q u a n t i t a t i v e l y  or 
q u a l i t a t i v e l y  ; 
b. i d e n t i f y  c r i t i ca l  sites i n  r e l a t i o n  t o  proposed 
or projccted land use changes. 
(High a l t i t u d e  monitoring devices have t h e  
c a p a b i l i t y  t o  provide t h i s  information.)  
68..  Accurate c e n s u s  methods are always needed, p a r t i c * i l e r l y  for 
b i g  game species i n  problem arcas. An abso lu te  census,  for  
example, of deer and ante lope  i n  t h e  Sandy fiills (Nebraska) 
woii5d onal>l c? thc. aqency to i n c r e a s e  nancqcrnent e f f i c i e n c y .  
69. Surveys of unproductive f i s h i n g  waters ( i . e . #  b a s i c  ternsera- 
t u r e  d a t a  thro:ic$i t h e  season, water  depth ,  q u a l i t y ,  etc.) 
are needed hcforc possible rnanagenent of t h e s e  p r e s e n t l y  
unproductivc waters could be i n i t i a t e d .  
This  is an inpor ta i i t  r i ig ra t ion  s topover .  
70. Census  of waterfowl us ing  t h e  P l a t t e  Val ley is needed. 
71. Census of ang le r  use  -- f i s h i n g  p res su re  on va r ious  l a k e s  
and streams. 
72. A method t o  analyze t h e  l and  use inventory  s p e c i f i c a l l y  
through t h e  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  of s i g n a t u r e s  of cover types  
associated w i t h  a s p e c i e s  or grbup of spec ies .  This  would 
aid i n  h a b i t a t  mapping and s p e c i e s  d e n s i t y  comparisons. 
73. A means of e f f i c i e n t l y  censusing game animals ,  such a s  
deer and antelope.  The d i f f i c u l t y  seems to  be i n  area of 
canopy p e n e t r a t i o n  i n  coni fe rous  cover and also i n  d i f f e r -  
e n t i a t i n g  g a m  animals from domestics. 







General survey and monitoring of water temperature ,  po l lu-  
t a n t s ,  chlorophyl con ten t ,  plankton d i s t r i b u t i o n ,  biologiczl 
p r o d u c t i v i t y  and water depths .  
Survey’of road t r a f f i c  density related to use of p u b l i c  
r e c r e a t i o n  areas. 
The s i n g l e  most important  problem in managing Florida’s 
wi ld l i fe  is the maintenance of  w i l d l i f e  h a b i t a t .  Wi ld l i fe  
envi rons  are d e t e r i o r a t i n g ,  sh r ink ing  and otherwise being  
converted to other uses.  H a b i t a t  d e s t r u c t i c n  i s  sometines 
obvious,and a t  other times it t a k e s  p l a c e  i n  hidden and 
almost i u s i d i o u s  ways. I n  t h e  f u t u r e  our e f f e c t i v e n e s s  
in managing w i l d l i f e  popula t ions  w i l l  depend on our a b i l i t y  
t o  i d e n t i f y  those areas of c r i t i ca l  concern and those changes 
t ha t  are t ak ing  place i n  specific hab i t a t  types.  To t h i s  
cnd w e  are i n  need of: 
a. an e f f e c t i v e  method of inventory ing  hab i t a t  types;  
b. an efficient system of maintaining a h a b i t a t  inventory;  
and 
c. an effective remote sens ing  capabili ty t h a t  would 
detect ar.d monitor the a l t e r a t i o n  of w i l d l i f e  habi ta t .  
In 3C),di”,i=n, c x i s t i r q  xriziiqcmat tec;lrliyues need t o  be aug- 
ir~ntred by (1) an e f f e c t i v e  m t h o d  of c e m u s i n g  l a r g e  inarmds, 
(2) a censusing system t h a t  would provide it spccics identifi- 
c a t i o n  c a p a b i l i t y  and (3)  a remote scns ing  techniqtle for 
monitoring win tz r ing  waterfowl populat ions.  
There are many p o t e n t i a l  i n d i r e c t  aspects wherein t h i s  
technoloqy could provide va luab le  a s s i s t a n c e  and be a 
primary tool i n  c a r r y i n g  o u t  many aspccts of our work .  
I t  is quite interesting to  t h i n k  of the imp l i ca t ions  t h a t  
t h i s  technology might a f f o r d  in t h e  area of d e t e c t i n g  arc! 
monitoring p o l l u t i o n ,  the napping of submerged and e m r g c n t  
a q u a t i c  vcqc ta t ion  (native and e x o t i c )  , monitoring t h e  
cffccts of floods cad droush t s ,  t h e  neasurcncnt of changes 
i n  watcrshed drainacJ2 p a t t z r n s , .  t h e  de te rmina t ion  of or 
s e p a r a t i o n  of wctlarids from uplands,  thc manaqement of 
c o a s t a l  zoncs, t h e  d e t e r x i n a t i o n  of minimum h a b i t a t  rquire- 
ments  for  tare and/or endangered species. and the d e t e c t i o n  
ant! monitoring of i l l e g a l  dredge and f i l l  p r o j e c t s .  The 
eventua l  b c n c f i t s  could e a s i l y  l i e  i n  t h e  unhown capabi- 
l i t i e s  t h a t  w i l l  probably appear as this technology matures. 
Elore e.’ tctive method t o  census deer, bear, w i l d  tu rkey ,  
phcascnt, rabbits, ru f f ed  grouse and o the r  w i l d l i f e  



















Nore effective method to determire daily activity and 
rnovenents of the cited species. 
Censusing deer and determination of post-natal fawn 
mortality. 
Detemining illegal kiil of game, in.and out of season, 
especially deer. 
Vegetative inventories to determine priorities for habitat 
.improvement treaunen t . 
Wetlands inventories that would permit qualitative analysis 
of waterfowl habitat. 
Monitoring of habitat destruction, e.g., stream channeliza- 
tion, land clearing, land drainage, urban sprawl and 
persistent pesticides. 
The need to periodically inventory beaver dams and lodges 
. and discriminate between active and inactive lodges. 
Daily monitor the Chesapeake Bay area for cjil spills. 
Daily moiiitcr turbidities in all waters of the state and 
discriminate between plankton and sediments. 
A mthod for recordin5 migration of birds (game and non- 
gam) and mmsuring cffccts of electric transmission lines 
on migration and possible mortality. 
A method of measuring public use on impoundcents, streams 
and wildlife management areas without resident managers. 
A rapid method (otlicr than f ire  tower 3r airplane) for 
detecting forest fires. 
Solving problems relating to successfully passing .:igrating 
adult and juvenile salmon at dams. 
Estimating populations of salmon, shzllfish and varioils 
marine fishes as they occur in kivers or coastal marine 
areas. 
E1onit;'or environmental impact of highway construction, stream 
channclization -- by recording habitat conditions before and 
after constrcction. 
Deer, black bear, grizzly bear, moose, mountain sheep, 
turkeys and other uplarld game bird populations are imposs- 
i b l e  to' census with present knwm mcthods. 
Develop method to enuncrate feral  z.. .~ and blacktail deer 













Develop technique for t r a c i n g  novement of Hawaiian geese 
on lava f l o w s  end i n  forests. 
Develop-census technique for feral goats  which live on 
prec ip i tous  c l i f fs .  
Capturing s u f f i c i e n t  n m b e r s  of wild animals t o  f a c i l i t a t e  
v a l i d  s t u d i e s  is often d i f f i c u l t .  Better techniques,  drugs 
and mechanical devices  a r e  nesdcd. 
Long l i f e  t e l eme t ry  transmitters are needed a t  reasonable 
prices; perhaps solar powered equiprent  i s  necessary. Also, 
d i r e c t i o a a l  l oca t ing  afitennas and r ece ive r s  need higher  
resolut ior?  powers, as some t r a n s m i t t e r  s i g n a l s  peak cver  
too w i d e  a compass range for  exac t  loca t ion .  
Monitor migrations:  dove, sn ipe ,  woodcack, r a i l ,  waterfowl -- 
p a r t i c u l a r l y  wood duck i n  timSer, shr imp and schooling f i s h  
i n  coastal waters. 
The need for more information on the effects of disease i n  
upland g a m  populations.  
Need for monitoring dog depredat ions on deer.  
Need f o r  de t ec t ing  b i g  game poachers i n  s p e c i f i c  areas .  
Need t o  monitor t h e  "fall shuf f l e "  i n  sub-adult grouse. 
Xeed t o  de tern ine  psrcentage of diseased Gnimals (deer, 
foxes) i n  large a reas  during outbreaks of rabies, blue 
tongue or EHD. 
Need t o  develop an e f f e c t i v e  method of mapping: 
a. 




f .  
9. 
v e r t i c a l  and ho r i zon ta l  thermal g rad ien t s  i n  streams 
and impoundments ; 
t u r b i d i t y  i n  streams and impoundments; 
both emergent and submerged aqua t i c  vegetat ion;  
nutrient d i s t r i b u t i o n ,  e s p e c i a l l y  n i t r a t e s  and 
phosphates; 
total  dissolved s o l i d s ;  
t o t a l  dj-ssolvcd oxygen; and 











Need to monitor .movements and numbers of hard-to-find 
animals such- as. black bear, bobcat and coyote. 
Monitor, rnovamnts and a c t i v i t i e s  of free-roaming dogs, 
e s p e c i a l l y  i n  r e l a t i o n  to dee r  ruortali ty.  
Aerial census techniques for waterfcwl using vertical  
photography and scanning counters. 
Habitat monitoring using mult i -spectral  photographs from 
satellites. 
Computer sc ience  appl ica t ion  to da ta  storage and r e t r i e v a l ,  
survey techniques,  modeling, etc. 
Medical physiology and-pharmacology f o r  handling w i l d  animals. 
Need' e f f e c t i v e  techniques t o  census deer, e l k ,  turkey, 
j ave l ina ,  bighorn, l i o n ,  bear. 
Determine reasons for low deer fawn surv iva l .  
Frequency of l ives tock  k i l l s  by l i o n  and bears and whether 
stock k i l l e r s  are c e r t a i n  ind iv idua l s  or any hungry l i o n  
or bear with the opportunity to make a k i l l .  
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1 4  . 
15. 
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Device br method for obtaining meaningful data concerning 
t h e  habi tat .  
Automatic diqitation of land use and pollution (including 
thermal) source dAtz to facilitate computerized mapping 
for update and i:.cnitoring purposes. 
Infra-red s e s o r s  . 
Develop-ent of automatic equipment for dstermining axid 
cataloging signatures of animals, pollution sources, algal 
blooms, etc. 
Infrc-red monitoring of entire river drainage for: 
a. pollution - sources and dispersion; 
b. 'surface water temperatures; 
c. flows and watsr levels .  
Infra-red monitoring of *River Estuary for: 
f 
a. salinity; 
b. flushing rates; 
C .  t i d a l  currents. 
Telemetry i n  all phases. 
Ability to read sensitive photos. 
Sensors that can pick out moving waterfowl in thick 
cover on marsh surfaces. 
Computer science. 
Telemetry. 
Inf ra-red sensors 
Aerial photography, 
Improved te!emetry equipment and tcchnigue. 
Remote send.i,g zapability to census big gama animals. 


















R e m o t e  sensing t o  measure big gam popula t ion  t r e n d s  i n  
heavy cover. 
Twonty-four hour s u r v e i l l a n c e  o f  coyote  a c t i v i t y ,  u s ing  
a more s u i t a b l e  technique than  te lemetry.  
Damage contml d e v i c e j  t o  r e s o l v e  c o n f l i c t s  between big 
game and a g r i c u l t u r e .  
Improved t e c h n o l o g  to monitor w i ld l i f e  popula t ions  (game 
and non-game) economically,.accurately and s w i f t l y  a t  a l l  
seasons  of the year.  
In f r a - r ed  sens ing  and photography for count ing b i g  game 
animals 
Temperature senso r s  (which can broadcast temperatures) to 
be attached to  f i s h  t o  determine their thermal  t o l e r a n c e s  
and Preferences.  
Dissolved oxygcn senso r s  (which can broadcast d a t a )  t o  
determine t o l s r a n c e s  and preferences .  
Inf ra - red  censors for deer. 
High and' l o w  a l t i t u d e  photography. 
Telemetry du r ing  migration. 
Proximity serisors (counters )  t o  record number of animals  
pass ing  c; given poin t .  
Water. warming techniques for f i s h  h a t c h e r i e s  u s ing  
nucleaz or s o l a r  energy. 
A h e a t  ox i n f r a - r ed  e m i t t i n g  dev ice  on animals  for d e t e c t i o n  
by a e r i a l  sensor. 
S a t e l l i t e  tclemetry t o  determine location of marked i n d i v i d u z l s  
with reasonabie  accuracy. 
Further m i n h t x r i z a t i o n  of t e l ems t ry  components or c i r c u i t r y  
t o  decrease  weight 
Need for var ious  imagery photos of vege ta t ion  a r e  e s s e n t i a l  
to range management. 
NASA could provide t e c h n i c a l  t r a i n i n g  t o  State personnel 
in photo i n t e r p r e t a t i o n .  
Inf ra - red  'sensing coupled w i t h  h igh  a l t i t u d e  photography t o  
provide census and h a b i t a t  da ta .  Also, computer p r i n t o u t  
of d i v e r s i t y  or n e a r e s t  neighbor a s s o c i a t i o n  is needed f o r  
a q u a l i t a t i v e  h a b i t a t  approach. 
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35. I n t e r p r e t a t i o n  of imagery r e q u i r e s  a c e r t a i n  degree  of 
s p e c i a l i z a t i o n .  
t r a i n e d  b e f o r e  t h e i r  e x p e r i e n c e  and judgment can.be fully 
u t i l i z e d .  
36. Research needs t o  be con t inued  i n  deve lop ing  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  
equipment which can be prograhmed t o  i d e n t i f y  and t r a n s l a t e  
imagery. 
Wildlife peop le  w i l l  need t o  be cross- 
37. A need f o r  s t a n d a r d i z e d  t e l e m e t r y  equipment.  
38. A r e f inemen t  of i n f r a - r e d  s e n s i n g  equipment i s  needed for 
w i l d l i f e  ccnsus ing .  
39. U s e  of s a t e l l i t e  o r  h i g h  a l t j t u d c  photography needs  t o  be 
i n v e s t i s a t e d  for i t s  a p p l i c a t i o n  i n . h a b i t a t  s t u d i e s .  
40. Coupl ing of s o p h i s t i c a t e d ,  mu l t ipu rpose  mon i to r ing  equ ip -  
ment c a p a b l e  of r e c o r d i n g  changes i n  an imal  and f i s h  l i f e  
w i t h  t h a t  c a p a b l e  cf r ec .> rd ing  changes i n  a i r  and water 
. q u a l i t y  might  h e l p  clarif; q u e s t i o n s  abou t  p o l l u t a n t  
impzicts on s p e c i e s .  
41.  Developing e q u i p r e n t  c a p a b l e  o f  produci  .j l a r g e  area 
,sound or odor might  be of v a l u e  for  "herd ing"  endangered 
or rare s p e c i e s  t o  p r o t e c t e d  a, reas. 
42. .More e f f i c i e n t  t e l e m e t r y  equipment.  
43. Improvcnents  i n  i n f r a - r e d  imagery, m u l t i s p e c t r a l  imagery,  
r a d i o  t r a c k i x q  and t e l e m t r y .  
44 .  Improved s a t e l l i t e  pnotography, . remote  TV s c a n n i n g  and 
sa t e l l i t e  mon i to r ing  of r a d i o - t e l e m e t r y  g e a r  a t t a c h e d  t o  
animals. 
45. R e m o t c  s e n s b r s  of b o d i l y  f u n c t i o n s  as i n d i c a t i o n  of phys io-  
logical  r e sponse  t o  environment .  
46. Equj.ptncnt for o b s e r v i n g  and/or r e c o r d i n g  a c t i v i t i e s  of 
w i l d l i f e  a t  n i g h t  or o t h e r  times when normal v i s i o n  is 
obscured .  
47. Moni tor ing  equipment for  l i m n o l o g i c a l  c h e m i s t r y  of streams 
and impoundments. 
48. Equipment f o r  n a r k h g  and f o l l o w i n g  fish. 
49. S o p h i s t i c a t e d  scann ing  cquiprnent which permits o b s e r v i n g  
f i s h e s  under  w a t e r  would a i d  g r e a t l y  i n  a s s e s s i n g  f i s h  
populations, d i s t r i b u t i o n  and g c n c r a l  behavior. 
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SO. Chcrnicals or other means of incxrxnsivclx and selectivelv 
controlling competitive or predaceous fish populations 
and for controlling the growth of aquatic vegetation could 
qreatly'improve salxnon production in streams and large im- 
poundments. 
51. High resolution aerial photography for plant type identifi- 
cation as related to habitat/population estimates. 
52. A reliable scif-triggering photo recorder for wildlife 
species. 
Improvenents needed in animal tracking telemetry. 53. 
54. Remote sensing Geviccs for monitoring specific functions of 
animals. "In my case, I need a device to monitor the gobijle 
0 of individual w i l d  turkey toms in order to learn nore of 
' specific gobbling behavior of the adult and juvenile gobblcrs." 
55.' In managing our deer herd, effective infra-red sensors used 
to pericdically locate and enumerate OUT herd would help 
evaluate land management practices and harvest requirements, 
as well as assistins hunters in locating their quarry. 
56. Miniaturization of radio telemetry equipment. 
57. Infra-red senscrs to detect  deer under tree cover. 
58. Radio telemetry equiprr.ent offering more dcpendabilicy and 
greater ranges . 
Sensors for  detecting entry into area by unauthorized 
personnel. 
EcoEomically f e a s i b l e  equipment to monitor movencnts of 
radio-equipped wildlife and improved power sources for 
the transmitters used -- smaller and w i t h  an operational 




111. B e n e f i t s  t o  - t h e  S t a t e s  
1. Be i n  bekter shzpo t o  cope w i t h  the main problem of w i l d l i f z  
management -- l and  b e i n g  used up for coal mining,  roads, 
towns, c l e a r c u t s ,  etc. 
2. Better unde r s t and ing  of t h e  r e s o u r c e s  and t h e r e f o r e  improved 
3. Better hand le  on dcsr r ange  c a r r y i n g  c a p a c i t y  which woulcl 
a b i l i t y  to use  them.. 
lead t o  more meaningfu l  antlcrness q u o t a s .  
, 
4. Improved management of w i l d l i f e  p o p u l a t i o n s .  
5. Refinement of seasons and bag l i m i t s .  
6'. Better accep tance  of w i l d l i f e  management p r i n c i p l e s  by pub3.ic. 
7 . Would p r o v i d e  a d d i t i o n a l  knowledge n e c c s s a r y  t o  conf i d e n t l r  
manage w i l d l i f e  p o p u l a t i o n s  f o r  t h e  most e f f i c i e n t  u t i l i z a -  
t i o n  of t h e  r e s o u r c e .  
8. A l l o w  be t t e r  w i l d l i f e  management on a p r e s c r i b e d  area basis. 
9.  Better estimate o f  waterfowl p r o d u c t i o n .  
10. Have no - r e a l  knowledge of size of deer he rds  a t  p r e s e n t .  
Improved technology would p r o v i d e  g r e a t  b e n e f i t  to h a r v e s t  
management. 
11. Bird  h a z a r d s  t o  a i r c r a f t .  
12. 
13. S t r e a m l i n e  o p e r a t i o n s  and make them m r e  e f f i c i e n t .  
An a p p r e c i a t i o n  of o u r  w i l d l i f e  r e s o u r c e s .  
1 4 .  Better and 13orc e f f i c i e n t  management of e x i s t i n g  r e s o u r c e s .  
15. P o t e n t i a l  for i n c r e a s e  i n  r e s o u r c e s  w i t h  r e s u l t i n g  i n c r e a s e  
i n  o p p o r t u n i t y  for  p a r t i c i p a n t s .  
16.  W i l l  improve econorcy o f  s ta te .  
17. Makc'concrcte  recommendations t o  loca l  managing a g e n c i e s  t o  
s t a b i !  i z e  gnrnc herd  l e v e l s .  T h i s  would mske ar,irnal managc- 
ment more of' a s c i e n c e  i n s t e a d  of t h e  p r e s e n t  guesswork 
type a p e r a t i o n  involvcci i n  many i n s t a n c e s .  
18. T1;c bencfj . t  of accompl ish inq  any of our several proposals 
woiild bc a s a v i n g s  of a p p r x i n a t e l y  f i v e  man-years i n  1.abor 
and expense.  I t  would give a lmost  " i n s t a n t a n c o c s "  i d c n t i f i -  
catjon of problem a r e a s ,  r a t h c r  ' han  d c v o t i n q  time ( a s  is  
c u r r e n t l y  done) t o  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  and e v a l u a t i o n  o f  problems -- 
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only  to f i n d  out it's too late t o  do anything. 
words, it would t ake  w i l d l i f e  manaqelnent o u t  of t h e  ranks  
of  always f i g h t i n g  a "rear guard ac t ion . "  
19. A t  p r e s e n t ,  surveys,  i n v e n t o r i e s  and, ii gene ra l ,  o v e r a l l  
management a r c  t h e  r e s u l t  of  on t h e  ground observa t ions .  
The time c l emen t  and manpower r equ i r ed  t o  c o l l e c t  and 
i n t c r p r e t  d a t a  from 77 ,950  square m i l e s  reduces our a b i l i t y  
t o  func t ion  as managers. The a b i l i t y  t o  observe and properly 
analyze r e g i o n a l  and statewidc a r e a s  a s  il whole and on a 
c u r r e n t  seasonal  basis w i l l  i n c r e a s e  the  v a l i d i t y  of o s t i m n t -  
i n g  reproduct ivz success  (based on n e s t i n g  cover, for example) 
or over-winter ing (based on snow cover or crop removal, f o r  
example). The a p p l i c a t i o n s  of t h i s ,  cF course ,  extend i n t o  
thc f i s h e z i e s  p o r t i o n  of w i l d l i f e  managcamt. 
I n  other  
. 
20. If t h e  cited problems were so lved ,  we would be b e t t e r  able 
t o  protect, preserve  and manage w i l d l i f e  h a b i t a t  and 
i n d i v i d u a l  w i l d l i f e  species. Resources could be a l l o c a t e d  
more e f f i c i e n t l y  and c f f e c t i v e l y .  
21. One measure of t h e  importance of deer i n  E!ichigaii is l i c e n c e  
sales  -- over  h a l f  a n i l l i o n  annual ly ,  b r ing ing  i n  revenue 
of around $ 3  1 / 2  nii l l ion.  Any ref inement  or improvcnent i n  
admin i s t r a t ion  or nanasement of t h i s  resourcc  is of g r e a t  
importance . 
effects  of major land u s e  practices on w i l d l i f c  h2Sitst cculd 
be more accura t e ly  assessed.  T h i s  incrcaszd  e f f i c i e n c y  would 
be worth m i l l i o n s  of dol la rs  i n  t.hc form of a d d i t i o n a l  artriual 
r e c r e a t i o n a l  o p p o r t u n i t i e s  t o  North Carol ina h u n t e r s .  
22. W i l d l i f e  resources could be managed more cffcctivc?J.y and t h e  
23. The b e n e f i t s  would .be better management of an expendable 
resource. 
24 . Problem r e l a t e d  to  deer m o r t a l i t y ,  p a r t i c u l a r l y  fawn m o r t a l i t y  
and "dog-ki l ls ,"  would be useful i n  t e rm of h a b i t a t  dcvclcp- 
mcnt and developing p u b l i c  sympathy fox st r ic ter  233 curbs.  
25. Dog depreda t ions  and deer poach-ig arc se r ious  problems which 
l i m i t  our  deer herd. 
t i o n s  w i t h  economic b e n e f i t s  accru ing  t o  s t a t e  and local 
communities. 
If solved, would increase deer popula- 
26. Accurate 2opula t ion  e s t ima tes  of deer and turkey would g r e a t l y  
assist i n  ha rves t  manipulat ion,  s e t t i n g  of S C B S O ~  and bag 
l i m i t s  . 
2'1. Determinhg concent ra t ion  of d i seased  wi ld l i f e  would f a c i l i t a t e  
c o n t r o l  and t reatment .  
28. The management of our w i l d l i f e  resources could bc more i n ' - c l l i -  
g e n t l y  conducted and vJit!i increased  accuracy,  economy, ar, 
less manpowcr and man-days e f fo r t .  
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B c n ~ f i t s  would i n c l u d e :  
a. greater accurzcy  i n  c e n s u s e s ,  r e s u l t i n g  in better 
game mnnagcnent p r o g r m i q ;  
b. c o s t - s a v i n g s  on personnel t ine;  and 
c .  bet te r  assessment of env i ronmen ta l  impact  of pro- 
posed p r o j e c t s  or a c t i v i t i e s .  
W i l d l i  fe p o p u l a t i o n  surveys would pc rx i t  improved h a r v e s t  
r c g u l a t i o n s  c o n s i s t e n t  with c a r r y i n g  c a p a c i t y  of the  
h a b i t a t .  
Denefits to the s ta te  (Oregon) cou ld  easily exceed $1 r? . i l l i on  
a n n u a l l y .  
The annual  i n v e n t o r y  of cover type statewide would i d e n t i f y ,  
a t  an e a r l y  date, t r e n d s  i n  habitat  loss o r  conversion t o  
o t h e r  cover t ypes .  This would pe rmi t  a more ra t iona l  eval-  
u a t i o n  of ex i s t ing  w i l d l i f e  p o p c l a t i o n  t r e n d s  and e n a b l e  
predicting more p r e c i s e l y  the a n t i c i p a t e d  w i l d l i f e  supp ly  
for f u t u r e  dcinands w i t h i n  the scope of o u r  long r ange  
wildlife nar?agcnent p l a n .  
Since Maryland hosts approxinatcly G O 3  of t h e  A t l a n t i c  
flyway watsrfcol p o p u l a t i o n ,  o a r i y  detection of major 
oil s p i l l s  could  have a s i g n i f i c a n t  hearing on any 
waterfowl r e s c u e  effort. 
If we (Arizona) had t echn iques  to p c m i t  determining popu- 
l a t i o n  density of various species of b i g  gem2, we cou ld  do  
a f a n t a s t i c a l l y  bet ter  job of n a n a c p a m t .  We c o u l d  t h e n  
de te rmine  a n n u a l l y  t h e  desired kili, b a s i n g  it on t h e  repro- 
d u c t i v e  capacity of the animal, t h e  c a r r y i n g  capacity of 
the area, as well as the populatj .on l e v a l .  NuTbar of h u a t e r s  
could ba dctcrmined for  each species and each area. Public 
relations problems with both hlxnters and non-hunters  would 
be immeasurablv s i m 3 l i f i e d  as a result. 
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&pcitdix F: Technical information on Specif ic  Rcouirements for 
Biolazl cal P:e.-ts?trenlents 
Port I :  Biological Data Needs 
Part 11: Technological Approaches 
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Paic I: Riolonical Rita Needs 
Census (Table 3). The need is for d a t a  which w i l l  allow an estimate 
of t o t a l  population t o  some required co.ifidence l e v e l  ( t yp ica l ly  5 33 
t o  + - 2OX t o  an BOX confidence level) .  
The frequency of censu9 d a t a  needed ranges from d a i l y  (i.e., during 
a salmon run) t o  once every t h r c  years  ( for  c e r t a i n  wildfowl). 
For t h e  animal types analysed, raw census d a t a  requirements vary 
from one o r  two animals per sq km to the "solid" appearancr of some 
b i rd  f locks  o r  salmon runs when i n  a favorable  hab i t a t .  
fhere  nay o f t en  be a two s tep-proczss  t o  censusing. Determination 
of whether o r  noc a hab i t a t  is favorable is  f i r s t  based on kinds of  
vege ta t ion ,  topography *her cha rac t e r i s t i c s ; i f  an area is favorable ,  
then a ground or aerial survey is  uade. I n  some cases there  is 
s u f f i c i e n t  knowledge about animal h a b i t s  t o  oermit a census by h a b i t a t  
area alone,  with s ca t  checks on the ground only to v e r i f y  the  bas ic  
dens i ty  mul t ip l ie r .  
Location (Table 4). The need is  f o r  ob ta in ing  d a t a  which loca te s  
fdentifiak1.e animals o r  groups of  animals (herds,  f locks ,  pods). I n  
order of increas ing  d i f f i c u l t y  t h i s  involves:  
e L-rge an iua ls  in open hab i t a t  
0 Bird; i n  f l i g h t  over con t r a s t ing  background 
0 
0 
B i r d s  i n  f l i g h t  over concealing background 
Small mimals i n  open hab i t a t  
0 
0 
0 Animals in de;.. .. burrows or . d e r  water,  i c e  o r  snow. 
La: <e animals under concealing canopy 
Small animals under concealing canop; 
There t s  need fo r  locatio;. : night  and a l l  timcs of t h e  year. 
Ground t r u t o  v e r i f i c a t i o n  must. be aroviaed t o  assess  the completcness and 
accuracy of results obtained by s - x v e i l l a n c e  sys tms. 
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The normal animal movement expected v a r i e s  from containment wi th in  
a home range 
Animals move w i t h  sFceds up t o  50 km/hr. 
c i r c l e  w i t h  a 10 km diamcter to  a migration of  9000 krn. 
Thc accuracy rcquired for loca t ing  animals va r i c s  from +, 10 - 100 m 
for animals i n  a group not  i n  motion t o  5 0.5 - 10 km during migrat ion,  
bunt i t i t  or foraging. 
The frequency needed f o r  th-s measurement va r i e s  from continuous 
t r ack ing  t o  twice yearly.  
Behavior (Tabie 5 ) .  Variables of i n t e r e s t  include t h e  t ine spent  
in hunting, feeding, breedin&, f ly ing ,  r e s t i n g ,  diving,  on a Rest, i n  
a burrow, i n  motion a c t i v i t y ,  nursiqg and h i h r n a t i n g .  
a c t f v i t i e s  sensors  i n  a f ie ld- ready  pac1:age to  be 3pplied t o  various 
anLrnal!: do nnt e x i s t  i n  m o s t  cases. 
For c.ost of these 
The resoluLion required va r i e s  frow 5 5 - 2%. 
The frequevcy of coverage v a r i e s  a g r e a t  dea l  according t o  the  animal, 
Le., continuous, t u i c e ' p c r  day to d i f f e r e n t i a t e  clny/night a c t i v i t y ,  12 
times per day and pc t  dive.  
Physiology (Table 6). Frequency of coverage va r i e s  from continuous 
t o  d a i l y ,  or - per  hour bcing the  most common. 
l iahitnt  (Table 7). Frequency of coverage va r i e s  from continuous tL 
once per  ycar ,  twice per  day being the most common. 
Pc tcc t ion  and I d e n t i f i c a t i o n  (Table 8). Rcsolution required f o r  
de t ec t ion  v a r i e s  from .03 t o  5 m, for i d c n t i f i c a t i o n  from .2 t o  1 m. 
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Table 3. Census 
+, 20 









o the r  bca r s 
Rodents 
Raptors 
C a t t l e  
B i l l  f i s h  
Deer 
Sheep 





S c s ~ i l c  s h e l l -  
f i s h  




l o t a l  
Total 
(School, pod) 
- -  
(Colony count) 





( Individuals  and 
f locks)  
(Swarm) 
.d - 108 
. -  
4 
1P - 10 
1 * 20,000 
1 - 15 per  
LOO m2 
L - 900 
LO - 103 
100 - 200 
1 - 9000 
18 
D - 2 per km2 
3 1 - 10 
1 - 250 
0 - 1002 
dens i ty  per  m2 
IC depth 
- -  
LOO - 103 per  
100 m2 
To 106 yr km2 
(1-5 km ) 
Freauencv of Coverace - 
.2 per year 
1 - 2 per  year  
1 per  year  
! - 4 per  year  
! per  jear 
2 - 4 per  year 
12 per  year 
6 per year 
0 per  year (seasonal) 
12 per year 
During nes t ing  season 
only. Daily near  coas t  
and on beach. 
1 per  year  
Daily dur ing  run 
2 p e r  year  
Weekly when swarming 
Table 4. Location 
WI Id f owl 
Preda to ry  
ca rn ivo rcs  
Porpofscs and 
yomg whales 
P o l a r  and 




B i l l  f i s h  
Deer 
Sheep 
T u r t l e s  
Adult  whales 
Othcr n a r i n e  
maminals 
Salmcn 
S c s s i l c  shell- 
fish 
Passc r ine  




- -  
(Colony) 
- -  
Scde n t ar y 
Migratory 
- -  
- L  
- -  
Sedentary 
Migratory 
To Locate buoy 
i f  i t  brcnks 
loose 
N I A  
Tlirec dinicns ions 
X,Y,Z 
- -  
Range Resolu t ion  
Global 
20 - 100 km 
d i a  circle 
100 m - 1 km 
S C l l O O l  
t rave ls  100 - 
103 km 
500 km d i s  
circle 
0 - 5 per  
kn2 (iton- 
mov i ne) 
3 
10 km 
20 km d i a  
circle 
200 hi d i a  
c i r c l e  
Global 
l c 3  km d i a  
c,rcle 
-- 
10 km d i a  
c i r c l e  
Global 
100 km d i a  
c i r c l e  
500 - 2000 k:o 
10 kni d i a  , 
c i r c l e  
+ 5  km 
- + 0.5 km 
+,1 - 5 km 
+, 20% 
- + 0.5 km 
f 10 - 100 dl 
- + l k m  
5 10 km 
+ 0.5 km - 
11 
t 0 . 5  - 3 km 
. -  + 0.5 knn 
f l k m  
11 
11 
0 - 9000 km I 1 - 5 km 
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Frequecc y 0 f Cover age 
-I 
Daily t o  monthly 
Daily t o  weekly 
2 per  m 
Daily 
2 per yr 
Daily t o  vcckl y 
Dai ly  
6 pe r  yr 
1 per hr - 2 per  dey 
Daily 
1 2er  h r  - 1 per  day 
1 pe r  day 
I f  
1 per h i  - 1 per  day 
Tab le  5. Behavior Larfables 
Ani mal 
Vi Id fovI  
P r e d a t o r y  
c a r n i  v e r c s  
PorpoisL:s and 
soung viiales 
P o l a r  and 
o t h e r  b e s r s  
Rodents 
Rap to r s  
Datum 
N/A 
Time f eed ing  
Time h u n t  i n 2  
Time rest ii!g 
Time b r c c d i u g  
T h e  f ecd i n g  
Time d i v i n g  
Diving d e p t h  
Resp i r a to ry  rate 
as a c t i v i t y  
i n d  i c J t o r  
Divinr. r a t e  
Swimming speed 
Feed ing  
Rest i i ig/hibcr - 
n a t i n g  
Hunt ing  
Breeding  
Time i n  burrow 
Time on s u r f a c e  
T ine  f l y i n g  
Time r e s t i n g  
Tioie fecdi  ng 
Time i n  nest 
-- 





0.5 - 5 m i i i  
pcr d i v e  
0 - 300 m - 
2000 m 
0 . 1  rec - 
0 . 2  min 
1 per min - 
1 p e r  In- 
0 - 1OOX per 















I O  
+, 5% 
+ 25X - 








I 1  
II 
I 1  
11 
I t  
Frequencv of Cowrape 
-- 
Eourly to 2 per day  
II 
I t  
I 1  
I 1  
'er dive or accumulate 
.n X of hours p e r  day 
'er d i v e  
1 p e r  h r  
- -  
2 p e r  dny 
** 
I t  
Table 5. Continued 
Animal 
C a t t l e  
B i l l  fish 
Deer 
iu r t i c s  
/.Jul t whales 
Da t urn 
Movement r a t e  
Hovelncnt d i r e c -  
t i o n  
Timc feeding 
Time r c s t i n g  
Time breeding  
R e t  i c 11 l u m  
a c t i v i t y  
Time fccding  
T ine  r e s t i n g  
Time breeding  
Time feed ing  
Time r e s t i n g  
T i  me breed i n  g 
T i m  r!ovinC 
Movement rate 
P i t c h  angle  
Diving frcquciicy 
Diving depth 
Timc iiiirs ins 
. R a n ~ c  
0 - 40 km per 
d RV 
360° 
0 - 1007. per  
h r  
I D  
D I  
0 - 1007. per  
h r  
Db 
D l  
D l  
II  
0 - 20 km/irr 
360° 
+, 90n 
1 per  min - 
1 per  I n -  
0 - 8500 m 
0 - 100% per 
h r  
I 179 1 









D I  
DD 
100 
I 1  
Diving or riot 
Frequcncv of C o w r a y -  
Daily 
D l  
2 per day 
I D  
II 
1 p e r  h r  
1 per Iir 
DD 
I D  
Continuous 
D l  
D I  
D l  
Daily 
1 per Iir - 1 per  d z y  
Per  d i v e  
Ilour 1 y 
II 
2 pcr day 
Table 5. Concluded 
Animal 
A d u l t  whales 
Oc l i c r  marine 
nairna 1 s 
Salmon 
S c s s f l e  she; 
P a s s e r i n e  bi 
Locusts  
i s h  
3.3 
Datum 
Time feed ing  
T a i  l b e a t  
Swiniminp, speed 
Divc rate 
Divc d e p t h  
T ine  on beach 
Scliool movement 
speed 
SLiiurJi i i iuveuiei i t  
d i r e c t  i on  
- -  
- -  
Tine o f  ha tch ing  
La rva l  time 
Ranne 
0 - 100 X per  
h r  
5 b e a t s  p e r  
SCC - 1 beat 
p e r  2 ser 
0 - 20 h / h r  
0 - 1 per  min 
0 - I500 m 
0 - 100% per  
h r  
0 - 50 k d h r  
360° 
- -  
1 per  7 yea r s  
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Reso lu t ion  Prequcncy of CovernEe 
f 207. 
I t  
& St 
P e r  d i v e  
2 57. 
f 20x 
I t  
- -  
- -  
Nearest day 
II 
2 per  day 
2 p e r  h t  
1 p e r  br 
P e r  d i v c  
et 
12 per day 
Per day 
1 per  h r  - 1 per day 
- -  
- -  
On ha tch  day 
1 p e r  day 
Table 6.  Physiology 
Animal 
Wildfowl 
?reds t o r y  
ca rn ivo res  
Porpo i ses  and 
young whales 
Pz?.?r 222 
o t t e r  bea r s  
Ladent s 
Rapt o r  s 
Catt le  
5 ' 1 1  f i s h  
h e r  
Datum 
- -  
Metabolic r a t e  
E s t r u s  
EEG (as s l e e p  
i n d i c a t o r )  
Heart r a t e  
C02 produced per  
kg body w i g h t  
per  h r  
EMG ( e l c c t r o -  
myogram 
!rpCSl.CliC r a t e  




Heart  r a t e  
Body tempc r a t u r e  
Metabolic r o t e  
Estrus 
I n g e s t i n g  o r  
vo id ing  v a t e r  
Ranne 
- -  
0 - 1007, per  
day  
0 - lO@Z pcr 
h r  
20 - 120 per  
min 
Unknoun 
- -  
0 - 100% per  
d aY 
- -  
P e r  6 hours 
30 - 400 C 
10 - SO per  
min 
10 - 300 C 
- -  




Resolu t ion  Frequcncv of Cavcroyr 
I -  
- -  




- -  
5 50:: per  day 
+ 2 0  c 
2 per  min 
10 c 
- -  
50% p e r  day 
- -  
Hourly 
Dai Iy 
1 per  h r  
- -  
1 per  h r  
II 
Hniir 1 y 
1 per  day 
- -  
- -  
4 per  day 
** 
1 per  3 days . 
I 1  
1 per  h r  
Dai ly  
1 pe r  hr 




T u r t l e s  
Adult uhales 
O t h e r  marine 
m m a l s  
Salmon 
S e s s i l e  she Eis.. 
Yasscrine b i r d s  
Lacus t s  
Da t urn 
Metabolic r a t a  
Body tenperat  ure 
Food consunied 
Water consumed 
E s t r u s  
Heart r a t e  
Body tenqerntcre 
Respiratory r a t e  







Body su r face  
temperature 
Metabolic r a t e  
i n  COz/kg/tlr 
Reproduc i n z  
( individuals)  - - -. 
- -  
- e  
7. of body 
weight 
11 
0 - 1009. pcr 
day 
0 - 75 per min 
20 - 30' C 
2 per  m i n  - 
1 per h r  
2 - 100 per 
min 
-4 - 360 c 
30 - 38' 
32 - 400 C 
-4 * 380 C 
Unknown 
- -  
- -  
- -  
0 - lOOX per 
day 
Resolution (;a)
- -  
- ! 10 c 
- -  
- -  
50-L per  day 
11 
f 0.5O C 
+, 57. 
- -  
+, 50% pcr day 




I 1  
Daily 
1 per h r  - 1 per dny 
I1 
1 per h r  
II 




Table 7. Habitat 
Wi nd d i t  e c  t i on 
t.ighc i n c i d c n t  
on the animnl 
\iQptla 
W a t ? r  s u r f a c e  
i emperatill c 
i 
I 
Relow C ~ C I I V ? -  
a : l f ~ ~ t -  t t - ~ y ~ r r a  
turz 
Scat :e r i n P, 
layer 
4 i  r trnipctature 
Re! at i v r  




10 t y p e s  
c -  
0 - 5 m  
Presence  or 
abscncc pcr/ha 
0 - 15 m per  s 
360° 
* El, - 60° C 
10 - 100% 
0 - 100 km/hr 
- -  
Light/dark in  
0 - 100% per hr  
3 - 300 m 




-20 - 30' 0 
10 - 100% 
0 ->160 km/hr 
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- Resclution 





I I  
55" c 
+, SL 
+ 10 km/lir 
- -  
f 50% per hr 
*, 10% 
f 0 . 5 O C  
II 
-" 
- 4- 5 0  c 
2 10% 
8 km/i,r 
F r e q w n c v  of CovernRe 
2 per yr  - 1 per 3 yrs 
1 per week 
I1 
II 
1 per day 
II 
1 pcr hr 
2 pcr day 
II 
1 per  wk 
2 per  day 
@I 
QI 
I 1  
1 per hr  
2 pcr day 
*I 
Table 7 .  Continued 
--* Animal  .- 
Rodents 
F i l l  f i sh 
A i s  
temperst lire 
R e l n t i f i .  
tiunii d i t y 
Watcr r a l i n i t y  
Range 
5 - 200 c 
40 - 80% 
- -  
0 - 1009. 
0 - 50 km/hr 
3 GOO 
-10 - 500 c 
-?I) - 60' C 
0 - 150  klit/iil 
360' 
10 - 100% 
0 - 450 c 
-35 - f 8 S 0  c 
10 - 100% 
0 - loo*/. 
0 - 100 km/hr 
360* 
10 - 300 C . 
2 5  - 40 parts  
per thou 
- -  
Resnlut ion 










I 1  
+, 1" c 
f 2 p a r t s  per 
thou 
- -  
- -  
Frcauancv of Coverore 
2 per day 
11 
- -  
2 per dav 
12 per day 
I 1  
2 per day 
1 per d ~ y  
11 
I 1  
11 
11 
1 pcr hr 
11 
1 per  day 
1 per hr 
I1 
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T u r t l e s  
Adult whales 












Vege t a t  i o n  
type 





Vater c u r r e n t  
Water c u r r e n t  
speed 
Vegc t a t  i on 
biomass 
(chlo*ophyll! 
Surface l i g h t  
i n t e n s i t y  
A t  depth 
l i g h t  i n t e n s i t y  
Wntcr 
temperature 
Water s a l i n i t y  
-20 - soo c 
LO - 100% 
D - 80 km/hr 
Light  /dark 
kg/ha 
10 types 
15 - 35' C 
S t i l l  o r  flowing 
0 - 30 k d h r  
10 - 100 m 
-4 - SO0 C 
15  - LO p a r t s  
pe r  thou 
0 - 600 m 
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lesolic t ion  
- -  
i so c 
t 5 - lox 
f 10% 
- -  
- -  
Type/lr.? 
l V C  
Yearly t o t  a 1  
+, 2 cn1 
t 0 . 5 O  c 
f 10% 
- -  
Presence or 
absence 
- -  
- -  
+, 5% 
11 
t SO m 
b u c n c v  of COVPraQP 
1 per  day 
1 per h t  - 2 per  day 
2 per  day 
1I 
1 per h r  
1 pcr mo 
1 pc r  y r  
Contiiiuous 
11 
1 pcr  day 
1 - 2 per  day 
1 per  h t  - 1 pcr day 
*I 
1 - 2 per  d.;y 
I1 
1 per by 
2 per  day 
$1 
T a b l e  7. Continued 
Anima1 Da t urn 
Other  marinc 
saaunals 
Salmon 
S e s s i l e  s h e l l f i s h  
P a s s e r i n e  b i r d s  
Locus ts  
Water 
t e m p e r a t u r e  
A i r  tempc r a t  u r e  
Wind s p e e d  
Wind d i r e c t i o n  
Water s u r f a c e  
tempera t u r c  
F l o e  ice 
L i g h t  i n L c n s i t y  
a t  d e p t h  
Water 
tempcrnture  a t  
d c p t h  
Water c u r r c n t  
Water c u r r e n t  
speed  
Water c u r r e n t  
d i r e c t i o n  
Magnet ic  f i e l d  
Watcr t e m p c r a t u r c  
a t  d e p t h  
Water s a l i n i t y  
Water color 
Zooplankton count  
Vcge t a t i on t y p e  
A i r  t r - i p e r a t i v e  
186 I 
-60 - 380 C 
0 - 130 krn/ht 
360° 
0 - 30' C 
F l o e  d i a  
10 - LOO m 
10 - 100 
0 - 30' c 
S t i l l  or 
f lowing  
0 - 30 km/hr 
360° 
0.7 G 
10 - 30' c 
- r  
- c  
4 3 0 - 10 p e r  m 
10 t y p e s / h a  
-20 - 60' C 
e s o l u t i o n  (9. 




4- - 0.50 c 
2 50 m 
3 - 10 a t e p s  
Frequency of C o v c r a p  
1 per h r  
1 p e r  d a y  
II 
II 
1 per d a y  
II 
I t  
1 per hr  
II 
I t  
I 1  
1 p e r  y r  
2 p c r  day  
Table 7. Concluded 
A- 
Locus t s 
Datum t Range Resolution 




7.0 - 100% 
0 - 160 h / h r  
360' 
2 ;a. 
+, 10 km/hr 
+ 200 .- 
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. -  
2 per day 
I# 
I t  
1 per wk 
Tablc 8. Spatial Resolution Required for 
Detection And Identif icat ion 
Antmals - 
Carnivores 
polar bcar s 
Porpoises 
Whales (small) 
Wales  , .arge) 
Rodents 
Cattle 









































* Dctcction affected by tnrgetlbackground contrast 
** Detection of the school 
* Detection of the individual.  If swarming, 10.0 m suff ic ient .  
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Part 11: Technolonical Aomoaches 
I n t e r r o m t h n ,  Recording and Location System (TRCS) 
S t a r t i n g  i n  1966, t h e  IRLS has been employed on t h e  Nimbus 3 m d  4 
sateLites for a v a r i e t y  o f  mobile platform pos i t ion  loca t ion  and d a t a  
c o l l e c t i o n  experiments. It was used to  t r ack  an e l k  i n  Wyoming over 
- a 96 km range during a period of a few weeks i n  1969. 
The IRLS technique requi res  a transponder (ordered system) to be 
ca r r i ed  by the  animal. Upon recognizing i t s  s p e c i f i c  address,  the 
animal's t r ansmi t t e r  is ac t iva t ed  and a ranging s i g n a l  sent to  the sa te l l i t e .  
The satell i te r ece ive r  d e t e c t s  t he  s i g n a l ' s  modulation and measures the  time 
of a r r i v a l  by comparir.g the  s i g n a l  with an on-board time standard.  This  
time is a measurement of the range between the animal and the  sa te l l i t e .  
A t  a predetermined time s h o r t l y  t h e r e a f t e r  the  measurement is repeated. 
The times of the  f i r s t  and second measarements are s to red  i n  the s a t e l l i t e  
and t ransmit ted t o  a ground s t a t i o n  or. command. 
Prec ise  s a t e l l i t e  o r b i t  and the  two range measurements provide s u f f i c i e n t  
data f o r  computing the  animal's posi t ion.  Sensor da ta  are modulated onto 
the  an imal - to-sa te l l i t e  transmissions. 
The advantage of t h i s  tec\miqi*e is t h a t  it has been ahown t o  be 
e f f e c t i v e  with medium t o  l a rge  animals and to  provide .ocation accuracies  of 
th ree  t o  f i v e  km. The platform weight ;rf 10 kg can be reduced by employing 
microminia tur iza t ion  components an: s o l a r  c e l l s  f o r  power. 
c a l i b r a t i n g  s t a t i o n s  i n  the general  region of  the experiment could improve 
the pos i t ion  accuracy t o  b e t t e r  than th ree  km. 
Use of known 
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Random Access Fleasuremen t Sys tern (RAMS) 
This  technique, planned f o r  t e s t i n g  on Nimbus F i n  1974, r equ i r e s  a 
s t a b l e  frequency transmission generated from an oscil lator c a r r i e d  by an 
animal. A low o r b i t i n g  s a t e l l i t e  measures the frequency of the  received 
s i g n a l ,  which cons i s t s  of t h e  frequency of the t ransmit ted s i g n a l  plus  o r  
minus a doppler frequency s h i f t .  The doppler s h i f t  is dependent on the  
t r ansmi t t e r  frequency, s a t e l l i t e  ve loc i ty ,  s a t e1 l ; t e  pos i t i on  and animal 
pos i t i on  relatiire to the  s a t e l l i t e  t rack.  I f  the f i r s t  t h ree  q u a n t i t i e s  
are known, a locus of poss ib le  loca t ions  of  the animal can be calculated.  
A second doppler measurement, combined with the f i r s t ,  g ives  the animal's 
locat ion.  Knowledge of  the animal 's  previous loca t ion  can be employed to  
reso lve  any pos i t i on  ambiguity. 
Thc prfr.cfpa1 zdvsntage of this technLqlic i s  i - t s  narrow band width and 
low t ransmi t t ing  power requirements. The animal t r ansmi t t e r  may be simple,  
permit t ing ease of implementation. No r ece ive r  is required.  A disadvantage 
of the  technique is the need f o r  r e l a t i v e l y  high platform frequency s t a b i l i t y  
( b e t t e r  than 1 p a r t  i n  '109 s h i r t  term). 
number of  platforms t o  200 simultaneously i n  the  view of t he  sa te l l i t e .  
Sensor data. are modulated onto t h e  t ransmit ted s i g n a l  f o r  determining 
b io log ica l  and physiological  parameters of the  animal. 
Mutual i n t e r f e rences  l i m i t  t h e  
OlncEa Pos i t ion  Loct t ion - Experiment (OPLE) 
OPLE has been employed i n  conjunction with a s i n g l e  geostat ionary 
communications s a t e l l i t e  (ATS-3) t o  provide almost continuous,  near.  r ea l -  
time pos i t ion  f i x  da ta  and sensor  information fo r  a number of  mobile 
vehlc lcs  ( sh ip ,  buoy, a i r c r a f t ,  bal loon and auto) .  It uses  t h e  t ransmissions 
from the U.S. Navy's Omega navigat ion system, a long range (10 - 13,000 km) 
transmission system opera t ing  i n  t h e  10.2 - 13.3 KHz frequency region. 
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Reception from two pa i r s  of Omcga s t a t i o n s  provides s u f f i c i e n t  information 
to  perform phase differnncing measurements and give a 'posi t ion f ix .  
the  OPLE technique the three Omega s igna ls  received a t  platform e l ec t ron ic s  
are converted upward i n  frequency and transmitted to the  geosynchronous 
couanunixtions satel l i te  f o r  r e l ay  to  a ground s t a t ion .  
is nominally +, 3 km. 
Multiple S a t e l l i t e  Rsnqinq 
In 
Posi t ion  accuracy 
T h i s  real-t ime, nearly continuous technique fo r  posi t ion/ locat ion and 
transmission of sensor da t a  employs mult iple ,  geosynchronous s a t e l l i t e s  
whose f i e l d  of view encompasses the t racking region of i n t e r e s t .  
ponder i s  employed on the  animal, and, on command from the ground, range 
rignals are  sen t  t o  both satellites. The s a t e l l i t e s  r e l ay  the two range 
s igna ls  and sensor da t a  t o  an e a r t h  da t a  co l lec t ion  s t a t i o n  fo r  posi t ionfiacat ion 
A t rans-  
computation and sensor da t a  processing. 
This technique w i l l  normally require  high power l eve l s ,  f i v e  wat t s  
or grea ter ,  to  reach t h e  36,000 km a l t i t u d e  of geosynchronous spacecraf t .  
w i l l  a l so  require approximately s i x  s a t e l l i t e s , a t  a subs t an t i a l  cost , to 
provide near global coverage, which w i l l  riot be required by other  d i sc ip l ines .  
In addi t ion,  these types of S a t e l l i t e s  do not  view t h e  polar regions; 
experiments involving polar  bears,  walrus ind other  polar  animals w i l l  require  
o ther  systems. ' 
Spaceborne Interferometer 
It 
Numerous studios have been performed employing a sa t e l l i t e -based ,  
long baseline (hundreds of meters), angle-measuring interferometer  located on 
a geosynchronous s a t e l l i t e  ( three w i l l  provide near global coverage, 
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excluding t h e  po la r  region) t o  provide a real-time pos i t i on  f ix .  Sensor 
d a t a  can be modulated on the  s i g n a l s  t ransmit ted to  the  satell i te o r  could 
follow immediately after f o r  r e l a y  to a ground cpmputation s t a t i o n .  
i n t e r f e romete r  cons is t s  
The 
of  two mutually perpendicular ,  crossed elements 
of about IO0 wavelengths. 
moving animal and o3e of the  base l ines  of t h e  in te r fe rometer  upon recept ion  
An angle measurement is obtained between the  
of a r a d i o  frequency s i g n a l  from the animal 's  t r ansmi t t e r .  A second angle 
is determined us ing  the second in te r fe rometer  basel ine.  These two angles  
plus  a range measurement between t h e  sa te l l i te  and the  animal provide 
s u f f i c i e n t  information f o r  a p o s i t i o d  loca t ion  f ix .  (See In te r fe rometer  
Figure 31 on the following page). 
Implementation of long basel ine,  spaceborne in te r fe rometers  has no t  been 
c a r r i e d  ou t  and appears t o  r equ i r e  technological  advances. The ATS-F 
w i l l  have a s h o r t  base l ine  in te r fe rometer  ope ra t ing  a t  s i x  G H z  t h a t  w i l l  
provide experimental  information on accuracy po ten t i a l .  The longer  i n t e r -  
feroweters will r equ i r e  s t i f f  booms and accura te  information on satel l i te  
n u t a t i o n  t o  achieve pos i t i on  / locat ion accuracies  of b e t t e r  than two t o  
f i v e  km. 
Ground Cased Posi t ion/Locat ion Systems 
Radar Tccliniques 
Radar techniques 'can be divided i n t o  those r e l a t e d  t o  su rve i l l ance  
r ada r s  and those r e l a t e d  t o  t racking  radars .  
r ada r s  arc owned by NASA. 
used b r i e f l y  as p a r t  of a s tudy t o  determine i t s  s e n s i t i v i t y  f o r  b i rd  
Several  S-bond su rve i l l ance  
One, t h e  AF'IASR-7 a t  Wallops Stat ion;  , has been 
d e t e c t i o n  when used  i n  d i f f e r e n t  modes. 
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One p o t e n t i a l l y  important use of su rve i l l ance  radars  for w i l d l i f e  
monitoring is animal tagging  with radar  transponders. 
is a simple 50 g transponder which can be t r iggered  by a su rve i l l ance  r s d a r  
t o  t ransmit  information a t  a second frequency. 
modified t o  receive the  t ransmit ted s i g n a l ,  the  loca t ion  o f  the "tagged" 
t a r g e t  can be displayed on the r ada r  P.P.I. scope o r  automatical ly  recorded. 
The de tec t ion  range of the  transponder depends on many f a c t o r s ,  bu t  under 
appropr i a t e  geometry a range of 100 km is possible .  
I n  ex is tence  today 
When t h e  r ada r  is appropriately 
. This  technique is no t  l imi ted  t o  f l y i n g  t a r g e t s  bu t  can be used f o r  
monitoring animals on the ground, i n  which case,  however, t he  range would be 
much reduced. 
To d a t e  the primary oapab i l i t y  of  NASA f o r  animal s t u d i e s  by radar  
lies with t racking  radars .  
of s tudying the  f l i g h t  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  a i rborne t a r g e t s  l a rge  enough 
t o  be detected.  These include i n s e c t s ,  ba t s  and birds .  The bas i c  
information t o  be expected depends on ind iv idua l  radar  charac te r i s t ics ,bu t  
s u i t a b l e  radar  choice w i l l  provide pos i t i on  as a funct ion of  time f o r  sir.,le 
t o r g c t s ,  the number dens i ty  of  "targets" i n  a s u i t a b l e  region around t h e  
r ada r ,  and the radar  c ross  sec t ion  of  the "target" as a funct ion o f  time. 
I n t e r p r e t a t i o n  of these kinds of radar  data.  i n  terms of b io log ica l  information 
is st i l l  i n  the  research s tage.  
may be c l a s s i f i c d  according t o  f l i g h t  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  such as wingbcat ra te ,  
con t inu i ty  of wingbcat, syrmnetry of wingbeat, a l t i t u d e  and speed of f l i g h t .  
Same i nd ica t ion  of  whether or not  t he  b i rd  i s  i n  long d is tance  migration is 
also possible .  
I n  general  t racking  radar  o f f e r s  the c a p a b i l i t y  
However, i t  now seems poss ib le  t h a t  b i r d s  
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t h i s  
been 
I d e n t i f i c a d o n  as to  species  Is less cer ta in .  Work has been done on 
using s igna ture  analysis  of AGC records,  but the scope of the work has 
l imited.  Three t o  four years  of e f f o r t  are required with s igna ture  
ana lys l s  before d e f i n i t i v e  answers are possible  fo r  a meaningful number of 
species. 
In any appl icat ion of radar  to monl.toring the  dens i t i e s  of  t a r g e t s  it 
m u s t  be recognized t h a t  a radar  t a r g e t  can be a mult iple  b io logica l  target 
composed of a l l  objects  within the  pulse volume of t h e  radar. Pulse  volume 
depends on many fac tors ,  some of which cannot be quant i ta t ive ly  determined. 
However, with the  best  radar  systems ava i lab le ,  minimum values would 
typ ica l ly  be 50 d at  10 km and 6500 m3 at 50 tun. 
It should be emphasized that  t racking radars  as they e x i s t  today were 
designed €or t a rge t s  w i t h  r e l a t i v e l y  high angular rates. 
f o r  which they are designed, t racking mount j e r k  and j i t ter  do not se r ious ly  
a f f e c t  t racking accuracy. However, before extensive precise  t racking 
experiments a t  low angular r a t e s  are perfonled, a systems analysis  of 
t racking accuracy is needed. 
e x i s t i n g  mounts to  meet the  needs of b io logis t s .  
For the  appl ica t ion  
I t  may be necessary t o  redesign o r  modify 
Othcr system modifications t h a t  may be necessary, but  a r e  usual ly  
ava i lab le ,  a r e  l i nea r i za t ion  of AGC output.and provision fo r  AGC frequency 
response above about 100 Hz. 
d a t a  recording techniques s ince those i n  standard use a t  most radar  
f a c i l i t i c s  a r e  not optimum f o r  b io logica l  prbgrams. 
Careful consideration must also be given t o  
The primary NASA tracking radars  0 -  establ ished for s a t e l l i t e  t racking -- 





radars ,  the AN/FPQd, has tracked b i rds  at a dis tance of more than 70 km. 
NASA has allowed b io log i s t s  to  obtain d a t e  from tracking radars  
located a t  Wallops Stat ion A t  the  same time grant , funds 
have been provided t o  obtain cooperative data  from survei l lance .radars 
located on Cape Cod, Antigua and Trinidad. 
aiid Bermuda. 
Also in existence a re  S-band and Ka-band tracking radars ,  located 
primarily a t  Wallops Station. 
modifications of them. 
S ta t ion  and i n  mobile vans. 
but  i s  present ly  l imited i n  usefulness because of tracking mount 
r e s t r i c t i o n s  and lack of necessary c i r c u i t r y  fo r  obtaining AGC. 
problcnis, though, can be overcome by d i r e c t  modiZication. 
The S-band radars  a re  t h e  l!N/FiPS-19 systems o r  
They e x i s t  a t  fixed locat ions such as Wallops 
The Ka-band system e x i s t s  at Wallops S ta t ion  
These 
One other aystcm owned by W S A  but present ly  under operation by the 
Johns Hopkins Applied Physi cs  Laboratory is the  Radar Atmospheric Gescarch 
F a c i l i t y  (RARF) loceted at Wallops Station. RARF now Includes the Spander 
(S-band) tracking radar  which, before 1972, was avai labie  from NASA f o r  bird 
t racking s tudies .  
as a unified f a c i l i t y  capable of giving multiple frequency information on 
a s ing le  target .  
but t h e  optimum frequency fo r  i den t i f i ca t ion  of ce r t a in  s ize  ranges of 
b i rds  needs more research. 
Another system, t o t a l l y  unexplorcd for  w i ld l t f e  monitoring c a p a b i l i t i e s ,  
Included i n  RARF are  UHF, X-band and S-band radars  
The radar cross sec t ion  of birds  i s  frequency dependent, 
is tho high frequency over-the-horizon radar. 
in conjunction w i t h  a radar  t tansponder ' in the same manner as  t h e  
previoos sytcms. 
T h i s  system could be used 
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Other Ground Based Pos i t ion  Systems 
Continuous wave (or sequent ia l )  transponding sys  tern using phase de lay  
of subca r r i e r  
General descr ip t ion .  T h i s  type of system cons i s t s  of two major 
components, a master s t a t i o n  and a remote s t a t i o n .  
sends ou t  a r ad io  frequency c a r r i e r  modulated with a subcar r ie r .  
remote s t a t i o n  rece ives  t h e  modulated c a r r i e r  and demodulates t h e  
The master s t a t i o n  
The 
subca r r i e r .  I n  the continuous wave vers ion  the demodulated subca r r i e r  
in turn roodulates anotner (d i f f e ren t )  r ad io  frequency carrier which i s  s e n t  
back t o  t h e  master s t a t i o n .  There it is received,  demodulated and 
compared t o  the  o r i g i n a l  subcar r ie r .  
p ropor t iona l  t o  range. 
The phase de lay  measured is d i r e c t l y  
A var i a t ion  of  t h i s  system opera tes  i n  a sequen t i a l  mode. Upon 
r e c e i p t  of the modulated s i g n a l  from the master s t a t i o n  the remote s t a t i o n  
phaselocks an i n t e r n a l  clock t o  t h e  incoming subca r r i e r  and goes i n t o  a 
bold mode. Upon cessa t ion  of the s i g n a l  from the master s t a t i o n  the  
remote s t a t i o n  t r ansmi t t e r  is turned on and modulated with the sign91 i n  the 
phaselock loop. Back a t  the  master s t a t i o n  t h i s  s i g n a l  is received and 
compared as before. 
This  method allows transmission and recept ion on the  same antenna a t  
t h e  same frequency, g rea t ly  reducing size and weight requirements. In 
both typcs rad io  d i r e c t i o n  f ind ing  tochziques are used t o  ob ta in  a bearing. 
Range and bearing f i x  the  r e l a t i v e  pos i t i on  of the master and remote s t a t i o n s .  
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OF POOR QUALtn 
ExistinR systems, Systems u t i l i z i n g  t h e  f i r s t  t e c h i q u e  are commercially 
ava i l ab le  i n  designs pr imar i ly  intended for such appl icat€ons a s  pos i t i on  
loca t ion  f o r  geophysical survey work. 
laser c a r r i e r  f rcquencics  and mult iple  s u b c a r r i e r s  t o  reso lve  lane ambiguity. 
Typical ly  they employ microwave and 
A system u t i l i z i n g  the  second technique has been b u i l t  t o  monitor t he  
pos i t i on  of porpoiscs undergoing t ra in ing .  
frequency of 31 Mle and a subca r r i e r  of 10 kdz (13 km lane).  
It opera tes  a t  a carrier 
The gcophysic equipment would no t  be r e a d i l y  adaptable t o  animal work 
without  ex tens ive  developmenLTheir microwave frequency c a r r i e r s  do 
not perform well on 1011 s i l h o u e t t e  t a r g e t s ,  azd t h e i r  s i z e ,  weight and power 
consumption would have t o  be reduced by s e v e r a l  o rders  of magnitude. 
s equen t i a l  system (#2) is present ly  configured i n  three  cy l inders  1 1/8" i n  
d i m c t e r  by 14" long. 
weighs approxfmatcly three pounds. Without the pressure housing the 
weight is Oh the  order  of one pound. Range is zero t o  9,000 m w i t h  a 
The 
With i ts  pressure h o s i n g  and b a t t e r y  pack i t  
9 m resolutLon and t y p i c a l l y  27 m accuracy. 
Proposed systems opera t ing  a t  lower c a r r i e r  and s u b c a r r i e r  
f requencies  and capable of ranges from 160 t o  320 km a r e  f e a s i b l e .  
size hecomcs a problem, however. 
Antenna 
v, An opera t iona l  system coinpatible wit11 D l a rge  
marfnc o r  terrestr ia l  animal e x i s t s ,  
whcrc pwescnt s i z e  and weight a r e  acceptable  is an engineer ing task.  
SignPfLzmt reduct ion  i n  s ize  and weight or extension o f  performance 
r e q u i r e  engineer ing development work. 
Adaptation f o r  o the r  app l i ca t ions  
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Standard Radfo Trackinp, ( radio beacon and d i r e c t i o n  f inder)  
General descr ip t ion .  The syst?m cons i s t s  of small  r ad io  beacoa a t  
the  subjec t  and s ing le  o r  mult iple  r ad io  d i r e c t i o n  fiDders. Frequency and 
p over s e l e c t i o n  a r e  based on subjec t  s ize ,  h a b i t a t  and range. Pos i t i on  
information i s  obtained by t racking o r  multir  . e  bearings on known basel ines  
( t r iangula t ion) .  The r ad io  frequency I s  also used tcr r e l a y  sensor  da ta .  
Exis t ing  svstems. A wide veriet:, of r ad io  beacons and d i r e c t i o n  f inders  
have been b u i l t  and used. Many are conunercially ava i lab le ,  Beacons range 
i n  s i z e  from about one 6, compatible w i t h  use 3n animals l i k e  mice, t o  
very  l a r g e  packages on the. o rder  of 10 kg, used on elephants ,  
used cover low broadcast bands ( . 5  hfllz) t o  400 NlZ. The kind of rece iv ing  
Frequencies 
equipment includes simple unipurpose r ece ive r s  w i t h  some form of d i r e c t i o n a l  
antenna such as G loop o r  yagi t o  automatfc d i r e c t i o n  finders using 
e i g h t  arrays.  Some systems includ;. automatic,  instantaneous d i sp lay  of 
bear ings with f a c i l i t y  fo r  automatic i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  and recording of 
events  and bearings.  
The tecil tology of rad io  tagging is in one sense highly developed and 
i t .  another j u s t  beginning. 
monitoring a small number of animals, and their operat ion i s  ca r r i ed  out  by 
Small systems are general ly  r e s t r i c t e d  t o  
a very small group of people. Technology exists to expand these s tandard 
systems i n t o  networks, but adequate fcd iv idua l  funds f o r  ind iv idua l  un- 
coordinated programs can r a r e l y  be mustered f o r  investment in equipment and 
opera t ionnl  manpower, 
the c r u c i a l  s t e p  of iden t i fy ing  technological  and opera t iona l  problem areas  
These smallcr  t r ack ing  programs serve  t o  ca r ry  out  
associated with capture ,  handling and cquipment/animal outcr face  which must  
accompany any t rackigg program using a c t i v e  or passive devices  on the 
animal, no matter what the scale of the program. 
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Additional Development Areas, Equipment now being used is being invented 
and re-invented by each user. 
by a goad communications Link between a biological  s c i e n t i s t  and a 
technologist  or an exceptional b io logis t  who has mastered the necessary 
equipment technology. 
modules o r  techniques is indicated. 
devices o r  equipmcnr backed up by technical  support t o  i n t e r f ace  the 
equipment ui t h  the program. 
Passive Tagging 
Successful programs usually can be iden t i f i ed  
Development i n  the a rea  of general  ap;llica+Con 
Their object ive would be a tam:.ly of 
Several techniques have been u t i l i z e d  extensively to  date. Passive 
tags have been designed either t o  iden t i fy  t h e  animal a f t e r  recapture o r  
death o r  t o  increase its v isua l  cont ras t  t o  allow v isua l  ident i f ica t ion .  
Peccn't programs have been aimed a t  development of passive tags which, 
when illuminated with an electromagnetic source,  re-radiate  a coded s igna l  
for i den t i f i ca t ion  and counting. These systems use codes which allow 
vary large numbers of individuals to  be ident i f ied .  Their present 
e v f s i o n e d  usage is primarily ground based, as i n  t h e  i den t i f i ca t ion  of 
trucks and c a t t l e  (two known programs). It 5s conceivable tha t  they  might 
bccome part  of  a future  system i n  which a s a t e l l i t e  was employed as  an 
i n  tcrroga t or  and response r e  1 ay , 
Ancjllnrv Data Systems 
Orbiting s a t e l l i t e  sys  terns (other than geostationary) can be increased 
considerably i n  effect iveness  through the use of anc i l l a ry  systems. 
s ing le  polar o rb i t i ng  s a t e l l i t e  operating only on the  br ight  s ide  of the 
A 
ear th  will pass a given point a t  t h e  lower l a t i t udes  only once per  day. 
Yet some w i l d l i f e  s tud ies  w i l l  require  more frequent da ta  coverage from 
Bets of subjects.  It seems reasonable to  obtain such addi t ional  coverage 
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through the  use of rece iver  ntevorks which are ground- (or sea-) based. 
Indeed such systems --using NASA technology--could go f3r t o  ameliorate 
severe communications problems known to exis t  with both pelagic  marine 
animals and c e r t a i n  t e r r e s t i a l  creatures .  
Sensors ( A t  Subject) 
Among sensor technology immediately ava i lab le  ate some dev ices  
f a i r l y  cocipletely developed fo r  appl icat ion under f i e l d  conditions 
or present ly  useful only under ca re fu l ly  control led laboratory conditions,  
while o thers  are poorly developed o r  unavailable.  
Sensors general ly  a r e  e i t h e r  of t h e  implantable type o r  those which 
are surface-mounted. 
in the  medical f i e l d  have produced a number of devices and sensor systems 
po ten t i a l ly  appropt ia te  f o r  appl icat ion t o  the  wi ld l i f e  program. 
Pas t  NASA developments as well as dynamic e f f o r t s  
Since the w i l d l i f e  e f f o r t  Irere must r e l a t e  t o  both the physiological 
and biochemical s t a t u s  of the subjec ts  as well as environmental da t a  
local to the subjec t ,  both general  c lasses  of  sensors a re  described i n  
the  t e x t  on Page 34. 
are s t a t ed .  
they are indicated.  
Where l imi t a t ions  in appl ica t ion  a re  known, they 









lleart r a t e  
Blood pressure 
Bch av i or o 1 
Simple physfcal a c c i v i t y  
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Orleatation 




Bel lzlv ior n l  
Heart load 
Selective a c t i v i t y  
Phonation 
Feeding events  
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Pol lu tant  abs0rpti.m 
Voiding 
Pregnancy status 




Ams Research Center 
P r i n c i p l e s  of Laboratorv Animal Care Developed by the 
ORIGINAL ?AGE IS 
OF POOR QUALln 
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I. 5 1 1 1  animals used f o r  experimental purposes m c s t  be lawful ly  
acpu..red, and t h e i r  re ten t io i i  s h a l l  bc i n  str ict  compliance with 
fet c r a l ,  state and l o c a l  laws and regula t ions ,  
2 .  Research p r v j e c t s  invcrlving animals must be performed by, or 
under the immediate supervis ion of, a qua l i f i ed  b io log ica l  s c i e n t i s t ,  
wit' 
3. The housing, care and feeding of a11 animals when undergoing 
pre3ara t lve  techniques s h a l l  be supervised by a properly qua l i f i ed  
v e k r i n a r i a n  o r  o the r  b io log ica l  s c i e n t i s t  competent i n  such 
matters .  
i. 
,?hey n e s t  ?x kir.dlp t rcz~e2 ,  pioeerlj Leu and t h e i r  surroundings 
Lept iii a s a n i t a r y  condi t ion 
a Doctor of Vetcr inary Eedicine in attendance. 
A l l  animals must receive every cons idera t ion  f o r  t h e i r  comfort; 
r .  
uhen held for prel iminary or pre-  
par a t  f ve t ecb- . ques . 
5. Rooms in which animals a r e  t o  be housed s h a l l  be provided with a 
floor uliich can he kept  c lean.  and the room s h a l l  be l i gh ted  and 
ven t i l a t ed .  The temperature s h a l l  be held within reasonable l i m i t s .  
Enclss ires sho-11 cl be of s u f f i c i e n t  c Ize t o  pennic the animal used to 
stnnd or l t t  i n  a normal posi t ion.  It is genera l ly  conceded t h a t  
animal, maintained f o r  long periods arc i n  b e t t e r  p?iysiological 
co..dition i f  they cxercise regular ly .  
s h a l l  be given alcquate  pro tcc t ion  froin d i r e c t  sun l igh t  or inclement 
Species housed out of doors 
weather. 
6. -\,e food and water supplied t o  a l l  animals must be pa la t ab le  
and acccptable and of s u f f i c i e n t  quant i ty  and proper q u a l i t y  t o  
maint3fn t h e  animal's good hcal th .  
2 06 
7. In any procedure likely to cause discomfort the animal shall 
be anesthetized and maintained in  that coudition until  the procedure 
ie ended. A DVM must be i n  attendance. 
8. The care and housing of individual species should be i n  accordance 
with the recaarmendatfons of the Institute of Laboratory Animal 
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Appendix )1 contains more det;liled data on Wildlifc Monitoring sensors and sensor p\stforms. 










Wavelength and r+equency Ranges of Operation for Remote Sensors 
Aircraft-Borne Acquisition Systems 
Earth Resources Aircraft Program (ERAP) Camera 
Sensor Systems (January 1974) 
Future ERAP Sensor Systems(January 1974) 
Satellite-Borne Acquisition Systems 
Skylab EREP Sensor Systems 
Satellites Presently in Orbit 
Planned or Proposed Satellites 
Calculated Location Uncertainty as a Function of 
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TABLE 15.- SATELLITES PRUENlLY IN ORBIT 
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